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Abstract
Reactive flows are ubiquitous in several energy systems: internal com-
bustion engines, industrial burners, gas turbine combustors. Numeri-
cal modeling of reactive flows is a key tool for the development of such
systems. However, computational combustion is a challenging task per
se. It generally includes different coupled physical and chemical pro-
cesses. A single model can come to deal with simultaneous processes:
turbulent mixing, multi-phase fluid-dynamics, radiative heat transfer,
and chemical kinetics. It is required not only of mathematically repre-
senting these processes and coupling them to each other, but also of
being numerical efficient. In some applications, the numerical model
needs to be able to deal with different length scales. For instance, a
continuum approach to reactive flows in porous media burners is not
adequate: processes occurring at the pore-scale are not taken into ac-
count properly. It is therefore fundamental to have numerical methods
able to capture phenomena at the microscopic scales and incorporate
the effects in the macroscopic scale.
The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM), a relatively new numerical method
in computational fluid-dynamics (CFD), summarizes the requirements
of numerical efficiency and potential to relate micro-and macro-scale.
However, despite these features and the recent developments, appli-
cation of LBM to combustion problems is limited and hence further
improvements are required. In this thesis, we explore the suitability of
LBM for combustion problems and extend its capabilities.
The first key-issue in modeling reactive flows is represented by the
fact that the model has to be able to handle the significant density
and temperature changes that are tipically encountered in combustion.
A recently proposed LBM model for compressible thermal flows is ex-
tended to simulate reactive flows at the low Mach number regime. This
thermal model is coupled with the mass conservation equations of the
chemical species. Also in this case a model able to deal with compress-
ibility effects is derived. To this purpose, we propose a new scheme
for solving the reaction-diffusion equations of chemical species where
compressibility is accounted for by simply modifying the equilibrium
distribution function and the relaxation frequency of models already
available in the literature. This extension enables one to apply LBM
to a wide range of combustion phenomena, which were not properly
adressed so far. The effectiveness of this approach is proved by sim-
ulating combustion of hydrogen/air mixtures in a mesoscale channel.
Validation against reference numerical solution in the continuum limit
are also presented.
An adequate treatment of thermal radiation is important to develop
a mathematical model of combustion systems. In fact, combustion in-
corporates also radiation process, which tends to plays a significant
role if high temperatures (and solid opaque particles) are involved. In
the thesis a LBM model for radiation is presented. The scheme is de-
rived from the radiative transfer equation for a participating medium,
i
assuming isotropic scattering and radiative equilibrium condition. The
azimuthal angle is discretized according to the lattice velocities on the
computational plane, whereas an additional component of the discrete
velocity normal to the plane is introduced to discretize the polar an-
gle. The radiative LBM is used to solve a two-dimensional square en-
closure bechmark problem. Validation of the model is carried out by
investigating the effects of the spatial and angular discretizations and
extinction coefficient on the solution. To this purpose, LBM results are
compared against reference solutions obtained by means of standard
Finite Volume Method (FVM). Extensive error analysis and the order
of convergence of the scheme are also reported in the thesis.
In order to extend the capabilities of LBM and make it more efficient in
the simulation of reactive flows, in this thesis a new formulation is pre-
sented, referred to as Link-wise Artificial Compressibility Method (LW-
ACM). The Artificial Compressibility Method (ACM) is (link-wise) for-
mulated by a finite set of discrete directions (links) on a regular Carte-
sian grid, in analogy with LBM. The main advantage is the possibil-
ity of exploiting well established technologies originally developed for
LBM and classical computational fluid dynamics, with special empha-
sis on finite differences, at the cost of minor changes. For instance, wall
boundaries not aligned with the background Cartesian mesh can be
taken into account by tracing the intersections of each link with the wall
(analogously to LBM technology). LW-ACM requires no high-order mo-
ments beyond hydrodynamics (often referred to as ghost moments) and
no kinetic expansion. Like finite difference schemes, only standard Tay-
lor expansion is needed for analyzing consistency. Preliminary efforts
towards optimal implementations have shown that LW-ACM is capable
of similar computational speed as optimized (BGK-) LBM. In addition,
the memory demand is significantly smaller than (BGK-) LBM. Two-
and three-dimensional benchmarks are investigated, and an extensive
comparative study between solutions obtained through FVM. Numeri-
cal evidences suggest that LW-ACM represents an excellent alternative
in terms of simplicity, stability and accuracy.
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NOMENCLATURE
a atom radius
c speed of light, lattice sound speed, specific heat
f distribution function
g distribution function, external acceleration
h enthalpy, height
j momentum
n normal direction
p pressure
q normalized distance
q heat flux
r radius
s MRT parameters
t time
s geometric distance
t time
u flow velocity along x-direction, internal energy
v lattice velocity
v flow velocity along y-direction
w flow velocity along z-direction, lattice weights
x spatial coordinates
x x-coordinate, size parameter
y y-coordinate
z z-coordinate
A pre-exponential factor
Br Brinkmann number
D mass diffusivity
E total kinetic energy, activation energy
Ec Eckert number
G volumetric absorption
I radiative intensity
Kn Knudsen number
L length
Le Lewis number
Ma Mach number
N number of mesh points
Pr Prandtl number
Q number of lattice velocities, scattering efficiency
Qh energy source terms
QY species source terms
R reaction rate
Re Reynolds number
S radiative source term, line strength
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T temperature
T torque
U reference velocity
V volume, diffusion velocity, magnitude of lattice velocity,
W weights of quadrature formula, molecular weight
Y species mass fraction
Z enstrophy
Greek symbols
α thermal diffusivity
β extinction coefficient
γ polar angle
δ azimuthal angle
ε energy shell constant
κ thermal conductivity
κa absorption coefficient
κP Planck mean absorption coefficient
κR Rosseland mean absorption coefficient
λ wavenumber
µ dynamic viscosity
ν kinematic viscosity
ξ bulk viscosity, species mass fraction distribution function
ρ density
σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.67× 10−8W/m2K
σs scattering coefficient
τ relaxation time
ψ stream function, dimensionless heat flux
ω relaxation frequency
ω˙ molar concentration reaction rate
∆t time step
∆x mesh spacing
Π stress tensor
Φ correction term of energy equation
Ψ dimensionless total heat flux, correction term of momentum equation
Ω computational domain, solid angle
Superscripts
∗ modified
∧ dimesionless
(e) equilibrium
in inlet
o odd
out outlet
post post-collisional
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s sensible
T transposition
Subscripts
0 reference value, mean value
b boundary, black body
e outer
i azimuthal direction, node label in x-direction, inner, lattice direction
j polar direction, node label in y-direction
k k-th chemical species
p costant pressure
t thermal, iteration step
v costant volume
x, y, z space directions
w wall
BB bounce-back
L lid
R radiative
Ref reference solution
θ angular direction
Symbols
⊥ perpendicular
|| parallel
ABBREVIATIONS
ACE Artificial Compressibility Equation
ACM Artificial Compressibility Method
BE Boltzmann Equation
BGK Bhatnagar-Groos-Krook
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CSE Common Subexpression Elimination
DOM Discrete Ordinate Method
DTM Discrete Transfer Method
FD Finite Difference
FVM Finite Volume Method
GPGPU General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units
INSE Incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations
LB Lattice Boltzmann
LBGK Lattice Bhatnagar-Groos-Krook
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LBM Lattice Boltzmann Method
LKS Lattice Kinetic Scheme
LW Link-Wise
MD Molecular Dynamics
MLUPS Million Fluid Lattice cell Updates Per Second
MOC Method Of Characteristics
MRT Multiple Relaxation Time
RTE Radiative Transfer Equation
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A man of genius makes no
mistakes; his errors are volitional
and are the portals of discovery.
James Joyce (1882-1941)
1.1 Motivations
In the recent years, the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has been developed
as an alternative numerical scheme for the simulation of fluid flows, and
proved to be successful especially in case of complex boundaries. Unlike con-
ventional numerical scheme for computational fluid-dynamics (CFD) based
on the discretization of macroscopic continuum equations, LBM is derived
from simplified kinetic models, and it solves the time evolution of the parti-
cle distribution function, which obeys target macroscopic equations. Hydro-
dynamic quantities can be computed as moments of the distribution func-
tion. The use of kinetic methods for the description of macroscopic fluid
flows is made possible by the following reasons: (i) macroscopic dynamics
of the fluids is the result of interaction of microscopic particles, and (ii) the
macroscopic dynamics is not sensitive to the underlying details in micro-
scopic physics.
The key focus of LBM is the averaged macroscopic behavior and, from this
point of view, it can be regarded as an alternative tool to classical solvers
of partial differential equations. LBM has some relevant features that distin-
guish if from classical numerical methods:
a. The advection term of LBM is linear, which contrasts with the non-
linear advection terms in other approaches based on the macroscopic
equations for fluid-dynamics;
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b. The pressure of LBM is computed using the equation of state. On the
contrary, in classical CFD approaches, the pressure satisfies the Pois-
son equation. This is typical of the Artificial Compressibility Method;
c. LBM uses a minimal set of microscopic velocities, whereas in kinetic
theory the Discrete Velocity Method (DVM) uses more velocities, but
real informations beyond hydrodynamics. This feature of LBM implies
that the transformation from the particle distribution function to hy-
drodynamic variables, which are usually the main concern, is greatly
simplified.
In some applications, such as flow through porous media [4], where the
reliability of the results is of key importance, the best way would be to solve
a micro-scale model and then calculate the macro-scale quantities directly
from it. In fact, the micro-scale formulation allows one to better focus on
details which cannot be caught by macroscopic models. On the other side,
micro-scale models can be limited to few applications if the computational
resources are limited. Through LBM, it is actually possible to formulate
problems which can be numerically solved by means of limited resources.
Moreover, the link between micro- and macro-scale is readily available. For
this reason, LBM is also referred to as mesoscopic approach.
LBM has been originally proposed as an alternative numerical solver for
isothermal non-reactive Navier-Stokes equations. Over the last two decades,
LBM has been greatly improved in order to address a larger range of engi-
neering problems. LBM has offered a promising approach for investigating
pore-scale phenomena involving reacting flow in porous media [53, 80, 84].
Fig. 1.1 illustrates the schematic of a porous media (PM) burner. This ap-
plication meets the requirements of developing advanced combustion sys-
tems with high energy efficiency and low polluntants emission. The heat
recovery serves to heat the porous layer in the pre-heat zone. This process
makes combustion more efficient, and reduces the possibility of formation
of polluntants, such as NOx or CO. The development of such energy system
requires suitable mathematical models, in order to describe processes like
flows in porous media, radiative heat transfer or combustion.
The fluid flow in porous media highly influence the heat and mass transfer
phenomena. In the past years, flow in porous media has been intensively
studied from both experimental and numerical points of view. Three scales
are involved: the pore-scale, the representative elementary volume (REV)
and the device scale. The REV is defined as the smallest volume over which
a measurement can be made that will yield a value representative of the
whole. Below REV, the parameter is not defined and the material can not be
treated as a continuum. The REV scale is smaller than the domain scale, but
larger than the pore scale. Usually, the flow in porous media is studied by
means of semi-empirical models based on the volume-averaging at the REV
6
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of two layers PM burner: major heat transfer modes
are highlighted.
scale. On the contrary, if studies are carried out at the level of the pore-scale,
detailed local informations of the flow can be obtained and used to study
macroscopic relations. The pore-scale simulations can be of great help to
the evaluation of constitutive laws for key parameters, e.g. permeability, dis-
persivity of reactants and tortuosity. However, the method at the pore-scale
needs detailed geometric informations, and if the size of the computational
domain is too large, the simulation becomes too demanding. Thus, the nu-
merical tool has to be able not only (i) to simulate properly the pore-scale
phenomena, but also (ii) to be numerically efficient. LBM revealed suitable
to simulate systems at the pore-scale. Moreover, LBM is also characterized
by a simple implementation in complex geometries and does not involve
global operations, but only nearest neighbor interactions, which makes the
method particularly suited for parallel calculations.
In this thesis, we will not focus on numerical modeling of flows in porous
media. Instead a great consideration is dedicated to exploring the capabil-
ities of LBM to simulate the other processes capitalized by the PM burner.
More in particular, this thesis aims at investigating and extending LBM to
the description of reactive flows. In fact, despite the last decade has wit-
nessed a significant improvement in describing various problems (e.g. flows
in porous media and shallow waters, magnetic and electric fields, thermal
flows), applications of LBM to combustion is still limited. In principle, once
lattice Boltzmann models can properly account for large temperature vari-
ation and mixing, extension to reactive flows essentially involves adding
7
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appropriate source terms in the species equations to account for the reaction
rate. However, no reactive lattice Boltzann model has been proposed so far
that capitalizes on the latest developments [39]. One reason is that the origi-
nal lattice Boltzmann formulation recovers consistently Navier-Stokes equa-
tions in the incompressible limit, where the density is (approximately) con-
stant, whereas the numerical model has to deal with compressibility effects
which originate from the heat release due to chemical reactions. Compress-
ibility effects must be taken into account both in the Navier-Stokes-Fourier
equations and the transport equation of each chemical species.
The first model for combustion simulation was proposed in [103], assuming
fast chemistry and cold flames with weak heat release. As a consequence,
large density variation was not allowed in the model. In [110] a model
for reactive flows based on the classical incompressible LBM formulation
[117] was presented, assuming that flow field is not affected by chemical
reactions, though. The first lattice Boltzmann model able to handle density
variations was proposed by Filippova et al. in [35] and [36]. It was derived
by modifying the equilibrium populations so that the model behaves like
a weak-compressible solver in the macroscopic limit. In order to correct
the strain tensor, a term containing gradients of the density is added to the
expression for the equilibrium distribution function. The coupling among
continuity, momentum and energy equations is achieved by introducing an
additional factor to the rest particle, so to model temporal changes of the
density. In this way the simplicity of the LBM algorithm got somehow lost.
In [88, 89], LBM has been extended to simulate compressible thermal flows
on standard lattices and proved to be a good candidate for simulating reac-
tive flows. However, further improvements are still required to make LBM
suitable for combustion problems. Basic models for the solution of the trans-
port equation of the chemical species [22] relevead to be inadequate for large
density ratios.1
Combustion generally incorporates also radiation process, which tends to
be important if high temperatures and participating media are involved. An
adeguate treatment of thermal radiation is of key importance to develop
a mathematical model of the combustion system. Despite several models
have been proposed in the literature [1, 18, 27, 37, 57, 65, 75, 76, 77, 78, 99],
however efficient solution of the radiative transfer equation (RTE) still repre-
sents a challenging task. Unlike conduction and convection modes of heat
transfer which depend on spatial and temporal dimensions, an analysis of
radiation involves additional three dimensions, i.e, two angular dimensions
(polar and azimuthal angles) and one spectral dimension. This makes prob-
lems difficult to analyze. In a conduction-convection and radiation problem,
1A. F. Di Rienzo, P. Asinari, E. Chiavazzo, N. I. Prasianakis, J. Mantzaras, Lattice Boltz-
mann model for reactive flows in combustion, Europhys. Letters, 2012 (accepted).
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it is the computation of radiative component that is the most time consum-
ing one. This excessive computational time in the evaluation of radiative
information is for the reason that, apart from covering all the spatial grid
points in the solution domain, radiative intensities at every grid point need
to be traced from their points of origin in the enclosure to the grid point
under consideration. At every grid point, intensities are spanned over the
whole spherical space. Recently, a different approach has been proposed
by Asinari et al. [9], where LBM is directly used to solve the radiative heat
transfer in a participating medium. Due to its kinetic nature, the RTE can
be easily formulated according to the LBM formalism: unlike traditional
LBM, the intensity, which is the unknown of the problem, is already a par-
ticle (phonon) distribution function. The numerical implementation is very
simple and it is particularly suitable for complex geometries. The reason
is twofold: the intensities at every grid point are automatically traced from
their points of origin at the solid walls and the data structures for radiation
can be the same of those for fluid flow. These advantages make promising
the application of this approach to porous media, for instance. However, the
radiative LBM needs further improvements, concerning the angular disceti-
zation. In [9], the polar angle was not discretized, spoiling the accuracy of
the method with respect of standard Finite Volume Method (FVM) radiation
solvers. This issue will be addressed in this dissertation.2
LBM shares similarities with the Artificial Compressibility Method (ACM).
Asymptotic analysis of the updating rule of LBM derives the artificial com-
pressibility equations (ACE), where momentum equations are the same of
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and an artificial continuity equa-
tion with the pressure time derivative. Taking advantage of these similari-
ties, in [81] the ACM was revived as a high-order accurate numerical method
(fourth-order in space and second-order in time) for incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations, even for transient simulations, linking the compressibility
with the mesh spacing. The stability of the revived ACM has been further
enhanced in [82]. However, it is also worth to stress out the differences be-
tween LBM and the revived ACM. The latter deals only with macroscopic
variables, which represents an advantage in case of inlet and outlet bound-
ary conditions. On the other side, due to its pseudo-kinetic origin, LBM
works with a larger set of unknowns, including the so-called ghost variables,
beyond the hydrodynamic variables, differently from ACM, which focuses
only on macroscopic quantities. The ghost variables are unessential as long
as the continuum limit is the main concern and they can also be responsible
of numerical instabilities [30]. Furthemore, it is not clear how to optimally
design these ghost quantities. The lattice kinetic scheme (LKS) [49] can be re-
2A. F. Di Rienzo, P. Asinari, R. Borchiellini, S. C. Mishra, Improved angular discretization
and error analysis of the lattice Boltzmann method for solving radiative heat transfer in a participating
medium, Int. Journ. Num. Meth. Heat & Fluid Flow, 21(5):640-662, 2011.
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garded as a first attempt to overcome this limitation of LBM. The main idea
of LKS is that the updating of the particle distribution function is ruled only
by the hydrodynamic variables through the local equilibrium, which solely
depends on macroscopic quantities. On the other side, LKS is able to deal
only with a fixed value of the kinematic viscosity, and thus the relaxation
frequency becomes no longer a tunable parameter, like in standard LBM.
However, the underlying idea of LKS can be the starting point for futher
developments of LBM.
Another key point is represented by the techniques used in case of complex
boundaries. In general, ACM can use different meshing techniques. It is
possible to use either Cartesian structured meshes, recursively refined like
in LBM, or unstructured body-fitted meshes. In this latter case, advanced
algorithms are required in order to have high quality meshes. They usually
imply an additional computational overhead and may not convege to an ac-
ceptable solution. If Cartesian meshes are used, issues arise in case of wall
treatment, which depends on the dimensionality of the problem, i.e. wall
boundaty conditions in 2D are different than 3D. Thanks to its link-wise
formulation, LBM can overcome this limitation and the same interpolation
techniques are used for any orientations of the wall with respect to the lat-
tice as well in any dimensions.
In this thesis, we present a novel formulation of the ACM, retaining the
key features of LBM. In particular, (i) ACM is link-wise reformulated and
(ii) ghost moments of traditional LBM are removed, by making the updat-
ing rule of the distribution function depend on the local equilibrium. This
new formulation will be referred to as Link-wise Artificial Compressiblity
Method (LW-ACM).3
1.2 Outline of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 The basics of LBM are briefly overviewed. Starting from the Boltzmann
equation with Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) approximation, the LBM
numerical scheme is derived. Asymptotic analysis techniques are re-
ported and the Navier-Stokes system of equations in the incompress-
ible limit is recovered. The existence of multiple time scales, typical
of kinetic-based approaches, is pointed out studying a simple one-
dimensional heat diffusion equation. A quick overview of techiques
for boundary conditions in LBM are also reported. Special attention
is devoted to highlight the capability of LBM to deal in a very easy
way with complex geometries, but its limitations are also stressed, es-
pecially in the case of more general boundaries.
3P. Asinari, T. Ohwada, E. Chiavazzo, A. F. Di Rienzo, Link-wise Artificial Compressibility
Method, Jour. Comp. Phys, 2012 (accepted).
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Chapter 3 We propose a general lattice Boltzmann model for reactive flow simula-
tions at the low Mach number regime, which is suitable to accomodate
significant density changes. A recent LBM model [88, 89] for compress-
ible thermal flows is extended to combustion applications. In order to
overcome the limitations of basic models, we also propose a new sim-
ple scheme for the solution of the governing equation of the chemical
species, in order to account for compressibility effects. Validation of
the proposed model is provided simulating combustion of a global
chemical step for hydrogen/air mixtures in a mesoscale channel. Com-
parisons against reference numerical solutions in the continuum limit
are presented.
Chapter 4 We present some improvements to the lattice Boltzmann scheme in [9]
for solving radiative heat transfer in an absorbing, emitting and scatter-
ing medium. The full derivation of the radiative LBM from the RTE is
provided, under the assumptions of isotropic scattering and radiative
equilibrium conditions. Azimuthal angle is discretized according to
the lattice velocities on the computational plane, while, concerning the
polar angle, an additional component of the discrete velocity normal
to the plane is introduced. Radiative LB scheme is used to solve a 2-D
square enclosure benchmark problem. Results of the LBM scheme are
compared with a reference solution obtained through a standard Finite
Volume Method. Validation of the model is performed by investigating
the effects of spatial and angular discretizations, and extinction coeffi-
cient on the solution. Error analysis and the order of convergence of
the scheme are also reported.
Chapter 5 The Link-wise Artificial Compressibility Method is presented. The Ar-
tificial Compressibility Method (ACM) for the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations is (link-wise) reformulated by a finite set of discrete
directions (links) on a regular Cartesian mesh, in analogy with the Lat-
tice Boltzmann Method (LBM). The main features of ACM are summa-
rized, for sake of completeness, and the additional advantages due to
a link-wise formulation are stressed out. Two- and three-dimensional
benchmarks are investigated, and an extensive comparative study be-
tween the present approach and state of the art methods from the
literature is carried out.
Chapter 6 The conclusions of the thesis are drawn, and possible future works are
outlined.
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Chapter 2
Lattice Boltzmann method
He who would learn to fly one
day must first learn to stand and
walk and run and climb and
dance; one cannot fly into flying.
Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900)
2.1 Introduction
A fluid is a system made of a large number of interacting particles. In
principle, this system can be described by classical mechanics, taking into
account the interaction of each particle with the others as done in Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulations. This approach, despite its simplicity, leads to
a considerable number of equations, so that it easily becomes computation-
ally intractable. On the other side, the macroscopic description reduces this
complexity by dealing with macroscopic quantities which are averaged, at
each time step, locally in space. This approach is possible as long as the
number of particles is very large, in such a way that the mean distance be-
tween particle pairs is small with respect to the characteristic length of the
system. For instance, this simpler approach cannot be applied in the case of
rarefied gases, where the mean distance between particles can be even larger
than the container of the fluid. In general, the Knudsen number Kn = `m/L,
the ratio of the fluid mean free path `m and the characteristic length of the
macroscopic flow L, is usually involved in a criterion in determining if the
continuum assumption can be used for describing the fluid flow. For exam-
ple, the continuum approximation is considered valid in the regime of very
small Knudsen number, usually Kn ≤ 10−2. According to the value of the
Knudsen number, flow regimes can be classified as follows:
13
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• Hydrodynamic regime (Kn ≤ 0.01). It is very well described by the
Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations (NSFE). Above this values, gases are
called rarefied gases.
• Slip flow regime (0.01 ≤ Kn ≤ 0.1). It can still be described by NSFE,
but the equations must be supplied with boundary conditions in order
to take into account velocity slip and temperature jumps at the walls.
• Transition regime (0.1 ≤ Kn ≤ 10). NSFE fail: the gas must be
described in greater detail, or by extended hydrodynamic equations
(e.g. Burnett and super-Burnett equations). Extensions are tipically ob-
tained with expressions for the stress tensor and heat flux containing
higher-order (often non-linear) terms in the velocity and temperature
gradients.
• Free molecular flow (Kn ≥ 10). It is dominated by particle-wall inter-
actions, and collision between the particles do not play an important
role anymore. In this case kinetic theory is no longer valid and MD is
usually employed.
Since some issues arise considering either equation of continuum fluid dy-
namics or particle dynamics, a different model is needed. Kinetic theory
represents an alternative to both of them. A microscopic description of the
fluid is still possible, but it is carried out statically, by solving evolution
equations of particle distribution functions. The macroscopic quantities de-
livered by macroscopic models can be obtained by suitable moments of the
distribution function itself.
2.2 BGK equation
The Boltzmann equation (BE) is the fundamental mathematical model of
kinetic theory. It describes the time evolution of the distribution function
of gas molecules, which is function of time, space coordinates and particle
velocity [7]. The Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) [11] model equation highly
simplifies the description of the collision operator and thus, the relaxation
process towards the equilibrium state. The BGK approximation retains the
main features of the full Boltzmann equation. However, this simplification
leads to some shortcomings. For instance, the BGK equation recovers the
wrong Prandtl number and some corrections have to be introduced [3, 88,
89]. In this chapter we will consider isothermal incompressible flows, so that
the problem of recovering the wrong thermal diffusivity can be neglected.
In absence of external body forces, the dimensionless form of the BGK Boltz-
mann equation reads:
∂F
∂tˆ
+ eˆ · ∂F
∂xˆ
= ω
(
F(e) − F
)
, (2.1)
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where the right-hand side of the equation represents the collision term with
the BGK approximation and it models the change in the distribution func-
tion F due to particle interations. In Eq. (2.1), F(xˆ, eˆ, tˆ) is the particle dis-
tribution function, xˆ and tˆ are the dimensionless space coordinates and eˆ is
the particle velocity; ω is the characteristic frequency of collision processes;
F(e) is the equilibrium distribution function defined as:
F(e) = ρ
(
3
2pi
)D/2
exp
[
−3 (eˆ− u)
2
2
]
, (2.2)
where
ρ = 〈〈F〉〉 , ρu = 〈〈eˆ F〉〉 , (2.3)
and
〈〈·〉〉 =
∫ +∞
−∞
·
D
∏
m=1
deˆm, (2.4)
where ρ and u are the dimensionless mass density and the dimensionless
macroscopic flow velocity, respectively, and D is the number of dimensions.
In this chapter, we consider the two dimensional case, i.e. D = 2.
2.3 Lattice BGK equation
The discrete models of the BGK equation can be obtained assuming that par-
ticles are allowed to move with a finite number of velocities. In the evolution
equation, the distribution function is linked to a discrete set of admissible
microscopic velocities, referred to as lattice velocities. It is basically the same
idea of the Discrete Velocity Method (DVM) in kinetic theory. By account-
ing for this discrete set of velocities, the lattice BGK (LBGK) equation can be
derived from Eq. (2.1). The dimensionless LBGK equation is written as (in
the absence of external body forces):
∂ fi
∂tˆ
+ vˆi · ∂ fi
∂xˆ
= ω
(
f (e)i − fi
)
, (2.5)
where fi and f
(e)
i are the discrete distribution function and the discrete equi-
librium distribution function, respectively; vˆi is the dimensionless lattice ve-
locity, such that vˆi ∈ Q, where Q is the set of permitted velocities, or lattice.
The lattice BGK models proposed by Qian et al. [90] are the basic models
for LBM. According to the standard terminology, LBM schemes are denoted
by DdQq, meaning that q particle ensembles move on d-dimensional lattice.
In Fig. 2.1, popular lattices for (a) 1D, (b) 2D and (c) 3D simulations are
depicted. In Table 2.1 discrete velocities and lattice weights commonly used
for the D1Q3, D2Q9 and D3Q19 models are reported. For the D2Q9 model,
15
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.1: Schematics of (a) D1Q3 (b) D2Q9 and (c) D3Q19 lattices.
Table 2.1: Lattice velocities and weights for the D1Q3, D2Q9 and D3Q19
LBM models.
vˆi wi
D1Q3 {0, 1,−1}
{
2
3
,
1
6
,
1
6
}
{(0, 0)
{
4
9
,
D1Q9 (1, 0) , (0, 1) , (−1, 0) , (0,−1) 1
9
,
(1, 1) , (−1, 1) , (−1,−1) , (1,−1)} 1
36
}
{(0, 0, 0)
{
1
3
,
(1, 0, 0) , (0, 1, 0) , (−1, 0, 0) , (0,−1, 0) , (0, 0, 1) , (0, 0,−1) 1
18
,
D3Q19 (1, 1, 0) , (−1, 1, 0) , (−1,−1, 0) , (1,−1, 0) 1
36
,
(1, 0, 1) , (−1, 0, 1) , (−1, 0,−1) , (1, 0,−1) 1
36
,
(0, 1, 1) , (0,−1, 1) , (0,−1,−1) , (0, 1,−1)} 1
36
}
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the i-th equilibrium distribution function reads:
f (e)i = wiρ
[
1+ 3vˆi · u + 92 (vˆ · u)
2 − 3
2
u2
]
, (2.6)
where wi are the lattice weights, listed in Table 2.1. More explicitely, the
complete set of equilibria are:
f (e) =

4/9ρ− 2/3ρ (u2 + v2)
1/9ρ+ 1/6ρ
(
2u2 + 2u− v2)
1/9ρ+ 1/6ρ
(
2v2 + 2v− u2)
1/9ρ− 1/6ρ (−2u2 + 2u + v2)
1/9ρ− 1/6ρ (−2v2 + 2v + u2)
1/36ρ+ 1/12ρ
(
u2 + 3uv + u + v + v2
)
1/36ρ+ 1/12ρ
(
u2 − 3uv− u + v + v2)
1/36ρ+ 1/12ρ
(
u2 + 3uv− u− v + v2)
1/36ρ+ 1/12ρ
(
u2 − 3uv + u− v + v2)

, (2.7)
where u and v are the x and y components of the velocity field u. For
isothermal flow, density and momentum are the only conserved statistical
moments, defined as:
ρ = 〈1, fi〉 =
〈
1, f (e)i
〉
, ρu = 〈vˆi, fi〉 =
〈
vˆi, f
(e)
i
〉
, (2.8)
where the operator 〈· , ·〉 involves a sum on the lattice velocities, namely
〈
Ai,j,...,q, Bm,n,...,q
〉
=
Q−1
∑
q=0
Ai,j,...,q, Bm,n,...,q (2.9)
In general, it is possible to compute all the other statistical moments at the
equilibrium. For this purpose, let us define the transformation matrix M =[
1; vˆx; vˆy; vˆ2x; vˆ2y; vˆxvˆy; vˆxvˆ2y; vˆ2xvˆy; vˆ2xvˆ2y
]
. The equilibrium moments are then
defined as:
〈
M f (e)
〉
=

ρ
ρu
ρv
p + ρu2
p + ρv2
ρuv
ρu/3
ρv/3
p/3+ ρ/3
(
u2 + v2
)

. (2.10)
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Table 2.2: Conversion table from lattice to physical units in case of diffusive
scaling, i.e. ∆x = ε and ∆t = ε2 with ε = ∆x/L = 1/N and N the number
of mesh points along one axis. Quantities in lattice units are readily com-
puted in the code, but they are mesh-dependent. Corresponding quantities
in physical units are mesh-independent and can be computed during post-
processing. In the text, in case of ambiguity, quantities in physical units are
denoted by overbar.
Quantity Lattice units Physical units
Pressure p = 1/3 ∑i fi p¯ = (p− p0)/ε2
Velocity u = ∑i vˆi fi/∑i fi u¯ = u/ε
Force by Eqs. (5.42, 5.43) F = ∑i∈S vˆipi ∆F¯ = (F −F0)/ε2
Torque by Eqs. (5.53, 5.54) T = ∑i∈S (xˆ− xˆc)× pi T¯ = T
Temperature T = ∑i gi T¯ = T
2.4 Physical and lattice units
Before proceeding further, it is worth to make the following considerations.
In particular, we want to stress that in LBM it is important to consider a
proper post-processing of the numerical results. Post-processing depends
on the adopted scaling. In particular, in this section we refer to the diffusive
scaling, which relates the Mach number to the mesh size: Ma = O(ε).
We notice that, for instance, the velocity field u = ∑i vˆi fi/∑i fi is mesh-
dependent: u = u (ε), with u going to zero as the mesh spacing ε vanishes.
As a result, u is not the proper choice for describing the velocity field of
incompressible flows. To this aim, instead, the quantity u¯ = u/ε is adopted
due to mesh-independence. Similar considerations apply also to other fields.
For consistency with the LBM literature, in this work, the units of quantities
directly based on fi are referred to as lattice units, while units of the cor-
responding mesh-independent quantities are termed physical units, denoted
by overbar.
For the sake of clarity, the complete set of formulas for converting units of
all relevant variables are reported in Table 2.2.
2.5 Hydrodynamic limit of LBGK equation: Truncated
moment system
Eq. (2.5) provides a tool to compute the time evolution of the discrete dis-
tribution functions fi. Since the hydrodynamic quantities, e.g. mass density
and the macroscopic flow velocity, are moments of fi in the lattice velocity
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space, their time evolution is automatically described. However, it is funda-
mental to check if the model properly recovers the target equations in the
macroscopic limit, i.e. the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (INSE).
In other words, a connection between LBGK and macroscopic equations of
fluid dynamics needs to be established. For this purpose, classical expan-
sion techniques such as Hilbert or Chapman-Enskog are often used. In this
section we describe a simple asymptotic analysis based on the Grad moment
system in order to derive the macroscopic system of equations correspond-
ing to Eq. (2.5). This method is based on the Hilbert expansion. It differs
from Chapman-Enskog expansion which is described in Section 2.8.
The diffusive scaling [51, 52] is here employed. The unit of space coordinate
and the one of time variable in Eq.(2.5) are the mean free path lc and the
mean collision time tc, respectively. Since they are not appropriate for the
flow field in the continuum limit, we define the characteristic length scale
as L and the characteristic flow speed as U. For the continuum and incom-
pressible limits lc  L and U  c = lc/tc hold. The dimensionless space
coordinate and time in Eq.(2.5) are defined as:
x = (lc/L) xˆ, t = (Utc/L) tˆ, (2.11)
We define a small parameters ε as ε = lc/L (i.e. the Knudsen number), such
that xi = εxˆi. Moreover if we also assume ε = U/c, then t = ε2 tˆ and
Ma = O(ε). Eq. (2.5) is rewritten as:
ε2
∂ fi
∂t
+ εvˆi · ∂ fi
∂x
= ω
(
f (e)i − fi
)
. (2.12)
In this section ω is regarded as a constant of the order of unity, i.e. ω ∼
O(1). This means that ω does not depend on ε in the diffusive scaling. In
next section, it will be shown that ω becomes a tunable parameter in LBM
models.
We use the following notations for the non-conserved equilibrium moments
Π(e)xx···x yy···y(
n times︷ ︸︸ ︷
xx · · · x,
m times︷ ︸︸ ︷
yy · · · y) =
〈
vˆnxvˆ
m
y f
(e)
〉
, (2.13)
and for the non-conserved generic moments
Πxx···x yy···y(
n times︷ ︸︸ ︷
xx · · · x,
m times︷ ︸︸ ︷
yy · · · y) =
〈
vˆnxvˆ
m
y f
〉
. (2.14)
In the incompressible limit, the density can be assumed as ρ = ρ0 + δρ,
where ρ0 is an arbitrary constant and δρ is the denisty fluctuation of the
order of O
(
Ma2
)
= O
(
ε2
)
, because of the diffusive scaling. Similarly, for
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the pressure we can assume p = p0 + ε2 p¯ Moreover, because of the low Mach
number limit, u¯ = εu and then (2.10) is recast as:
〈
M f (e)
〉
=

ρ
ρu
ρv
Π(e)xx
Π(e)yy
Π(e)xy
Π(e)xyy
Π(e)xxy
Π(e)xxyy

=

ρ0 + ε2ρ¯
ε
(
ρ0 + ε2ρ¯
)
u¯
ε
(
ρ0 + ε2ρ¯
)
v¯(
p0 + ε2 p¯
)
ε2
(
ρ0 + ε2ρ¯
)
u¯2(
p0 + ε2 p¯
)
ε2
(
ρ0 + ε2ρ¯
)
v¯2
ε2
(
ρ0 + ε2ρ¯
)
u¯v¯
1
3
ε
(
ρ0 + ε2ρ¯
)
u¯
1
3
ε
(
ρ0 + ε2ρ¯
)
v¯
1
3
(
p0 + ε2 p¯
)
+
1
3
ε2
(
ρ0 + ε2ρ¯
) (
u¯2 + v¯2
)

.
(2.15)
Property 1. The following equivalences hold for the considered D2Q9:
vˆ3x = vˆx vˆ3y = vˆy , (2.16)
and consequently, Πxxx = Πx = εu¯ and Πyyy = Πy = εv¯.
Property 2. The diffusive scaling assumes that the system is close to the local equi-
librium. Hence, we can write:
Πxx···x yy···y = O
(
Π(e)xx···x yy···y
) ∂Πxx···x yy···y
∂α
= O
(
∂Π(e)xx···x yy···y
∂α
)
,
(2.17)
where α = t, x. In general, whatever scaling we adopt, the leading
term describing the dynamics of any moments, in the limiting case
of Kn  1, will always be the one of the corresponding equilibrium
moment.
The system of moments corresponding to Eq. (2.12) is:
ε2
∂ρ
∂t
+ ε
∂
∂x
(ρu) + ε
∂
∂y
(ρv) = 0, (2.18a)
ε2
∂
∂t
(ρu) + ε
∂Πxx
∂x
+ ε
∂Πxy
∂y
= 0, (2.18b)
ε2
∂
∂t
(ρv) + ε
∂Πxy
∂x
+ ε
∂Πyy
∂y
= 0, (2.18c)
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ε2
∂Πxx
∂t
+ ε
∂
∂x
(ρu) + ε
∂Πxxy
∂y
= ω
(
p + ρu2 −Πxx
)
, (2.18d)
ε2
∂Πyy
∂t
+ ε
∂Πxyy
∂y
x + ε
∂
∂y
(ρv) = ω
(
p + ρv2 −Πyy
)
, (2.18e)
ε2
∂Πxy
∂t
+ ε
∂Πxxy
∂x
+ ε
∂Πxyy
∂y
= ω
(
ρuv−Πxy
)
, (2.18f)
ε2
∂Πxyy
∂t
+ ε
∂Πxxyy
∂x
+ ε
∂Πxy
∂y
= ω
(
1
3
ρu−Πxyy
)
, (2.18g)
ε2
∂Πxxy
∂t
+ ε
∂Πxy
∂x
+ ε
∂Πxxyy
∂y
= ω
(
1
3
ρv−Πxxy
)
, (2.18h)
ε2
∂Πxxyy
∂t
+ ε
∂Πxyy
∂x
+ ε
∂Πxxy
∂y
= ω
(
1
3
p +
1
3
ρ
(
u2 + v2
)−Πxxyy) . (2.18i)
It is worth to stress that Eqs. (2.18a-2.18i) form a closed system or, in other
words, a discrete set of Q lattice velocities is enough to ensure a closure of
the moment system, since only Q independent moment equations exist.
According to (2.15), from Eq. (2.18a) we get:
∇ · u¯ = −ε2 1
ρ0
∂ρ¯
∂t
= O
(
ε2
)
, (2.19)
which means that the divergence-free consition of the velocity field is recov-
ered if O(ε2) terms are neglected, namely ε is small enough.
Recalling the property given by Eq. (2.17)
∂Παβ
∂xβ
= O
(
ε2
)
,
∂Παβγ
∂xγ
= O (ε) ,
∂Παβγδ
∂xδ
= O
(
ε2
)
, (2.20)
we have:
Πxxy =
1
3
ε ρ0v¯ +O
(
ε3
)
, Πxyy =
1
3
ε ρ0u¯ +O
(
ε3
)
(2.21)
Using these expressions in Eq. (2.18d-2.18f) yields:
ε2ρ0
∂u¯
∂x
+
1
3
ε2ρ0
∂v¯
∂y
= ω
(
p0 + ε2 p¯ + ε2ρ0u¯2 −Πxx
)
+O
(
ε4
)
, (2.22a)
1
3
ε2ρ0
∂u¯
∂x
+ ε2ρ0
∂v¯
∂y
= ω
(
p0 + ε2 p¯ + ε2ρ0v¯2 −Πyy
)
+O
(
ε4
)
, (2.22b)
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1
3
ε2ρ0
∂v¯
∂x
+
1
3
ε2ρ0
∂u¯
∂y
= ω
(
ε2ρ0u¯v¯−Πxy
)
+O
(
ε4
)
. (2.22c)
Introducing the last equations in Eqs. (2.18b) and (2.18c) leads to:
∂u¯
∂t
+ u¯ · ∇u¯ +∇P¯− ν∇2u¯ = O (ε2) , (2.23)
where P¯ = p¯/ρ0 is the total kinetic pressure, and ν = 1/ (3ω). Eqs. (2.19)
and (2.23) approximate the INSE with O(ε2) error. The term u¯ · ∇u¯ in Eq.
(2.23) represents the non-linear advective term in the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, as opposed to the linear streaming operator vˆi · ∇ fi in Eq. (2.5).
2.6 Slow and fast modes decomposition
Before describing the lattice Boltzmann method, we want to point out some
basic feature of a kinetic approach. As described in the previous section,
one scale is enough for recovering INSE. On the contrary, to understand
the dynamics of ghost modes (i.e modes beyond hydrodynamics), we need
more scales. In order to discuss this point, a simple example is presented
in this section. The macroscopic target equation is represented by the heat
diffusion equation. For sake of simplicity, let us consider one dimensional
domain in space and indefinite domain in time, i.e.(x, t) ∈ [0, 1]× [0,∞], and
periodic boundary conditions.
2.6.1 Heat diffusion equation
The heat conduction equation in the real positive domain is given by:
∂T
∂t
= α
∂2T
∂x2
, (2.24)
where T is the temperature and α the thermal diffusivity. By means of
the Fourier transform and antitransform, the temperature can be defined as
follows:
T (x, t) =
∫ ∫
T (x, t)e−ikxdxeikxdk =
∫
F (T (x, t), k)eikxdk, (2.25)
so that Eq. (2.24) can be rewritten as:
d
dt
F (T (x, t) , k) = −αk2F (T (x, t) , k) , (2.26)
whose solution is:
F (T (x, t) , k) = F (T (x, 0) , k) e−αk
2t, (2.27)
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where T(x, 0) = T0 is the initial condition. Letting the initial condition be
in the form T0 = sin (k0x), using the definition of Fourier antitransform we
recover the solution with respect to the physical temperature T:
T (x, t) = F−1 (F (T (x, t) , k)) = T0e−αk
2t. (2.28)
The same solution can be alternately obtained by applying the Fourier trans-
form to Eq. (2.24):
∂
∂t
F (T (x, t) , k))eikx = α
∂2
∂x2
F (T (x, t) , k) eikx. (2.29)
Defining as Θ (k, x, t) = F (T (x, t) , k) exp (ikx) yieds:
∂Θ
∂t
= α
∂2Θ
∂x2
. (2.30)
Solution of Eq. (2.30) is:
Θ (k, x, t) = F (T (x, 0) , k) e(ikx+λt) = Θ0e(ikx+λt), (2.31)
where Θ0 = F (T(x, 0), k). Substituting Eq. (2.31) into Eq. (2.30) we have
λ = αk2i and therefore
Θ (k, x, t) = Θ0e−αk
2t)eikx = F (T(x, t), k))eikx. (2.32)
Applying the definition of Fourier antitransform to Eq. (2.32), we can obtain
the solution of Eq. (2.24):
T (x, t) = F−1
(
Θ0e−αk
2t
)
. (2.33)
2.6.2 Mesoscopic systems: Multiple time scales
The solution of Eq. (2.24) by means of a kinetic approach is well understood.
Let us recall the model equation:
ε2
∂ fi
∂t
+ εvˆxi · ∂ fi
∂x
= ω
(
f (e)i − fi
)
. (2.34)
We consider a simple D1Q3 model (Fig. 2.1a). It is based on three veloci-
ties vˆxi = [0,−1, 1] and the equilibrium distribution function is f (e)i = wiT,
where the weights are w0 = 2/3 and w1,2 = 1/6 . T is the temperature,
which is also the only conserved moment of this model. If we define the
transformation matrix as M =
[
1; vˆx; vˆ2x
]
, the equilibrium moments are:
〈
M f (e)i
〉
=
 TΠ(e)x
Π(e)xx
 =
 T0
T/3
 . (2.35)
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Following the same procedure described in section 2.5, it is possible to show
that this model actually recovers Eq. (2.24) in the macroscopic limit. The
system of moments reads:
ε2
∂T
∂t
+ ε
∂Πx
∂x
= 0, (2.36a)
ε2
∂Πx
∂t
+ ε
∂Πxx
∂x
= −ωΠx, (2.36b)
ε2
∂Πxx
∂t
+ ε
∂Πx
∂x
= ω
(
T
3
−Πxx
)
, (2.36c)
where we used the property vˆ3x = vˆx. From Eq. (2.36c) we have:
Πxx =
T
3
− ε
ω
∂Πx
∂x
+O
(
ε2
)
. (2.37)
Substituting it into Eq. (2.36b) and differentiating with respect to space, it
leads to:
ε2
∂
∂t
∂Πx
∂x
+
ε
3
∂2T
∂x2
− ε
2
ω
∂3Πx
∂x3
= −ω∂Πx
∂x
+O
(
ε3
)
. (2.38)
∂xΠx can be derived from Eq. (2.36a) and therefore,
∂T
∂t
− α∂
2T
∂x2
= O
(
ε2
)
, (2.39)
where the thermal diffusivity is α = 1
/
(3ω).
Let us now take into account also terms of order O
(
ε2
)
into Eq. (2.39):
3αε2
∂2T
∂t2
+
∂T
∂t
− α∂
2T
∂x2
− 9α2 ∂
∂t
∂2T
∂x2
= 0. (2.40)
We now apply the variable transformation given by Eq. (2.31) and find the
following characteristic polynomial:
3αε2λ2 − i (1+ 9α2k2) λ− αk2 = 0, (2.41)
whose roots are:
λ1 = i
S +
√
S2 − 4α2ε2k2
2αε2
, (2.42a)
λ2 = i
S−√S2 − 4α2ε2k2
2αε2
, (2.42b)
where S = 1+ 9α2k2. Thus, the temperature in the complex domain is made
of two contributions, i.e.
Θ = Θ1 +Θ2 = Θ01eikxeiλ1t +Θ02eikxeiλ2t. (2.43)
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Let us investigate more in details these two contributions. We define p2
(
ε2
)
=
α2ε2k2/S2. The roots λ1 and λ2 can be rewritten as:
λ1 = i
αk2
S
(
1+
√
1− 4p2
2p2
)
, (2.44a)
λ2 = i
αk2
S
(
1−√1− 4p2
2p2
)
. (2.44b)
Their Taylor expansions with respect to p are:
λ1 = i
αk2
Sp2
− iαk
2
S
− iαk
2
S
p2 +O
(
p4
)
, (2.45a)
λ2 = i
αk2
S
+ i
αk2
S
p2 + i
αk2
S
p4 +O
(
p6
)
, (2.45b)
such that:
eiλ1t = e−C1t/ε
2
eC2teC3ε
2t +O
(
ε4
)
= e−C1t/ε
2 +C2t+C3ε2t+O(ε4), (2.46a)
eiλ2t = e−D1te−D2ε
2te−D3ε
4t +O
(
ε6
)
= e−D1t+D2ε
2t+D3ε4t+O(ε6). (2.46b)
This shows that both Θ1 and Θ2 are function of time with multiple scale:
Θ1 = Θ1
(
t/ε2, t, ε2t, . . .
)
, (2.47a)
Θ2 = Θ2
(
t, ε2t, . . .
)
. (2.47b)
It is possible to notice two main time scales: (1) advective (fast) scale t/ε2,
which disappears very quickly, and (2) diffusive (slow) scale t, which is the
only one occuring in the macroscopic limit. In Fig.2.2, the comparison be-
tween the LBM solution and the analytical one is presented. Oscillations on
the LBM solution must be ascribed to the advective scale. Thus, we can con-
clude that this kinetic model always comes with two different time scales,
which both share the same spatial scale. This result will be used in Section
2.8 to analyze the BGK model for INSE.
2.7 Discretized lattice BGK equation
The starting point to derive the discretized BGK equation is the lattice BGK
equation. Time and space derivatives on the left-hand side of Eq. (2.5) are
discretized by means of finite-differences. Let us recall that ∆xˆ = ∆x/Kn
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Figure 2.2: Effect of advective scale on the solution.
and ∆tˆ = ∆t/(KnMa) (see (2.11)). If we set ∆tˆ = ∆xˆ = 1, hence ∆x = Kn = ε
and ∆t = KnMa = ε2 represent the expansion parameters.
From Taylor expansion
fi (x, t + ∆t) = fi (x, t) + ∆t
∂
∂t
fi (x, t) +
∆t2
2
∂2
∂t2
fi (x, t) + . . . , (2.48)
we have a first-order forward-difference approximation (namely, forward
Euler) for the time derivative:
∂
∂t
fi (x, t) =
fi (x, t + ∆t)− fi (x, t)
∆t
+O (∆t) . (2.49)
For the advective term, the method of characteristics (MOC) is applied. The
lattice velocities vˆi define the upwind directions (characteristic lines), and
also serve as links between the grid nodes of the lattice. The upwind treate-
ment means that the information at time t and position x is propagated
along the characteristics and, after a time step ∆t, arrives at the position
x + vˆi∆t. Thus,
vˆi
∂
∂x
fi (x, t) =
fi (x + vˆi∆t, t)− fi (x, t)
∆t
+O
(
vˆ2i ∆t
)
. (2.50)
From Eqs. (2.49) and (2.50) we can notice that for the left-hand side of
Eq. (2.5) an upwind treatment is used. An upwind scheme is stable if the
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Courant number Co satisfies the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition.
The mesh spacing in physical units is ∆x′ = L∆x, where L is the character-
istic length scale. Similarly, the time step in physical units is ∆t′ = U/L∆t,
where U is the characteristic flow speed. Therefore:
Co = U
∆t′
∆x′
= Ma, (2.51)
and the CFL condition is satisfied, since Ma = O(ε) 1.
The discretized form of the lattice BGK equation can be rewritten as folllows:
fi (x + vˆi∆t, t + ∆t) = fi (x, t) +ω
[
f (e)i (x, t)− fi (x, t)
]
, (2.52)
or equivalently, in the dimensionless form as:
fi
(
xˆ + vˆi, tˆ + 1
)
= fi
(
xˆ, tˆ
)
+ω
[
f (e)i
(
xˆ, tˆ
)− fi (xˆ, tˆ)] . (2.53)
Eq. (2.52) represents the LBM numerical equation in the standard formula-
tion. Sterling and Chen [101] gave the following interpretation of Eq. (2.52):
This equation has a particular simple physical interpretation in which
the collision term is evaluated locally and there is only one streaming
step or ”shift” operation per lattice velocity. This stream-and-collide
particle interpretation is a result of the fully Lagrangian character of
the equation for which the lattice spacing is the distance travelled by
the particle during a time step.
2.8 Hydrodynamic limit of LBM: Chapman-Enskog ex-
pansion
The derivation of Navier-Stokes equations and its transport coefficients from
Eq. (2.52) can be accomplished by the Chapman-Enskog (CE) expansion
[19, 20, 34, 16, 17]. The expansion parameter is the Knudsen number ε. For
the distribution function, it is postulated that the numerical solution fi from
Eq. (2.52) depends on ε as follows:
fi ≈ Aε = f (0)i + ε f (1)i + ε2 f (2)i + . . . + εm f (m)i =
∞
∑
n=0
εn f (n)i , (2.54)
where the function Aε is called ansatz. The symbol ε is here used in two
different ways:
a. As small parameter (ε 1) when expanding terms as power series;
b. To keep track of the orders of magnitude of various terms. In the final
results, it will be dropped out by setting ε = 1.
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The collision term in Eq. (2.52) is then expanded as follows:
ω
(
f (e)i − fi
)
= ω
(
f (e)i − f (0)i − ε f (1)i − ε2 f (2)i − . . .
)
. (2.55)
CE expansion is combined with a multiple-timescale analysis. As remarked
in section 2.6.2, a kinetic approach involves different time scales: the advec-
tive (fast) scale t0 and the diffusive (slow) scale t1. It is equivalent to assert
that the distribution functions depend on two independent time variables
instead of one: fi (x, t)→ fi (x, t0, t1). Thus, the time derivative is expanded
as:
∂
∂tˆ
=
∞
∑
n=0
εn
∂
∂tn
. (2.56)
The spatial derivative is not subject to a multi-scale expansion, i.e. ∂xˆ =
ε∂x1 . Only one macroscopic scale is considered because advection and dif-
fusion can be distinguished by their time scales but occur on similar spatial
scales[109].
We assume the same scaling adopted in section 2.5. Eq. (2.52) is rewritten
as:
fi
(
x + εvˆi, t + ε2
)
= fi (x, t) +ω
[
f (e)i (x, t)− fi (x, t)
]
. (2.57)
The left-hand side of Eq. (2.52) is Taylor expanded aroud (x, t) as:
fi
(
x + εvˆi, t + ε2
)
=
∞
∑
n=0
εn
n!
Dnt fi (x, t) , (2.58)
where Dt = (∂t + vˆi · ∇). Introducing expansions given by Eqs. (2.54-
2.56,2.58) in Eq. (3.8) and equating terms of the same order of ε, we derive
the expressions for the distribution function coefficients f (n)i :
O
(
ε0
)
: f (0)i = f
(e)
i , (2.59a)
O
(
ε1
)
: f (1)i = −τDt0 f (0)i , (2.59b)
O
(
ε2
)
: f (2)i = −τ
[
∂
∂t1
f (0)i +
(
2τ − 1
2τ
)
Dt0 f
(1)
i
]
. (2.59c)
The distribution fuction is constrained by:
∑
i
fi
[
1
vˆi
]
=
[
ρ
ρu
]
, (2.60a)
∑
i
f (n)i
[
1
vˆi
]
= 0, n > 0, (2.60b)
where the equilibrium distribution function is given by Eq. (2.7).
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2.8.1 Euler level
The moments of Eq. (2.59b) lead to the Euler system of equations:
∂ρ
∂t0
+∇ · (ρu) = 0, (2.61a)
∂
∂t0
(ρu) +∇ ·Π(0) = 0, (2.61b)
where
Π(0)αβ =∑i vˆi,αvˆi,β f
(0)
i = pδαβ + ρuαuβ (2.62)
is the zeroth-order momentum flux tensor. Eq. (2.61b) is rewritten as:
∂
∂t0
(ρu) +∇ ·
(
u⊗ (ρu)
)
+∇p = 0. (2.63)
It should be stressed out that in Eq. (2.61a) the divergent term is of the order
of O
(
ε2
)
, which makes the divergent term in Eq. (2.61b) be of the order of
O
(
ε3
)
.
2.8.2 Navier-Stokes level
The moments of Eq. (2.59c) lead to the following equations:
∂ρ
∂t1
= 0, (2.64a)
∂
∂t1
(ρu) +
(
2τ − 1
2τ
)
∇ ·Π(1) = 0, (2.64b)
where Π(1)αβ = ∑i vˆi,αvˆi,β f
(1)
i is the first-order momentum flux tensor, defined
as:
Παβ(1) ≈ −13τ
[
∂
∂xα
(
ρuβ
)
+
∂
∂xβ
(ρuα)
]
, (2.65)
where we neglected the term O
(
ε3
)
. Therefore,
∇ ·Π(1) = −1
3
τ∇2 (ρu) +O (ε3) . (2.66)
Eq. (2.64b) is rewritten as:
∂
∂t1
(ρu)− 1
3
(
τ − 1
2
)
∇2 (ρu) = O (ε3) , (2.67)
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Combining the zeroth and first order results, we recover Navier-Stokes equa-
tions in the incompressible limit:
∇ · u = −ε2 1
ρ0
∂ρ
∂t
= O
(
ε2
)
, (2.68a)
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u +∇P− ν∇2u = O (ε2) , (2.68b)
where the kinematic viscosity is defined as:
ν =
1
3
(
1
ω
− 1
2
)
. (2.69)
Eqs. (2.68a) and (2.68b) are equivalent to Eqs. (2.19) and (2.23). It is worth to
point out that here the viscosity differs from the one we obtained in section
2.5 in the term 1/2. This difference is ascribed to forward Euler scheme,
which requires a correction in the definition of the kinematic viscosity in
order to truly recover INSE. Another difference is that Eqs. (2.19) and (2.23)
are obtained by means of the Hilbert expansion, whereas Eqs. (2.68a) and
(2.68b) by means of Chapman-Enskog expansion.
2.9 Boundary Conditions
To a certain degree, achieving self-consistent boundary conditions with
a given accuracy is as important as developing numerical schemes them-
selves.
Chen at al. (1996)
As already pointed out in this thesis, LBM is characterized by the easiness
to implement boundary conditions in complex geometries. Neverthless, gen-
eral boundary conditions represents a critical aspect in LBM, since suitable
models are required for the distribution function in such a way to recover
the desired boundary conditions in terms of macroscopic variables. The de-
sired values of the macroscopic moments needs to be converted in terms
of constraints for the distribution function. From this point of view, tradi-
tional numerical methods, such as finite differences, offer simpler solutions,
especially in case of general boundaries. In this section, we are not going to
provide an exhaustive review about models for boundary conditions in LBM.
We rather want to point out the suitabity of LBM for complex boudaries. Its
limitations in case of general boundaries are also stressed out and possible
remedies are suggested.
In general, there are four different types of boundary conditions [109]:
1. Periodic BC are often used, because they are very easy to code.
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2. Inflow BC.
3. Outflow BC.
4. Wall BC apply to either moving or fixed solid bundaries (wall, obsta-
cle). Slip BC belong to this category: the velocity component normal to
the boundary and the normal derivative of the tangential component
vanish (un = 0 and ∂ut/∂n = 0). Slip BC apply to solid boundaries
where the frictional force adjacent to the wall is not resolved.
Hereafter, we brielfy review the most used methods to implement boundary
conditions for incompressible LBGK models. For wall boundaries, bounce-
back techiques for straight and curved boundaries are reviewed in such a
way to show the suitability of LBM for complex geometries. For inflow and
outlflow BC, Zou-He [116] methodology is described.
2.9.1 Wall boundary conditions
When solving Navier-Stokes equations, a solid wall is specified by imposing
no-slip boundary conditions for the flow velocity u at the macroscopic level.
From the point of view of LBM, the interaction between particle and bound-
ary for no-slip boundary condition is modeled by means of bounce-back. Af-
ter encountering a wall, a particle initially travelling along the direction vi
is backscattered on the opposite direction, v−i = −vi. The implementation
of the bounce-back boundary condition can be formulated as:
in-state : f0, f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8,
out-state : f0, f1, f4, f3, f2, f7, f8, f5, f6,
(2.70)
for a node on the bottom wall of a 2D channel (Fig 2.3). As depicted in Fig.
Figure 2.3: Schematic of a 2D channel.
2.4, there are two possible implementation of the bounce-back rule. In the
first case (Fig. 2.4a), the solid nodes are exactly located onto the slid wall.
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In this case, the bounce-back scheme has been proved to be only first-order
accurate. An improvement of this method has been proposed in [115] (Fig.
2.4b): the wall-fluid interface is located halfway between the wall and the
fluid nodes. This implementation of the bounce-back rule, often referred
to as the halfway bounce-back, has been proved to be second-order accurate
and consistent with LBM schemes.
The bounce-back is a very easy and effective technique, appropriate for sim-
ple boundaries made of straight lines. In dealing with complex geometries
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Schematic description of (a) the standard bounce-back and (b)
the halfway bounce-back boundary condition. The values of the distribution
functions propagate along the directions indicated by the dotted lines at
every time step. Blank and filled circles represent fluid nodes and wall
nodes, respectively.
of arbitrary curvatures, one possible strategy in LBM is to make use of reg-
ular Cartesian grid and perform interpolations to keep track of the position
of the boundary. Bounce-back is executed at the boundary location, which
may be out of the lattice node of the Cartesian grid. In [12], the combination
of the bounce-back and interpolations schemes leads to a model capable of
dealing in a very easy way with boundaries of arbitrary geometry. In order
to understand the methodology, let us consider the one-dimensional prob-
lem depicted in Fig. 2.5. Fluid nodes are on the left-hand side, with A being
the last one before the wall, and B being the first solid node. The location of
the wall in between lattice nodes is expressed as the fraction of the link in
the fluid,
0 ≤ q = |xC − xA||xB − xA| ≤ 1 (2.71)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.5: Details of the collision process for velocities of opposite direc-
tions [12]: (a) q < 1/2, (b) q ≥ 1/2.
The particle leaving the node A is backscattered on the wall. After the colli-
sion step, the population particles at the node A with the reversed velocity
−vi, is equal to the post-collision distribution function at the fictitious node
D. The latter one is calculated by interpolating the values of the distribu-
tion function at the nodes A and E. Both linear and quadratic interpolation
formulas can be used. Using linear interpolation, we have the following
implementation:
q <
1
2
: f−i
(
xˆ, tˆ + 1
)
= 2q f ∗i
(
xˆ, tˆ
)
+ (1− 2q) f ∗i
(
xˆ− vi, tˆ
)
,
q ≥ 1
2
: f−i
(
xˆ, tˆ + 1
)
=
1
2q
f ∗i
(
xˆ, tˆ
)
+
2q− 1
2q
f ∗−i
(
xˆ, tˆ
)
,
(2.72)
where f ∗i (xˆ, tˆ) is the post-collision distribution function. It is worth to stress
that this method mantains a regular Cartesian grid, but unlike ”classical”
bounce-back it works for geometries of arbitrary curvature. Differently from
LBM, in traditional CFD non-uniform meshes and body-fitting operations
are usually employed in order to match solid boundaries. Actually, it is
possible to adopt interpolation techniques also in CFD. Interpolation is eas-
ier than body-fitting, but the former is less accurate than the latter. In the
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present thesis, the methodology described in [12] is employed in Chapter 5
for the solution of fluid-wall interface in case of curved and moving walls
and its effectiveness is highlighted.
2.9.2 Inflow and outflow boundary conditions
The boundary condition by Zou and He [116] is based on the idea of apply-
ing the bounce-back rule to non-equilibrum distribution functions. In order
to illustrate the methodology, we consider the 2D channel in Fig. 2.3, where
the D2Q9 lattice in Fig. 2.1b is used. The lattice velocities and the equilib-
riuim distribution function are given by Table 2.1 and Eq. (2.7), respectively.
As an example, we take the case of a inlet node in Fig. 2.3. In some ap-
plications, it can be necessary to specify the value of the pressure or the
velocity on inlet nodes. Let us suppose that the density (pressure) and the
velocity component along y-direction have to be imposed at the inlet. After
the streaming process, f1, f2, f4, f5 and f8 are known, as well as ρ = ρin and
v = 0. We need to compute uˆx, and the distribution functions f3, f6 and f7.
From Eqs. (2.8), we can write the following system of equations:
f3 + f6 + f7 = ρin − ( f0 + f1 + f2 + f4 + f5 + f8) , (2.73a)
f3 + f6 + f7 = −ρinu + f1 + f5 + f8, (2.73b)
f6 − f7 = − f2 + f4 − f5 + f8. (2.73c)
Consistency of Eqs. (2.73a) and (2.73b) gives the value of uˆx at the inlet:
u = −1+ f0 + f2 + f4 + 2 ( f1 + f5 + f8)
ρin
. (2.74)
In order to determine f3, f6 and f7, the bounce-back of the non-equilibrium
part of the particle distribution normal to the boundary ( f1 − f (e)1 = f3 −
f (e)3 ) is performed. Therefore,
f3 = f1 − 23ρinu, (2.75a)
f6 = f8 − 12 ( f2 − f4)−
1
6
ρinu, (2.75b)
f7 = f5 +
1
2
( f2 − f4)− 16ρinu, (2.75c)
Similar procedure can be applied also to the outlet nodes. The effect of
specifying velocity at the inlet is similar to specifying pressure (density)
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at the inlet, since both conditions will generate a density difference in the
flow [116]. However, it is clear from the above description that LBM deals
with general boundaries in a more complicated way that traditional methods
(i.e. finite differences). This limitation of LBM arises from the fact that we
always need to reconstruct the distribution function on the boundary nodes
in order to have the desired values for the hydrodynamic variable. On the
boundary nodes, in addition to the values of the hydrodynamic variables,
conditions for the ghost moments must be provided as well. With the Link-
wise Artificial Compressibility Method (see Chapter 5), this limitation is
overcome, due to the fact that the updating of the distribution function is
ruled only by the hydrodynamic variables, and thus, we can borrow simpler
techniques from finite differences.
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Chapter 3
Lattice Boltzmann model for reactive
flows in combustion
3.1 Introduction
Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has become a very popular technique for
simulating fluid flows [21, 45, 46, 47, 90, 102] in a variety of applications such
as laminar, turbulent, thermal and multiphase flows and even beyond hydro-
dynamics, according to some authors [96]. Despite that, applications of LBM
to combustion are still limited. One reason is that the original LBM formu-
lation recoves Navier-Stokes equations in the incompressible limit, where
the density is (approximately) constant. On the contrary, combustion prob-
lems exhibit significant density variations due to the heat release in chemical
reactions. Therefore, consistent LBM models are requested to accurately re-
cover the Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations, coupled to a transport equation
for each chemical species. Hence, the numerical model is expected to behave
macroscopically like a compressible solver, so as to account for large density
and temperature variations.
The first model for combustion simulation was proposed by Succi at al. [103],
assuming fast chemistry and cold flames with weak heat release. As a con-
sequence, large density variation was not allowed in the model. Yamamoto
et al. [110] presented a model for reactive flows based on the classical in-
compressible LBM formulation [117], under the quite restrictive assumption
that the flow field is not affected by chemical reactions. Filippova and Ha¨nel
[35] proposed a scheme for modeling reactive flows at low Mach numbers
able to handle density variation. In this model, continuity and momentum
equations are solved by means of a modified Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK)
scheme, coupled with finite difference schemes for the solution of energy
and species equations. The LBM model was derived by modifying the equi-
librium populations so that the model behaves like a weak-compressible
solver in the macroscopic limit. In order to correct the strain tensor, a term
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containing gradients of the density is added to the expression for the equilib-
rium distribution function. The coupling among continuity, momentum and
energy equations is achieved by introducing an additional factor to the rest
particle, so to model temporal changes of the density. Macroscopically, this
model behaves like a weak-compressible solver. However, in this way the
simplicity of the LBM algorithm is somehow lost. Chen et al. [22] overcame
this limitation using the model proposed by Guo et al. [42] for the solu-
tion of the flow field. Neverthless, the LBM model for the species equation
cannot properly account for compressibility effects.
In Ref. [3], a LBM model with energy conservation on standard lattices has
been introduced. Unlike more traditional approaches, this model makes
unnecessary the introduction of a separate population set for the energy
field [44]. However, this (consistent) LBM model is still limited to weakly
compressible flows and is not suitable to accurately simulate thermal flows
with large density and temperature variations. In order to overcome this
limitation, in Refs. [88] and [89], the consistent LBM has been extended
to derive a model for simulating compressible thermal flows on standard
lattices. The key ingredient is the introduction of correction terms into the ki-
netic Boltzmann-BGK equation, so that the Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations
are accurately recovered. The same idea can be also found in [105]. Here,
Navier-Stokes equation in the compressible limit are recovered by introduc-
ing spatial derivatives of the density in the equilibrium moments. The en-
ergy equation is modelled as an advection-diffusion equation and solved by
means of finite differences. In principle a second distribution function can
be used for the energy equation as well, provided that a model which takes
into account large temperature variations is available. Thus, [105] cannot
be used for combustion applications. On the contrary, the LBM scheme in
[89] has been tested and validated in case of subsonic flows with large den-
sity and temperature variations, typically encountered in combustion. More
specifically, by solving the benchmark problem in [106], this model proved
to be able to handle temperature ratios larger than 10, and hence a good
candidate for simulating reactive flows.
In this chapter, the suitability of the aforementioned compressible thermal
model for the solution of combustion problems is investigated. To this pur-
pose, without a lack of generality, we will not consider detailed chemistry,
while a global chemical step for hydrogen/air reactive mixtures is used in-
stead. The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the governing
equations for reactive flows at the low Mach number limit are recalled.
In Section 3.3, the lattice Boltzmann method for simulating reactive flows
is presented: the LBM schemes for the Navier-Stokes-Fourier and species
equations are described. In Section 3.4, the proposed model is used for sim-
ulating a reactive flow in a mesoscale channel [85] and validated against a
reference solution obtained by means of FLUENT [38]. In Section 3.5 conclu-
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sions are drawn and future works outlined.
3.2 Governing Equations
In Chapter 2, LBM for the incompressible non-reactive Navier-Stokes was
discussed. In this chapter, density variaitons are taken into account and the
governing equations for reactive flows at low Mach number are the follow-
ing [63]:
∂tρ+∇ · (ρu) = 0, (3.1a)
∂t (ρu) +∇ · (ρu⊗ u + pI) = ∇ ·Π+ ρ
N
∑
k=1
Ykfk, (3.1b)
∂t (ρhs) +∇ · (ρuhs + q) = dpdt +Π : ∇u−
N
∑
k=1
h0kω˙kWk + ρ
N
∑
k=1
Ykfk ·Vk,
(3.1c)
∂t (ρYk) +∇ · (ρuYk)−∇ · (ρDk∇Yk) = ω˙kWk, (3.1d)
where ρ is the mixture density, u the mass weighted velocity, p the pres-
sure, Π the viscous tensor; fk and Vk are the body force per unit mass and
the diffusive velocity associated to the k-th species. hs = cp,kT the sensible
enthalpy, where T is the mixture temperature and cp,k the specific heat of
the k-th species (k = 1, ..., N). Dk is the mass diffusivity of the k-th species.
Fick’s law applies to diffusion of chemical species. In principle, in case of
more than two species, Maxwell-Stefan model should be used, instead [5, 6].
The mass fraction, the reaction rate, the molecular weight and the enthalpy
of formation of the k-th species are denoted by Yk, ω˙k, Wk and h0k , respec-
tively. In Eq. (3.1c) isobaric assumption has been used. The heat flux q
includes heat conduction, heat diffusion by mass diffusion of the chemical
species, thermal diffusion (Dufour effect), and radiative heat transfer. The
heat flux is defines as follows:
q = −κ∇T + ρ
N
∑
k=1
hkYkVk + RT
N
∑
k=1
N
∑
j=1
(
XjDT,k
WkDkj
) (
Vk −Vj
)
+ qrad, (3.2)
where κ is the thermal conductivity, R is the universal gas constant, Xj is the
molar concentrations of species j, Dkj is the bunary mass diffusivity between
species k and j, and DT,k is the thermal diffusion coefficient of species k.
Detailed formulations for Dkj and DT,k can be found in several textbooks (see
for example [55, 63]). Vk and Vj are the diffusion velocity of species k and
j, respectively. If Fick’s model using mixture-averaged transport coefficients
is adopted, the diffusion velocity is given by:
XkVk = −Dmk ∇Xk, (3.3)
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where Dmk is the mixture-averaged mass diffusion coefficient for species k,
defined as:
Dmk =
κ
ρcpLek
, (3.4)
where cp is the mixture specific heat, and Lek = αk/Dk is the k-th species
Lewis number, αk being the thermal diffusivity of species k. qrad in Eq. (3.2)
represents the source term due to radiative contribution (see Chapter 4 and
Appendix B).
In the following, we will neglect the body force fk and only contribution of
heat conduction is taken into account in the heat flux q.
3.3 Lattice Boltzmann Method for reactive flows
The LBM formulation which recovers Eqs. (3.1a-3.1c) and Eq. (3.1d) in the
macroscopic limit is given by the following kinetic equations with the BGK
collision model:
gi (x + vˆi∆t, t + ∆t) = gi (x, t) +
2∆t
∆t + 2τ
[
f eqi (x, t)− gi (x, t)
]
+
2τ∆t
∆t + 2τ
[Ψi (x, t) +Φi (x, t)] ,
(3.5)
ξi,k (x + vˆi∆t, t + ∆t) = ξi,k (x, t) +ω
(∗)
k
[
ξ
eq(∗)
i,k (x, t)− ξi,k (x, t)
]
+ QYk . (3.6)
ρ, u and T are computed as moments of gi, while Yk as moment of ξi. Here-
after, Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) are described more in detail.
3.3.1 Thermal Lattice Boltzmann model
Eq. (3.5) is derived from the following lattice BGK equation (2.5), modified
in such a way to recover the correct Navier-Stokes-Fourier equation [88]:
∂ fi
∂tˆ
+ vˆi · ∂ fi
∂xˆ
= ω
(
f (e)i − fi
)
+Ψi +Φi. (3.7)
Differently from Eq. (2.5), we can note the presence of the two correction
terms Ψi and Φi. The purpose of the former is to correct the momentum
equation, whereas the latter corrects the energy equation [88]. The exact
expressions for the correction terms is provided hereafter in this section.
Let us recall Eq. (2.52):
fi (x + vˆi∆t, t + ∆t) = fi (x, t) +
1
τ
[
f (e)i (x, t)− fi (x, t)
]
, (3.8)
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where τ = 1/ω. The above equation is integrated over the time step ∆t as:
fi (x + vˆi∆t, t + ∆t) = fi (x, t) +
t+∆t∫
t
1
τ
[
f (e)i (t
∗)− fi (t∗)
]
d t∗+
t+∆t∫
t
Ψi (t∗) d t∗ +
t+∆t∫
t
Φi (t∗) d t∗.
(3.9)
In order to avoid impliciteness, the following variable transformation is ap-
plied between the two set of distribution function fi and gi:
gi = fi +
∆t
2
[(
fi − f eqi
)− (Ψi +Φi)] , (3.10)
which leads back to Eq. (3.5), where the discretization in space is done as in
standard lattice Boltzmann models (see Section 2.7). The equilibrium values
are expressed as follows for the D2Q9 lattice [2, 54]:
f eqi = ρ ∏
α=x,y
(
1− 2vˆ2i,α
)
2vˆ
2
i,α
[(
vˆ2i,α − 1
)
+ vˆi,αuα + u2α + T
]
, (3.11)
where the lattice velocities are given by Table 2.1.
The correction terms Ψ and Φ are designed in such a way to properly recover
the momentum and energy equations, respectively. They are defined as
follows:
Ψi = ψi,α∂γP
′′
aγ, Φi = ϕi
(
∂α(q
′
α + q
′′
α) + Qh
)
, (3.12)
where ψi,x = 1/4 [0, 4, 0,−4, 0,−1, 1, 1,−1], ψi,y = 1/4 [0, 0, 4, 0,−4,−1,−1, 1, 1]
and ϕi = 1/8 [−12, 4, 4, 4, 4,−1,−1,−1,−1]. ∂γP′′αγ is deviation from the mo-
mentum equation, while q
′
α and q
′′
α are deviations from the energy equation,
defined as:
∂γP
′′
αγ = −
τ
2
∂α
[
∂α
(
ρuα (1− 3T)− ρ2u3α
)− ∂β (ρuβ (1− 3T)− ρ”u3β)] ,
(3.13)
q
′
α = ρuα (1− 3T)− ρu3α, (3.14)
q
′′
α =
4− Pr
Pr
τρT∂αT − τ
[
3u2α∂α (ρT) + 3ρuαT∂βuβ −
3
2
ρuαuβ∂βT
]
−τ
{
(1− 3T)
[
∂β
(
ρuαuβ
)− 1
2
uα∂β
(
ρuβ
)]}
−τ
[
2u3α∂β
(
ρuβ
)
+ 3u2α∂β
(
ρuαuβ
)
+
1
2
uα∂β
(
ρu3β
)]
+τ∂βe
′′
αβ,
(3.15)
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where
e
′′
αα = ρu2α + ρu4α, e
′′
αβ = ρ
2uαuβu. (3.16)
The terms ∂γP
′′
αγ and ∂α(q
′
α + q
′′
α) are evaluated using second-order accurate
finite-difference scheme, as suggested in [88] and [89]. Qh is the energy
source, defined as:
Qh =
1
h0
(
∑k hkω˙kWk
)
. (3.17)
The relaxation time τ is related to the dynamic viscosity and thermal con-
ductivity as:
µ = τρT, κ =
2
Pr
τρT. (3.18)
The hydrodynamic moments are defined as:
ρ ( f ) =∑i gi, (3.19a)
jα ( f ) = ρuα ( f ) =∑i vˆi,αgi +
∆t
2
∂γP
′′
αγ, (3.19b)
T ( f ) =
1
2ρ
[
∑i vˆ2i gi − ρu2 +
∆t
2
∂α
(
q
′
α + q
′′
α
)]
, (3.19c)
Detailed derivation of the above model and its implementation are provided
in Refs. [88] and [89]. It is worth stressing that the model 3.5 is based on a
fixed heat capacity cp = 2 in LB units (due to a restriction on the ratio of spe-
cific heats, γ = 2, and non-dimensionalisation of the gas constant R = 1 in
LB units). Therefore, the present model for reactive flows inherits this same
feature, whereas the latter limitation may be overcome in future works by
additional properly designed correction terms.
3.3.2 Lattice Boltzmann model for species equation
Standard lattice Boltzmann models for combustion (e.g. [22]) emulate advection-
diffusion-reaction equations by means of the following kinetic equation:
ξi,k (x + vˆi∆t, t + ∆t) = ξi,k (x, t) +ωk
[
ξ
eq
i,k (x, t)− ξi,k (x, t)
]
+ QYk , (3.20)
where ξi,k and ξ
eq
i,k are the distribution function and the equilibrium distribu-
tion functions for species k along the lattice direction i, respectively and ωk
is the relaxation frequency. QYk is the species source term defined as:
QYk = ω˙kWk. (3.21)
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Both D2Q9 and D2Q5 models can be used to recover the species transport
equation. However, here for simplicity, we consider the D2Q5 models, where
the equilibrium populations are defined as:
ξ
eq
i,k = wiρYk
[
1+ 3
(vˆi · u)
c
]
, (3.22)
where the lattice weights are w0 = 1/3, wi = 1/6 (i = 1, ..., 4) and the lattice
velocities are vˆ0 = (0, 0), vˆi = (cos(i − 1)pi/2, sin(i − 1)pi/2) (i = 1, ..., 4).
The moments corresponding to the equilibrium population (3.22) are:
4
∑
i=0
ξ
eq
i,k =
4
∑
i=0
ξi,k = ρYk, (3.23a)
4
∑
i=0
vˆi,αξ
eq
i,k = ρYkuα, (3.23b)
4
∑
i=0
vˆ2i,αξ
eq
i,k =
1
3
ρYk. (3.23c)
The relaxation frequency ωk is related to the k-th species mass diffusivity Dk
in Eq. (3.1d) as:
Dk =
1
3
(
1
ωk
− 1
2
)
. (3.24)
Unfortunately the previous approach fails in case of large density gradients.
To the best of our knowledgem, some models allow large density changes in
the fluid flow, but neglect the corresponding feedback to the sepcies fields
(e.g. see Section 3.2 in [22]).
Eq. (3.20)-(3.21) recover the species transport equation (3.1d) with a devia-
tion term:
∇ · (DkYk∇ρ) , (3.25)
which is activated in case of significant compressibility effects (i.e. large
∇ρ). In order to remove the deviation term in the species equation, we can
proceed by introducing a correction term to be approximated e.g. by means
of finite difference formulas, consistently with the thermal model in Section
3.3.1. However, in the case of advection-diffusion equation it possible to
follow an alternative strategy which relies only on LBM formulation. In
fact, the deviation term (3.25) can be removed by modifying the equilibrium
population and the relaxation frequency in order to enforce Eq. (3.20) to
accurately recover Eq. (3.1d). This model represents the main contribution
of this part of the thesis.
Deviation from Eq. (3.1d) stems from the second-order moment. In order to
remove it, the first step is to modify the equilibrium distribution function as
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follows:
ξ
eq(∗)
0,k = ρYk
(
1− 2
3
ϕ
)
,
ξ
eq(∗)
1,...4,k =
1
6
ρYk (ϕ+ 3 (vˆi · u)) ,
(3.26)
where ϕ = ρ(∗)/ρ, ρ(∗) is a fixed value for the entire domain at any time step,
i.e. the minimum value of the density field. The moments corresponding to
the modified equilibrium (3.29) are:
4
∑
i=0
ξ
eq(∗)
i,k =
4
∑
i=0
ξi,k = ρYk, (3.27a)
4
∑
i=0
vˆi,αξ
eq(∗)
i,k = ρYkuα, (3.27b)
4
∑
i=0
vˆ2i,αξ
eq(∗)
i,k =
1
3
ρ(∗)Yk. (3.27c)
It should be noted that with respect to Eqs. (3.23), in the second-order
moment the local density does not appear any longer. In this way, compress-
ibility effects in the species equation are cancelled out.
The second step for recovering Eq. (3.1d) consists in redifining the relaxation
frequency in Eq. (3.20). The following relation is proposed:
ω
(∗)
k =
1
1
2
+
1
ϕ
(
1
ω
− 1
2
) , (3.28)
such that, if ϕ = 1, ω(∗)k = ωk. With the suggested modification, Eq. (3.6)
recovers Eq. (3.1d) in the macroscopic limit. It is clear from Eq. (3.28)
that, for stability reasons, ϕ < 1. It is worth stressing that, in the proposed
model, there is a single consistent density field which is the one coming
from populations gi 3.5, and can thus properly accomodate large density
variations. Therefore here, compressibility is taken into account using the
gi populations for computing density, which is in turn adopted in both the
equilibrium populations 3.29 and the relaxation frequency 3.28 (through ϕ).
Without a lack of generality, a minimal D2Q5 is used for the species trans-
port equations (unlike the hydrodynamic part 3.5 which is based on a D2Q9
lattice). Such a choice is motivated by convenience in reducing the memory
demand. This is particularly desirable in the case of detailed chemical kinet-
ics, where a large number of species is tipically taken into account. However,
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for the sake of completeness, we report below the equilibrium populations
in the case a D2Q9 lattice is adopted for the species transport equations:
ξ
eq(∗)
0,k =
1
9
ρYk (9− 5ϕ) ,
ξ
eq(∗)
1,...4,k =
1
9
ρYk (ϕ+ 3 (vˆi · u)) ,
ξ
eq(∗)
1,...4,k =
1
36
ρYk (ϕ+ 3 (vˆi · u)) .
(3.29)
3.4 Numerical results
First, validation of the proposed LB model for the species transport equation
is discussed in this section. The 1D non-dimensional form of Eq. (3.1d) at
the steady-state for one species (k = 1) non-reacting flow with constant mass
diffusivity is:
ρ′u′x
dY
dx′
=
D′
ReSc
d
dx′
(
ρ′
dY
dx′
)
, (3.30)
where x′ = x/L0, ρ′ = ρ/ρ0, u′x = ux/u0 and D′ = D/ (u0L0), with 0 and′ denoting the reference and the non-dimensional quantities, respectively.
Re and Sc are the Reynolds number and the Schmidt number. Defining
Z = dY/dx′ and Λ = ρ′Z, Eq. (3.30) is rewritten as:
u′xΛ =
D′
ReSc
dΛ
dx′
. (3.31)
Imposing u′x = 1/Λ, the solution of Eq. (3.31) is:
Λ = x′
ReSc
D′
+Λ0, (3.32)
where Λ0 is an arbitrary constant. The condition d (ρ′u′x) /dx′ = 0 is satisfied
imposing ρ′ = Λ, such that Z = 1. Thus, the analytical solution of Eq. (3.30)
is:
Yan = x′ +Y0, (3.33)
which can be used to validate the porposed LB model for the species trans-
port equation. Here, periodicity is assumed in the y -direction of a square
domain, so as to reduce the problem to 1D. Analytical solution is imposed
at the inlet (x′ = 0) and the outlet (x′ = 1) of the domain. The L2 norm of
deviation of numerical results from the exact solution are reported in Table
3.1, in case of diffusive scaling (i.e. δt ∼ δx2).
In order to validate the proposed LBM model for reactive flows, we con-
sider combustion of stoichiometric premixed hydrogen/air reactive mixture
between two parallel horizontal plates, with a fixed length-to-height aspect
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δx Error L2[Y] Slope
0.05 2.745521× 10−2 −
0.025 8.186644× 10−3 1.75
0.0125 2.495928× 10−3 1.71
Table 3.1: Convergence analysis of the LB model for the species equations in
case of diffusive scaling (δt ∼ δx2).
Figure 3.1: Species mass fractions along the channel walls predicted by basic
model 3.22 (dashed-lines) are compared to those recovered by the proposed
model (solid-lines). Symbols are the reference solution (circles H2O, squares
O2, triangles H2). Present application refers to Test 1.
Figure 3.2: Test 1: Mixture density and x-velocity component along the
horizontal plane of symmetry. Solid lines and symbols represent the LB
and the reference solutions, respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Test 1: Mixture temperature and H2 mass fraction along the
horizontal plane of symmetry. Solid lines and symbols represent the LB and
the reference solutions, respectively.
Figure 3.4: Test 1: H2O and O2 mass fractions along the horizontal plane
of symmetry. Solid lines and symbols represent the LB and the reference
solutions, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Test 2: Mixture density and x-velocity component along the
horizontal plane of symmetry. Solid lines and symbols represent the LB
and the reference solutions, respectively.
Figure 3.6: Test 2: Mixture temperature and H2 mass fraction along the
horizontal plane of symmetry. Solid lines and symbols represent the LB and
the reference solutions, respectively.
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Figure 3.7: Test 2: H2O and O2 mass fractions along the horizontal plane
of symmetry. Solid lines and symbols represent the LB and the reference
solutions, respectively.
ratio, L/h = 2.5 and length L = 5 mm. This domain is usually referred to
as mesochannel. Ignition od the reactive mixture is produced ans sustained
by heated walls. For fixed values of the channel height h and the wall tem-
perature, different types of flames are observed, as function of the inlet ve-
locity Uin [85]. In both cases, constant temperature Tin = 300 K is prescribed
at the inflow, and a well premixed stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture en-
ters from the inlet. Along the channel walls, zero-flux for all species (e.g.
chemically inert walls) and no-slip conditions for both velocity component
are imposed. The wall temperature is prescribed via a hyperbolic tangent
connecting fresh conditions up to the highest temperature Tw = 960 K, ac-
cording to T(x) = S1 tanh(βx− γ) + (Tw − S1), with S1 = 330 K, β = 5 and
γ = 4.2. Such profile mimics heat losses at the channel inlet due to convec-
tive cooling of the cold incoming flow and radiative heat losses to the colder
surroundings. At the outlet, atmospheric pressure and zero Neumann con-
ditions are imposed. For the sake of simplicity, we assumed Dk = D and
cp,k = cp for the mass diffusivity and specific heat of all chemical species.
The global reaction H2 + 1/2O2 → H2O by Marinov et al. [70] is employed
for the evaluation of the reaction rates in Eqs. (3.1c) and (3.1d):
R = ACH2 C
0.5
O2 exp
(
− E
RT
)
, (3.34)
with A = 1.8× 1013 mol−0.5 cm1.5 s−1 and E = 146.4 kJ/mol.
For validation purposes, solutions of the LBM scheme have been compared
against solutions from FLUENT [38]. In this simulation we make use of
501(Nx)×201(Ny) regular lattice. Transport properties have been assumed
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constant: the kinematic viscosity is ν=0.22× 10−4 m2/s, the mass diffusivity
D = 1.4× 10−4 m2/s, the Prandtl number Pr = 0.465 and the Lewis number
Le = α/D = 1/3, where α is thermal diffusivity. Concerning the flow field,
diffusive boundary conditions [2] are used for the walls, while equilibrium
populations are imposed at the inlet and outlet as follows:
gini (l = 1, m) = f
eq
i
(
p (l = 2, m)
Tin
, uin, Tin
)
, (3.35)
gouti (l = Nx − 1, m) = f eqi
[
pout
T (l = Nx − 1, m) , u (l = Nx − 1, m),
T (l = Nx − 1, m)
]
,
(3.36)
where l and m label the nodes along x- and y- directions. pout is the LB
outlet pressure corresponding to p = 1 atm.
For the species equations, bounce-back is applied at the walls and equilib-
rium populations at the inlet and outlet as:
ξ ini,k (l = 1, m) = ξ
eq
i,k
(
ρinYink , u
in
)
, (3.37)
ξouti,k (l = Nx, m) = ξ
eq
i,k
[
(ρYk)
out), u (l = Nx, m)
]
(3.38)
where Yink represents the mass fraction of the fresh mixture, while ρ
in =
p(l = 2, m)/Tin, u(l = Nx, m) = u(l = Nx − 1, m), and:
(ρYk)
out =
3
2
ρ (l = Nx − 1, m)Yk (l = Nx − 1, m)
−1
2
ρ (l = Nx − 3, m)Yk (l = Nx − 3, m) .
(3.39)
The proposed reactive LBM model is validated against reference solutions
from FLUENT. In Figs. 3.2-3.7 the solutions of the test problem are pre-
sented. Comparisons between our results and the reference ones are re-
ported at the steady state. Good agreement is demonstrated. In Figs. 3.2-3.4,
the solutions for Uin = 0.85 m/s are presented. In this case, a longer chan-
nel is needed, in order to have complete fuel conversion. However, a smaller
channel length has been chosen for validation purposes, so as to reduce
the computational effort. In order to check the suitability of the model at
larger temperature ratios in the bulk, the velocity at the inlet is reduced
to Uin = 0.48 m/s. In this case, a closed symmetric flame is anchored at
the vicinity of the inlet and fully converts the fuel within the channel (Figs.
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3.5-3.7). In the test problems, the maximum relative difference between solu-
tions are found to be: 2% for the density, 4.2% for the velocity, 5.7% for the
temperature, and 3% for the chemical species.
In order to check the consistency of the LB scheme, we computed the follow-
ing quantities for the H, O and N elements:
Mn =
∫ h
0
N
∑
k=1
ρuxYkck,ndy, (3.40)
where ck,n is the number of atoms of the n-th element in the k-th species.
Mass conservation is verified by measuring the previous quantities through
the domain. For Test 1, MH = 8.01 × 10−5 ± 5 × 10−6, MO = 6.42 ×
10−4 ± 9.42× 10−6 and MN = 2.11× 10−3 ± 3.96× 10−5. For Test 2, MH =
8.26× 10−5 ± 1.73× 10−6, MO = 5.15× 10−5 ± 7.4× 10−7 and MN = 3.17×
10−4 ± 1.96× 10−9. We finally stress that mass conservation through (3.40)
is accurate at the same level as FLUENT solution.
In general, the computational algorithm can be schematically summarized
as follows:
1. At time step t, compute ρ, uα and T from Eqs. (3.19a-3.19c), using
(∂γP
′′
α,γ)
t−1 and (∂α(q
′
α + q
′′
α))
t−1, evaluated at the previous time step;
compute Yk from Eq. (3.27a), ρ(∗) = min(ρ) and ω(∗) from Eq. (3.28).
2. Evaluate Qh and QYk , using Eqs. (3.17) and (3.21).
3. Evaluate (∂γP
′′
α,γ)
t and (∂α
(
q
′
α + q
′′
α
)
)t, using ρ, uα and T from 1; eval-
uate f eq and ξeq.
4. Solve Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6).
5. Go back to step 1 until convergence.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we introduced a lattice Boltzmann scheme for simulating
reactive flows at the low Mach number limit, on the basis of a recently pro-
posed thermal model. The latter had to be coupled with mass conservation
equations for the chemical species. Also in this case a model able to deal
with compressibility effects was derived. To this purpose, we proposed a
new scheme for solving the reaction-diffusion equation of chemical species,
where compressibility effects are taken into account by modifying both the
equilibrium distribution function and the relaxation frequency in the BGK
collision term. This original idea can be extended to the compressible model
in [105], so that also the energy equation can be solved by means of LBM in
case of large temperature gradients.
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The proposed LBM model has been validated against a commercial code in
case of hydrogen/air reactive mixture. Instead of the detailed chemistry, a
global chemical step mechanism has been used for simulating reactive flows
in a mesochannel. Solutions of the proposed model are found to be in good
agreement with the reference results, obtained in the continuum limit.
It is worth to recall that in this chapter, heat conduction is the only contribu-
tion to the heat flux q. A more detailed description of combustion problems
needs to take into account also heat diffusion by mass diffusion of chemical
species, Dufour effect and radiative heat transfer. However, with regard to
radiation, its negligibility is motivated by the fact that the size of the com-
putational domain is too small to observe any radiative effect. In the next
chapter, a lattice Boltzmann model for radiative heat transfer is discussed
and the expression for qrad is provided.
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Lattice Boltzmann method for solving
radiative heat transfer
4.1 Introduction
Consideration of volumetric radiation (see qrad in Eq. (3.1c)) is important in
many high temperature thermal devices and processes [69, 100]. Design of
boilers, furnaces, internal combustion engines and insulations are some of
the systems which require a correct analysis of thermal radiation [69, 100].
Analysis of phase change process of semitransparent materials such as glass
and semiconductor materials requires knowledge of the volumetric radia-
tion [91, 94, 98, 111]. Correct estimates of volumetric radiation is also impor-
tant in weather forecasting which relies on atmospheric radiation budget
[40] and medium characterization of an optically participating medium like
human tissue and laser surgery of a human organ [56, 83].
Radiative transport through a participating medium is a volumetric phe-
nomenon [78, 99]. Unlike conduction and convection modes of heat transfer
which depend on spatial and temporal dimensions, an analysis of radiation
involves additional three dimensions, viz., two angular dimensions (polar
and azimuthal angles) and one spectral dimension. A mandatory consider-
ation of two angular dimensions in all problems except the simplest case
of the planar geometry in which case radiation is azimuthally symmetric
and thus it depends only on the planar angle, the problems are difficult to
analyze. In a conduction-convection and radiation problem, it is the com-
putation of radiative component that is the most time consuming one. This
excessive computational time in the computation of radiative information
is for the reason that apart from covering all the spatial grid points in the
solution domain, intensities at every grid point need to be traced from their
points of origin in the enclosure to the grid point under consideration. At
every grid point, intensities are spanned over the whole spherical space. A
method becomes computationally more and more expensive if for a given
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number of control volumes, it requires more number of discrete directions.
The available numerical radiative transfer methods such as the flux method
[78, 99], the zonal method [78, 99], the spherical harmonics method [78, 99],
the discrete ordinates method (DOM) [37, 77], the discrete transfer method
(DTM) [1, 27, 65], the collapsed dimension method [75] and the finite volume
method (FVM) [18, 57, 76], in some form or the other, aim at minimizing the
angular dependency of radiation in their formulations. Since the angular
dependency cannot be fully eliminated, a method which is less prone to ray
effect and is compatible to other CFD solvers such as the finite difference
method (FDM) and the FVM for solving the combined mode problems in
simple to complex geometry are the most desirable ones. Among the exist-
ing numerical radiative transfer methods, the FVM [18, 57, 76] is the most
robust one. This is not only for the reason that the development of the FVM
is the latest in the series, but for the very reason that it adopts the same prin-
ciples of the FVM that has been widely used in the analysis of fluid flow and
heat transfer problems. Further, unlike the DOM [37, 77], the FVM is fully
conservative. In this, the ray effect is minimal. However, even with the FVM,
radiation still remains a computationally expensive component. Therefore,
search for a computationally more efficient method still continues.
Since in the LBM, processes are localized, it is well suited for a parallel ar-
chitecture and the requirement of numerical efficiency can be fulfilled. In
the recent past, the LBM has been applied to a large class of fluid flow
and heat transfer problems [102]. Application of the LBM to solve energy
equations, in particular by means of the so-called passive scalar approach
[33, 44, 71, 97, 103, 107], has been known for quite some time. This has es-
sentially been the simplest approach in which the temperature is treated as
a passive scalar, which is diffused and moderately advected by the flow ve-
locity. This particular approach has been adopted to analyze several thermal
problems [33, 44, 71, 97, 103, 107] that involved computations of the density,
velocity and temperature fields caused by convection and/or conduction
heat transfer. Those studies, did not consider the effect of volumetric radia-
tion which is an important component in high temperature applications.
Mishra and co-workers [28, 73, 74, 76, 79, 91] have applied the LBM to solve
heat transfer problems involving thermal radiation. However, in such prob-
lems, the volumetric thermal radiation was always computed using the con-
ventional numerical radiative transfer methods such as the DOM [37, 77],
the DTM [1, 27, 65], the collapsed dimension method [75] and the FVM
[18, 57, 76]. The previous studies [28, 73, 74, 76, 79, 91] have shown the supe-
riority of the LBM over the FDM and the FVM to solve the energy equations
of heat transfer problems involving thermal radiation. However, in none of
the previous studies, the computation of radiative information, which is the
main time consuming component, has been computed using the LBM, and
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thus, the usage of the LBM for the analysis of radiative transport problems
has not been investigated before. Further, in the combined mode problems
studied in references [28, 73, 74, 76, 79, 91], the computational grids of the
conventional radiation solvers such as the DTM [1, 27, 65], the DOM [37, 77],
the FVM [18, 57, 76], etc., have always been different from the lattices of
the LBM. Thus, the radiative information computed using these methods
required to be interpolated to the lattice nodes that required an additional
computational step.
Very recently a different approach has been proposed by Asinari et al. [9],
where the LBM is directly used to solve the radiative heat transfer in a partic-
ipating medium. Essentially the idea is to interpret the (transient) radiative
transfer equation (RTE) as a kinetic equation for photons and consequently
to solve it directly through the standard LBM formalism by a pseudo-time
marching. The numerical implementation is very simple and it is particu-
larly suitable for complex geometries. The reason is twofold: the intensities
at every grid point are automatically traced from their points of origin at
the solid walls and the data structures for radiation can be the same of
those for fluid flow. These advantages make promising the application of
this approach to porous media. However the accuracy of the method still
needs to be investigated and further improved for making it competitive
with standard FVM radiation solvers. This chapter aims to suggest simple
but effective improvements to the method proposed in Ref. [9].
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2, derivation of the ra-
diative LBM scheme is described, including the improvements concerning
the angular discretization of the radiative transfer equation. Moreover a de-
tailed error analysis is carried out in order to point out the dependence of
the numerical error on the discretization parameters. Section 4.3 reports the
numerical results for the 2-D rectangular enclosure (both in terms of tem-
perature field and radiative heat flux). In particular the complete simulation
plan, the convergence study and the attempts to reduce the computational
demand (the so–called thermalization of intensities out of the main sim-
ulation plane) are presented. Section 4.4 reports the concluding remarks.
Finally, in Appendix A, a description of the Finite Volume procedure for
radiative equation is given, and the numerical results obtained by standard
FVM and used for comparison are also reported for sake of completeness.
In Appendix B application of radiative LBM for combustion problems is
presented, in order to provide the coupling with the combustion model in
Chapter3.
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4.2 Formulation
Let us consider a 2-D square enclosure. The participating medium bounded
by the enclosure is assumed to be homogeneous, absorbing, emitting and
scattering. All the boundaries are diffusive and gray: the source of radiation
is the south wall at temperature Ts, while the other three boundaries are
cold.
The starting point for deriving the LBM formulation is the Radiative Transfer
Equation (RTE). In any direction s RTE reads:
dI
ds
= s · ∇I = −βI + κa Ib + σs4pi
∫
4pi
Ip
(
Ω,Ω
′)
dΩ
′
(4.1)
where I is the intensity, κa is the absorption coefficient, Ib = (σT4)/pi is
the blackbody intensity, β is the extinction coefficient, σs is the scattering
coefficient and p is the scattering phase function. s is the distance in the
direction s, which is defined as:
s = (sinγ cos δ) i + (sinγ sin δ) j + cosγk, (4.2)
where γ is the polar angle and δ is the azimuthal angle.
Since radiation is the only heat transfer mechanism under investigation, ra-
diative equilibrium condition can be considered, so that ∇ · qR = 0, where
qR is the radiative heat flux and its divergence is defined as follows:
∇ · qR = κa (4pi Ib − G) , (4.3)
where ∇ · qR = qrad in Eq. (3.1c). Radiative equilibrium condition implies
that the volumetric absorption G equals the volumetric emission 4pi Ib. If
scattering is assumed isotropic (p = 1), Eq. (4.1) can be rewritten as:
dI
ds
= s · ∇I = βI + (κa + σs) G4pi = β
(
G
4pi
− I
)
, (4.4)
since the extinction coefficient β = κa + σs. For discrete directions, Eq. (4.4)
is written as:
dIij
ds
= sij · ∇Iij = β
(
G
4pi
− Iij
)
, (4.5)
where Iij is the intensity evaluated along the i-th azimuthal direction and
j-th polar direction.
In the LBM formulation proposed by Asinari et al. [9], isotropy in the polar
direction is assumed and angular dependence of the intensity is only due
to the azimuthal direction. Azimuthal angle is discretized (Fig. 4.1) by
introducing a finite number of discrete velocities vλ,i (λ = x, y), lying on the
lattice, whose magnitude is given by:
|vi| = c
(√
v2x,i + v
2
y,i
)
, (4.6)
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the lattice: azimuthal angle discretization
where c = ∆x/∆t. We may define the magnitude of the lattice velocities
as vi = ε ic, where ε i is is a constant depending on the energy shell of the
considered velocity. In Table 4.1, velocities for the D2Q32 lattice used in this
work are given. Even though not discretizing the polar angle saves a lot
of computations, this approximation may spoil the accuracy of the method,
particularly in case of refined computational grids, where a sort of saturation
of the numerical error appears [9]. Hence, in the present paper, a different
solution is proposed and the polar angle γ (0 ≤ γ ≤ pi) is discretized as
well. In this paper discretization of the polar angle has been performed by
introducing along the z-axis a velocity component vz,j of the discrete lattice
velocity, which has been designed in such a way that the projection on the
lattice of the total velocity V =
(
vx,i, vy,i, vz,j
)
overlaps the velocity on the
lattice vλ,i. Hence, vz,j is defined as follows:
vz,j = tan
(pi
2
− γj
)
vi, (4.7)
where γj is the discrete polar angle in the j-th direction, so that the magni-
tude of the total velocity is:
Vij =
√
v2x,i + v
2
y,i + v
2
z,i. (4.8)
The usual lattice Boltzmann numerical scheme is derived by applying the
method of characteristics and forward Euler. Thus, the first task is to rewrite
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Table 4.1: Lattice velocities for the D2Q32.
vˆxi = vxi/c vˆyi = vyi/c vi
i = 1, 3 ±1 0 c
i = 2, 4 0 ±1 c
i = 5, 6, 7, 8 ±1 ±1 √2c
i = 9, 12 ±2 1 √5c
i = 13, 16 ∓2 −1 √5c
i = 10, 11 ±1 2 √5c
i = 14, 15 ∓1 −2 √5c
i = 17, 24 ±3 1 √10c
i = 25, 32 ∓3 −1 √10c
i = 18, 23 ±3 2 √13c
i = 26, 31 ∓3 −2 √13c
i = 19, 22 ±2 3 √13c
i = 27, 30 ∓2 −3 √13c
i = 20, 21 ±1 3 √10c
i = 28, 29 ±1 −3 √10c
the RTE as a BGK equation in such a way that a Lagrangian derivative ap-
pears. Time dependence of the intensity is usually neglected in radiation
problems because the speed of light is much faster than heat transfer phe-
nomena. However, for the above mentioned reasons, it is convenient to
consider a pseudo–transient equation as the starting point of the LBM for-
malism. The transient RTE reads:
1
c
∂Iij
∂t
+ sij · ∇Iij = β
(
G
4pi
− Iij
)
, (4.9)
where c is the (fictitious) speed of light. Actually, the starting point for
the derivation of the radiative LB scheme is Eq. (4.9), where we assume,
along each discrete direction, the fictitious speed of light to be equal to the
corresponding microscopic velocity c = Vij. If c is taken equal to the light
speed, the term c∆t→ ∞ (see the left hand side in Eq. (4.13)), which makes
the stencil involved in the streaming step very large. Choosing c = Vij, in
the streaming step only the nodes belonging to the computational grid are
taken into account and the stencil is the smallest as possible. Hence, from
the LBM point of view, Eq. (4.9) rewrites as:
1
Vij
∂Iij
∂t
+ sij · ∇Iij = β
(
G
4pi
− Iij
)
. (4.10)
Multiplying Eq. (4.10) by Vij yields:
∂Iij
∂t
+V ·∇Iij =
∂Iij
∂t
+vx,i
∂Iij
∂x
+vy,i
∂Iij
∂y
+vz,i
∂Iij
∂z
= Vijβ
(
G
4pi
− Iij
)
. (4.11)
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Region of influence of the particle distribution function for the
D2Q8 (a) and D2Q16 (b) lattices
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Polar angle discretization for 4 (a) and 8 (b) subdivisions
Recalling that ∂Iij/∂z = 0 by definition of 2-D problem, one can rewrite the
discrete Boltzmann equation for a 2-D radiative problem:
∂Iij
∂t
+ vi · ∇Iij =
DIij
Dt
= Vijβ
(
G
4pi
− Iij
)
, (4.12)
where i = 1, ..., Nδ and j = 1, ..., Nγ. Nδ and Nγ are the total number of
discrete subdivisions for the azimuthal and polar angles, respectively. Eq.
(4.12) is the RTE rewritten as a BGK equation and DIij/Dt represents the
Lagrangian derivative.
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In order to obtain the usual LBM formulation, applying the method of char-
acteristics and forward Euler to Eq. (4.12) yields:
Iij (xn + vi∆t, t + ∆t)− Iij (xn, t)
∆t
= ωij
[
Ieqij (xn, t)− Iij (xn, t)
]
+O (∆t) +O (vi∆t)
(4.13)
where the relaxation frequency ωij = Vijβ. According to LBM terminology,
Iij is the particle distribution function (PDF) and it is the carrier of the radia-
tive energy. Ieqij is the equilibrium distribution function, defined as:
Ieqij =
G
4pi
=
1
4pi
4pi∫
Ω=0
I (xn, t, δ,γ) dΩ =
1
4pi
2pi∫
0
pi∫
0
I (xn, t, δ,γ) sinγ dδ dγ.
(4.14)
Integral in Eq. (4.14) is solved by means of quadrature schemes. Let us
consider a portion of sphere of the size of [δi − (∆δi)/2, δi + (∆δi)/2] and[
γj − (∆γj)/2,γj + (∆γj)/2
]
with regard to the azimuthal and polar direc-
tions, respectively. Taylor expanding the intensity around the value at the
centroid of the infinitesimal region under consideration yields:
I (xn, t, δ,γ) = I
(
xn, t, δi,γj
)
+O
(
max
i
(∆δi)
)
+O (∆γ) , (4.15)
and the integral over the same region is:
δi+
∆δi
2∫
δi− ∆δi2
γj+
∆γj
2∫
γj−
∆γj
2
I (xn, t, δ,γ) sinγ dδ dγ =
δi+
∆δi
2∫
δi− ∆δi2
γj+
∆γj
2∫
γj−
∆γj
2
I
(
xn, t, δi,γj
)
sinγ dδ dγ+O
(
max
i
(
∆δ2i
)
∆γ
)
O
(
max
i
(∆δ)∆γ2
)
=
Iij
δi+
∆δi
2∫
δi− ∆δi2
γj+
∆γj
2∫
γj−
∆γj
2
sinγ dδ dγ+O
(
max
i
(
∆δ2i
)
∆γ
)
O
(
max
i
(∆δ)∆γ2
)
.
(4.16)
If Eq. (4.16) is extended to the whole solid angle, the equilibrium PDF can
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be computed as follows:
Ieqij =
1
4pi
2pi∫
0
pi∫
0
I (xn, t, δ,γ) sinγ dδ dγ =
Nδ
∑
i=1
Nγ
∑
j=1
Iij δi+∆δi/2∫
δi−∆δi/2
γj+∆γj
/
2∫
γj−∆γj
/
2
1
4pi
sinγ dδ dγ
+O(max
i
(∆δi)
)
+O (∆γ) =
Nδ
∑
i=1
Nγ
∑
j=1
Wij Iij++O
(
max
i
(∆δi)
)
+O (∆γ) ,
(4.17)
where Wij is the weight corresponding to the discrete directions i and j and
is defined as:
Wij =
1
4pi
δi+
∆δi
2∫
δi− ∆δi2
γj+
∆γj
2∫
γj−
∆γj
2
sinγ dδ dγ. (4.18)
We want to stress the point that: a) the number of the weights Wij has to
be equal to the number of lattice velocities, b) discrete intensities has to be
centered with respect to the portion of the sphere identified by the weight
Wij and c) the following condition must be verified:
Nδ
∑
i=1
Nγ
∑
j=1
Wij = 1. (4.19)
Weights Wij describe the region of influence of each of the discrete intensi-
ties. The regions of influence of the PDFs in the solution plane for D2Q8
and D2Q16 lattices are shown in Figs. 4.2a and 4.2b, respectively. If the
D2Q8 lattice is used, then the sphere in the solution plane is subdivided
into eight portions and, moreover, eight weights Wij has to be computed.
Discrete intensities are centered and condition given by Eq. (4.19) is satis-
fied if all directions are equally spaced (Fig. 4.2a) and the azimuthal angle
is uniformly discretized (∆δi = ∆δ = pi/4). In D2Q16, 8 more directions are
introduced keeping the D2Q8 lattice directions fixed. Similarly, the D2Q32
lattice is obtained by adding 16 more directions to the ones of the D2Q16 lat-
tice. In the D2Q16 and D2Q32 lattices the regions of influence are evaluated
by following the same procedure for the D2Q8 lattice, but in these cases the
regions of influence are not equally spaced: 13pi/90 . [∆δi]D2Q16 . pi/10
and 2pi/45 . [∆δi]D2Q32 . 13pi/90. In the polar direction, due to the defini-
tion of the z-axis velocity component vz,j, regions of influence of the PDFs
are all equally spaced, as shown in Figs. 4.3a and 4.3b, in case of 4 and 8
subdivisions, respectively.
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As usual in LBM, the algorithm to solve Eq. (4.10) is usually split into the
collision and the streaming steps:
I∗ij (xn, t) = Iij (xn, t) +
∆t
τij
[
Ieqij (xn, t)− Iij (xn, t)
]
, (4.20)
Iij (xn + vi∆t, t + ∆t) = I∗ij (xn, t) . (4.21)
Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21) provides the numerical solution for Eq. (4.12). The
global numerical error can be determined by collecting the errors due to
forward Euler and to the quadrature schemes given by Eq. (4.13) and Eq.
(4.15) respectively:
Iij (xn + vi∆t, t + ∆t)− Iij (xn, t)
∆t
=
1
τij
[
Ieqij (xn, t)− Iij (xn, t)
]
+
O (∆t) +O (vi∆t) +
O
(
max
i
(∆δi)
)
+O (∆γ) .
(4.22)
Recalling that |vi| = ε ic where ε i is a constant depending on the energy
shell of the considered velocity, and assuming c = ∆x/∆t as a constant
(depending on the stability region), the global error becomes:
Err = O
(
(1+ ε i)∆x
)
+O
(
max
i
(∆δi)
)
+O (∆γ) . (4.23)
It is evident from the previous expression that the dependence of the global
error on the discretization parameters is not trivial. In fact, improving the
discretization of the azimuthal angle, i.e. reducing maxi(∆δi), forces one to
consider larger lattices, with larger energy shells, which usually spoil the
accuracy of the advection step (because of larger ε i). On the other hand,
accurate advection step requires a compact computational stencil, i.e. few
energy shells, but this makes quite rough the discretization of the azimuthal
angle and consequently the computation of the collision step (by the defi-
nition of local equilibrium). With other words, because of the geometrical
construction, the following relation holds ε i ∝ 1/ maxi(∆δi) . Hence there is
a tradeoff between the accuracy of the advection step and that of the colli-
sion step, which both affect the global error.
4.3 Numerical results
The proposed LB scheme has been applied to solve a 2-D square enclosure
problem. In this work it has been assumed X = Y = 1 and uniform spatial
discretization along both x and y directions, with ∆x = ∆y. In order to val-
idate the LBM formulation, FVM results have been considered benchmark.
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Table 4.2: Summary of the parameters adopted in the validation analysis.
β = 2.0 β = 5.0
Nx = Ny = [40, 80, 160] Nx = Ny = [100, 200, 400]
Nδ = [8, 16, 32] Nδ = [8, 16, 32]
Nγ = [1, 4, 8, 16] Nγ = [1, 4, 8, 16]
Table 4.3: Summary of the parameters adopted in the convergence analysis.
β = 2.0 β = 5.0
Nx = 40, Nδ = 8, Nγ = 4 Nx = 10, Nδ = 8, Nγ = 4
Nx = 80, Nδ = 16, Nγ = 8 Nx = 200, Nδ = 16, Nγ = 8
Nx = 160, Nδ = 32, Nγ = 16 Nx = 400, Nδ = 32, Nγ = 16
Since both FVM and LBM are iterative methods, a convergence criterion
is required: FVM and LBM solutions are assumed to converge when the
maximum change in the incident radiation at any point is less than 10−10 be-
tween two successive iterations. Validation of the LBM formulation has been
performed for several values of the spatial and angular discretizations and
extinction coefficients, as shown in Table 4.2. Spatial discretization has been
chosen in such a way that the Knudsen number is smaller than a threshold
value that ensures stability of the LBM solution. In this work it has been
chosen:
Kn = β∆x ≤ 0.05, (4.24)
where ∆x = X/(Nx − 1) is the spatial grid length and Nx represents the
number of nodes along x axis. The temperature of the participating
medium is given by the following equation:
T =
(
G
4σ
)1/4
, (4.25)
where the volumetric absorption G is computed from Eq. (4.14). Fig. 4.4
shows the distribution of the temperature in the 2-D domain. Tables 4.4
shows the mean temperature Tm of the participating medium inside the
enclosure
Tm =
1
XY
X∫
0
Y∫
0
T (x, y) dxdy, (4.26)
which is related to the internal energy Ei as:
E∗i =
Ei
cv
=
1
XY
X∫
0
Y∫
0
T (x, y) dxdy = Tm, (4.27)
if the specific heat at constant volume cv of the medium assumes a constant
value. In Appendix A the mean temperature Tm evaluated by means of a
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Table 4.4: Mean temperature of the medium inside the enclosure.
β = 2.0 β = 5.0
Nx = 40 Nx = 80 Nx = 160 Nx = 100 Nx = 200 Nx = 400
Nδ = 8 Nγ = 1 0.63122 0.65742 0.67072 0.64538 0.65593 0.66123
Nγ = 4 0.62774 0.62391 0.66718 0.64166 0.65223 0.65754
Nγ = 8 0.62824 0.65442 0.66770 0.64204 0.65261 0.65793
Nγ = 16 0.62832 0.65451 0.66779 0.64219 0.65276 0.65808
Nδ = 16 Nγ = 1 0.62911 0.65528 0.66855 0.64364 0.65427 0.65962
Nγ = 4 0.62542 0.65157 0.66484 0.63989 0.65054 0.65590
Nγ = 8 0.62589 0.65204 0.66531 0.64017 0.65083 0.65619
Nγ = 16 0.62595 0.65211 0.66537 0.64025 0.65092 0.65628
Nδ = 32 Nγ = 1 0.62785 0.65440 0.66787 0.64298 0.65387 0.65935
Nγ = 4 0.62404 0.65062 0.66410 0.63911 0.65006 0.65557
Nγ = 8 0.62451 0.65107 0.66456 0.63934 0.65030 0.65581
Nγ = 16 0.62455 0.62112 0.66461 0.63939 0.65035 0.65586
standard FVM code is reported in Table A.1. Overall radiative heat flux is
Figure 4.4: Distribution of the temperature in the square enclosure for β =
5.0.
computed from the following relation:
qR =
2pi∫
0
pi∫
0
I (n · s) sinγ dδ dγ. (4.28)
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of dimensionless heat flux ψy in the square enclo-
sure.
In the present work, we are interested in the heat flux normal to the south
(hot) wall and thus, we define:
qRy =
2pi∫
0
pi∫
0
I (xn, t, δ,γ) sin δ sin2 γ dδ dγ, (4.29)
as the heat flux along y faces of the enclosure. Applying the quadrature
scheme already used in Eq. (4.17), Eq. (4.29) becomes:
qRy =
Nδ
∑
i=1
Nγ
∑
j=1
Wyij Iij, (4.30)
where the weights are given by:
Wyij =
γj+
∆γj
2∫
γj−
∆γj
2
sin2 γ dγ
δi+
∆δi
2∫
δi− ∆δi2
sin δ dδ. (4.31)
Fig. 4.5 shows the distribution of the dimensionless heat flux along the y
direction:
ψy =
qRy
σT4S
. (4.32)
In Table 4.5 dimensionless total heat flux along the south wall is reported as
function of the parameters of Table 4.2. Dimensionless total heat flux eval-
uated by means of FVM code is reported in Table A.2. The dimensionless
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Table 4.5: Dimensionless total heat flux along the south wall.
β = 2.0 β = 5.0
Nx = 40 Nx = 80 Nx = 160 Nx = 100 Nx = 200 Nx = 400
Nδ = 8 Nγ = 1 0.67840 0.67316 0.67050 0.49908 0.49733 0.49645
Nγ = 4 0.63746 0.63223 0.62961 0.45458 0.45328 0.45626
Nγ = 8 0.64305 0.63775 0.63508 0.45930 0.45792 0.45722
Nγ = 16 0.64412 0.63879 0.63612 0.46016 0.45876 0.45805
Nδ = 16 Nγ = 1 0.71062 0.70430 0.70117 0.51616 0.51431 0.51338
Nγ = 4 0.66572 0.65955 0.65649 0.46891 0.46763 0.46699
Nγ = 8 0.67204 0.66575 0.66265 0.47415 0.47276 0.47208
Nγ = 16 0.67333 0.66701 0.66389 0.47517 0.47376 0.47306
Nδ = 32 Nγ = 1 0.72273 0.71421 0.71020 0.52166 0.51925 0.51808
Nγ = 4 0.67688 0.66848 0.66451 0.47363 0.47186 0.47101
Nγ = 8 0.68346 0.67492 0.67088 0.47906 0.47717 0.47626
Nγ = 16 0.68481 0.67625 0.67220 0.48013 0.47822 0.47730
total heat flux at a given coordinate along the y axis is:
Ψ|y=y∗ =
X∫
0
ψy (x, y) dx. (4.33)
For the purpose of validation, since analytical solution is not available for a
2-D problem, LBM results must be compared with a numerical solution that
could be considered as the reference one. In this work, LBM has been com-
pared with the results obtained by the standard FVM. Validation analysis
has been performed focusing on the dimensionless heat flux ψy. The error
has been computed as follows:
Err =
∥∥∥ψyFVM,Re f − ψyLBM∥∥∥2∥∥∥ψyFVM,Re f ∥∥∥2 , (4.34)
where ‖...‖2 indicates the Euclidean norm. In this work, the reference solu-
tion ψyFVM,Re f has been computed by means of a Richardson extrapolation of
FVM results. In order to estimate the reference solution, the FVM dimen-
sionless heat flux has been computed for the parameters shown in Table
4.6 and from which the Richardson extrapolation has been performed. In
the application of Eq. (4.34), the reference solution has been interpolated
in order to match the grid points of the LBM solution. A cubic interpola-
tion is used for not affecting the measurement of the order of the present
numerical method. For evaluating the order of convergence, let us recall Eq.
(4.23). Contributions to the global error of the LBM scheme are given by the
numerical approximation of the Lagrangian derivative of Eq. (4.12) and by
the numerical approximation of the integrals over the solid angle. Eq.(4.23)
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Table 4.6: Summary of the parameters adopted in the Richardson extrapola-
tion.
β = 2.0 β = 5.0
Nx = 80, Nδ = 16, Nγ = 8 Nx = 200, Nδ = 16, Nγ = 8
Nx = 160, Nδ = 32, Nγ = 16 Nx = 400, Nδ = 32, Nγ = 16
suggests that the model is first order accurate with respect to either the
spatial or the azimuthal angle or the polar angle discretizations, for lattices
which are small enough to solve accurately the advection step. However in
case of large lattices, the streaming step of the lattice velocities belonging to
larger energy shells, inevitably leads to an accuracy spoil. This trend can be
demonstrated if ∆x, ∆δ and ∆γ are scaled by the same ratio during the grid
refinement. In this paper the order of convergence of the method is evalu-
ated with regard to the values of discretization parameters given in Table
4.3.
Errors of the dimensionless heat flux are shown in Table 4.5, while the order
of convergence can be evaluated from Table 4.8. It can be seen that the order
of convergence of LBM model decreases moving from case B to case C: this
is ascribed to the accuracy spoil in the computation of the advection step
for large lattices (case C uses the D2Q32 lattice), as already pointed out in
the previous section. Figs. 4.6 show the effects of different lattices on the
intensity evaluated by means of the collision step (Eq.(4.20)) in the case of
β = 2. In Figs. 4.6a-4.6c, LBM collision step intensity with Nx = Ny = 40,
Nδ = [8, 16, 32] and Nγ = 1 has been compared with the intensity evalu-
ated by means of standard FVM, with the same discretization parameters
adopted for LBM. In Figs. 4.6d-4.6e LBM collision step solutions for three
different lattices is compared with the FVM reference solution. The latter
has been computed with Nx = Ny = 160, Nδ = [8, 16, 32] and Nγ = 16
and then interpolated to match the LBM resolution. Collision step solution
gets closer to the FVM one as result of a more refined discretization of the
azimuthal angle. Comparing results given in Table 4.8 and Figs. 4.6, the
tradeoff between the collision and advection steps can be found for Nδ = 16.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.6: Effects of different lattices on the solution of the collision step:
collision step intensity as function of the azimuthal angle. In Figs. 4.6a-4.6c
LBM collision step is compared with the FVM solution obtained with the
same discretization adopted for LBM; in Figs. 4.6d-4.6e LBM collision step
is compared against the FVM reference solution.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Error as function of the polar angle discretization for β = 2.0 (a)
and β = 5.0 (b).
Figure 4.8: Comparison between PDF and the equilibrium PDF as function
of the polar angle for β = 2.0 and β = 5.0.
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Table 4.7: Errors of the dimensionless heat flux as function of the discretiza-
tion and the extinction coefficients.
β = 2.0 β = 5.0
Nx = 40 Nx = 80 Nx = 160 Nx = 100 Nx = 200 Nx = 400
Nδ = 8 Nγ = 1 0.11378 0.10401 0.10199 0.11540 0.10530 0.10128
Nγ = 4 0.07309 0.06552 0.06543 0.05540 0.05683 0.05958
Nγ = 8 0.07178 0.06165 0.06050 0.04858 0.04564 0.04709
Nγ = 16 0.07192 0.06137 0.06010 0.043375 0.04375 0.04480
Nδ = 16 Nγ = 1 0.12217 0.10263 0.09490 0.12448 0.12448 0.11808
Nγ = 4 0.04815 0.03249 0.03318 0.02720 0.02720 0.03086
Nγ = 8 0.05394 0.03160 0.02844 0.02005 0.02005 0.01934
Nγ = 16 0.05578 0.03253 0.02840 0.02064 0.02064 0.01844
Nδ = 32 Nγ = 1 0.13391 0.10925 0.09863 0.13280 0.13280 0.12448
Nγ = 4 0.05127 0.02314 0.02330 0.01898 0.01898 0.02250
Nγ = 8 0.06009 0.02947 0.01930 0.01940 0.01940 0.01240
Nγ = 16 0.06255 0.03165 0.01999 0.02145 0.02145 0.01295
The situation is even more critical for the polar discretization. In fact, from
Table 4.7 one can notice that the error decreases as the spatial and azimuthal
discretizations get more refined. The same trend does not show up for the
polar discretization. Let us consider Figs 4.7a and 4.7b, where the error is
plotted as function of the infinitesimal polar angle pi/Nγ for β = 2.0 and
β = 5.0. Subdivisions greater than Nγ = 1 produce more accurate solu-
tions, even though the minimum error occurs for Nγ = 4. The larger the
subdivisions in the polar direction, the closer the discrete polar angle γj
gets to the upper and lower bounds of the polar angle γ: this makes in-
tensity to move far outside from the 2-D lattice and it is like a fictitious
increase in the free mean path of the radiation intensity. With other words,
when the number of subdivisions of the polar angle increases, the magni-
tude Vij of the lattice velocities for γj closest to 0 and pi become very large
and this produces accuracy spoil. For these directions, the relaxation time
(fictitiously) increases and then the distribution function gets closer to the
equilibrium distribution function, as shown in Fig. 4.8. This suggests an-
other possible improvement. We enforce the intensities along j directions
closer to the z-axis to be equal to the equilibrium values and we call this
technique thermalization. In Figs.4.7a and 4.7b the effects of this thermaliza-
tion process are shown for Nγ = 8 and Nγ = 16. Thermalization produces
an improvement in the accuracy of the solution with respect to the case
where thermalization is not applied (Table 4.9), even if the best accuracy
still occurs for Nγ = 4. Results of Figs. 4.7 and 4.7b have been obtained
by thermalizing intensities at γj = [pi/16, 15pi/16] in case of 8 subdivisions
and γj = [pi/32, 3pi/32, 5pi/32, 27pi/32, 29pi/32, 31pi/32] in case of 16 subdi-
visions.
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Table 4.8: Error and order of convergence of the LB scheme as function of
the spatial discretization.
Spatial Discretization Error Order
A. Nx = 40, Nδ = 8, Nγ = 4 0.07309 -
β = 2.0 B. Nx = 80, Nδ = 16, Nγ = 8 0.03160 1.210
C. Nx = 160, Nδ = 32, Nγ = 16 0.01999 0.661
A. Nx = 100, Nδ = 8, Nγ = 4 0.05540 -
β = 5.0 B. Nx = 200, Nδ = 16, Nγ = 8 0.02005 1.466
C. Nx = 400, Nδ = 32, Nγ = 16 0.01265 0.631
Table 4.9: Effects of thermalization on the accuracy for β = 2.0 and β = 5.0.
β = 2.0, Nx = 80, Nδ = 32 β = 5.0, Nx = 200, Nδ = 32
Nγ = 8 Nγ = 16 Nγ = 8 Nγ = 16
No Thermalization 0.02947 0.03165 0.01940 0.02145
Thermalization 0.02807 0.02958 0.01837 0.01950
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, some improvements to the lattice Boltzmann method for
solving radiative heat transfer in a participating medium, recently proposed
by Asinari et al. [9], are presented and validated. In particular, the effects on
the numerical solution produced by the discretization of the polar angle are
systematically investigated. Essentially, uniform discretization of the polar
angle is possible by defining an enlarged set of lattice velocities, with an
additional component along the axis normal to the main simulation plane.
In this way, the projection of the total velocity still belongs to the original
computational lattice.
A preliminary validation of the model has been considered by solving a
benchmark radiative transfer problem in a 2-D rectangular enclosure. The
results of the dimensionless heat flux obtained by the proposed LB scheme
have been compared with a reference solution by standard FVM. Simula-
tions have been performed for several values of the spatial and angular
discretizations and extinction coefficients, in order to find out the order
of convergence of the scheme. The numerical results demonstrate that the
proposed radiative LB scheme is (at most) first order accurate, in case of
compact lattices, which still ensure enough accuracy in the advection of the
radiation information.
With regard to the effects of the discretization of the polar angle, we showed
that minimum error occurs for a given subdivision, which does not neces-
sarily correspond to the most refined discretization. This means that greater
subdivisions produce a spoil in the numerical accuracy, due to larger (ficti-
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tious) mean free path of radiation. By means of a thermalization procedure,
i.e. forcing the equilibrium values of some radiation intensities, a better
accuracy can be achieved in case of large subdivisions of the polar angle.
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Chapter 5
Link-wise Artificial Compressibility
Method
5.1 Introduction
Chapters 3 and 4 provide a viable solution for the simulation of reactive
flows within the framework of lattice Boltzmann methods. However, some
difficulties emerge. Due to its pseudo-kinetic origin, LBM works with a
larger set of unknowns, including the so-called ghost variables, beyond the
hydrodynamics. This is different from traditional approaches in computa-
tional combustion, where the only unknowns are the macroscopic quantities.
The ghost variables are not of relevant importance if the continuum limit is
the main concern. Moreover, they can also lead to numerical instabilities, as
pointed out in [30]. Other difficulties emerge when one deals with simple
boundaries, such as in case of inlet and outlet: not only the known bound-
ary conditions for the hydrodynamic variables need to be imposed, but also
the boundary conditions for the ghost moments must be provided. Thus, a
possible improvement of LBM would be to make the updating rule of the
distribution function depend only on the local equilibrium, but retain its
link-wise formulation. In this way, the limitation of LBM will be removed
and the ability to easily deal with complex boundaries is preserved. While
removing the ghost variables makes LBM closer to classical CFD approaches,
the link-wise formulation allows to overcome the traditional limitations of
Finite Volumes or Finite Elements with regard to complex geometries. In
fact, despite a large variety of mesh generation techniques for numerical
solvers of the fluid dynamics governing equations [64], addressing complex
geometries remains a difficult duty. To this aim, several approaches were
proposed for adapting computational grids to complex geometries by un-
structured meshes. Generating unstructured meshes of high quality though,
is a challenging computational task per se, which involves quite advanced
algorithms (Rupperts algorithm, Chews second algorithm, Delaunay trian-
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gulation, etc.) [64]. While those approaches simplify the treatment of bound-
aries, in turn, each of them introduces new difficulties such as extra terms
in the equations, extra interpolations, larger computational molecules, and
problems associated with the transfer of information across grid interfaces.
The added complexity makes code development even more difficult and in-
creases computation time [58], with an additional risk that those algorithms
may not lead to an acceptable solution.
An alternative approach which has attracted an increasing interest in recent
years makes use of Cartesian grids for all cells with the exception of those
that present intersections with boundaries, which are thus truncated accord-
ing to the shape of the boundary surface. The advantages of Cartesian grids
can be retained for all cells in the bulk fluid, and a special treatment is only
reserved to boundary cells. On the contrary, cells fully outside the flow can
be simply ignored during computations [58]. In the literature, this approach
is typically referred to as the ”embedded boundary method”, the ”Cartesian
grid method” or the ”cut-cell method” [50, 68, 112, 113, 114]. Clearly, the
challenging point is to make the method accurate in dealing with curved
and planar boundaries transversal to the grid, even though such boundaries
are conveniently approximated in a staircase fashion. More specifically, af-
ter determining the intersection between the Cartesian grid and a boundary,
cells whose center lies in the fluid are reshaped by discarding their part
belonging to the solid wall, while pieces of cut cells with the center in the
solid are absorbed by neighboring cells [112]. This results in the formation
of control-volumes which are trapezoidal in shape.
Classical approaches to the incompressible limit of Navier-Stokes equations
require (a) dedicated techniques for solving a pressure Poisson equation in
order to take advantage of the underlying structured nature of the mesh and
thus speed-up convergence [112]. Moreover, (b) compact multi-dimensional
polynomial interpolating functions are used for obtaining a second-order
accurate approximation of the fluxes and gradients on the faces of the trape-
zoidal boundary cells from available neighboring cell-center values [112].
Recent developments to this also follows a similar approach [50, 68].
Both (a) the need of a dedicated solver for the pressure Poisson equation and
(b) the use of compact multi-dimensional interpolations, can be overcome
by the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) [102], while preserving the main
features of the Cartesian cut-cell method for mesh generation and boundary
treatment. However, this comes at a price of dealing with specific features
inherited from the kinetic theory of gases, which are unessential as far as
the continuum description of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is the
only concern.
For this reason, we propose a novel formulation of the artificial compressibil-
ity method (ACM), which retains the convenient features of LBM, namely (a)
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the artificial compressibility and (b) the link-wise formulation based on the
theory of characteristics, but concurrently gets rid of unessential heritages
of the kinetic theory of gases.
Similarities between LBM and ACM [26] are sometimes reminded in the
literature. It is well known indeed that the Chapman-Enskog expansion of
the LBM updating rule delivers the governing equation of ACM: the artificial
compressibility equations (ACE). The latter consist of the same momentum
equations as the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (INSE), in addition
to an artificial continuity equation including pressure time derivative. ACE
can be also recovered by the more systematic expansion such as the Hilbert
method under diffusive scaling [52].
The lattice kinetic scheme (LKS) [49] (a variant of LBM) also shows simi-
larities with ACM at the level of computer programming, despite the fact
that the former deals with distribution functions of gas molecules, while the
latter only with hydrodynamic (macroscopic) variables.
For a special value of the relaxation parameter in the LBM updating rule,
an updated value of the distribution function depends only on the previous
equilibrium function at an arbitrary mesh point in the stencil. Since equi-
libria are in turn function of macroscopic variables only, the LKS updating
rule can be immediately recognized as a kind of finite difference scheme,
acting on hydrodynamic variables. As a result, the moment system of LKS
delivers a variant of ACM. Recently, taking advantage of the similarities be-
tween LBM and ACM, the latter was reformulated as a high order accurate
numerical method (fourth order in space and second order in time) [81].
Motivated by the common belief that an important reason of success of the
LBM (in particular MRT-LBM [31]) is its remarkable robustness for simulat-
ing the various complex flows, the stability of the revived ACM has been
further enhanced [82].
In this chapter, in an attempt of making ACM even more similar to LBM, we
propose yet a new formulation of ACM referred to as link-wise ACM (LW-
ACM) in the following text. For the sake of completeness, we summarize
both the main features of the revived ACM [81, 82], still valid for the present
LW-ACM, and the additional advantages due to a link-wise formulation.
1. ACM deals with macroscopic variables only, thus offering the oppor-
tunity of exploiting all the pre-existing finite-difference (FD) technolo-
gies: This is, for instance, a clear advantage when imposing inlet and
outlet boundary conditions. On the contrary, LBM needs to account
for ghost quantities which, though may not have direct impact on the
hydrodynamic behavior, they can still be responsible of numerical in-
stabilities [30]. Unfortunately, owing to nonlinearities, there are no
clear and general recipes yet, on how to optimally design ghost quan-
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tities with desired stability properties. As far as the popular compact
stencils are concerned, such as D2Q9, D3Q15 and D3Q19 [90] with no
special corrections, LBM ghost quantities remain numerical artifacts:
Positive effects of such quantities for enhancing stability of usual FD
schemes are still far from being clearly demonstrated. ACM fully over-
comes this issue, focusing instead on the minimum set of information
for incompressible fluid dynamics.
2. Similarly to LBM, ACM posses the ability of computing transient solu-
tions of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (INSE), without resort-
ing to a Poisson equation for pressure. The underlying idea, directly
inspired by the asymptotic analysis of LBM schemes, is to multiply
the pressure time derivative of artificial continuity equation by a mesh-
dependent parameter. In this way, the numerical Mach number, which
is a mere numerical artifact for INSE (rigorously valid in the limit of
vanishing Mach number) is linked to the mesh spacing. Higher accu-
racy than LBM schemes can be also achieved by exploiting the asymp-
totic behavior of the solution of the artificial compressibility equations
for small Mach numbers [81].
3. ACM can use different meshing techniques. For example, it is possible
to use simple lattice structures, namely Cartesian structured meshes,
eventually recursively refined like those also used by LBM, or it can
be even formulated in a finite-volume fashion including unstructured
body-fitted meshes. In the latter case, the same comments discussed at
the beginning of this section about the computational overhead for gen-
erating unstructured meshes hold as well. On the other hand, adopt-
ing simple lattice structures may be in some cases not so straightfor-
ward as in LBM: the wall treatment depends on the dimensionality of
the problem (namely discriminating wall boundary conditions in 2D
is different than in 3D). Previous problem can be overcome by LBM
thanks to the link-wise formulation. A “link” is a generic direction
identified by a discrete velocity of the lattice and coincides with one
of the characteristics along which advection is performed (consistently
with the method of characteristics - MOC). Such a numerical scheme
based on a finite set of links can cope with a complex boundaries by (a)
identifying the intersections of each link with the wall and (b) updat-
ing the variable corresponding to such a link by a local rule. The local
rule is always the same and the intersections can be computed once
for all during pre-processing. The previous procedure easily applies
to any orientations of the wall with respect to the lattice, as well as to
any dimensions. In this paper, the above advantages of LBM are made
available to ACM.
4. ACM deals with the minimum number of fields describing incompress-
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ible fluid dynamics: D+1, where D is the physical dimension of the
problem. On the other hand, LBM deals with discrete distribution
functions fi, which are as many as the lattice velocities Q. LBM has
thus a memory overhead due to: D+1<Q. Between these two sets of
variables, there is a simple connection: Local equilibria f (e)i (Q vari-
ables) can be computed by means of macroscopic quantities only (D+1
variables). Introducing a larger set of variables f (e)i may seem a redun-
dant and useless artifact. However, this work aims at demonstrating
that formulating ACM in terms of f (e)i offers advantages as well. In par-
ticular, as far as the updating rule of the algorithm is similar to LBM, it
is possible (eventually with minor changes) to take advantage of most
of LBM technology. For example, link-wise ACM can also be formu-
lated in terms of local equilibrium f (e)i and this enables a convenient
treatment of complex moving boundaries typical of the LBM (see next).
In conclusion, link-wise ACM has two possible (and fully equivalent)
formulations: (a) in terms of macroscopic variables like standard ACM
(capable of exploiting pre-existing FD technology) and (b) in terms of
local equilibrium (capable of exploiting pre-existing LBM technology).
Before proceeding further with the discussion, it is worth to stress out that
the formulation of the LW-ACM provided in this chapter is valid only in
the incompressible limit. As remarked in Chapter 3, the numerical model
must accomodate large density variations. Thus, the present formulation of
LW-ACM is not suitable for combustion applications and suffers from the
same limitations of [110], where significant deviations are found when com-
pressiblity is taken into account. However, this was also the same starting
point of LBM too.
The chapter is organized in sections as follow. The link-wise artificial com-
pressibility algorithm for incompressible isothermal fluid dynamics is intro-
duced. In Section 5.2.1, where some classical benchmarks are presented
(isothermal Couette flow, generalized Green-Taylor vortex flow and Minion
& Brown flow) as well. In Section 5.2.4 the link-wise wall boundary condi-
tions are discussed, including moving and complex walls, and some numeri-
cal tests are presented (2D lid driven cavity flow, 3D diagonally driven cavity
flow and Circular Couette flow). Finally, Section 6 reports some concluding
remarks.
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5.2 Link-wise Artificial Compressibility Method
5.2.1 The main algorithm: Link-wise and finite difference formula-
tions
Link-wise formulation
The Boltzmann equation is the fundamental equation in kinetic theory of
gases, describing time evolution of the distribution function of gas molecules
as a function of time, space coordinates, and molecular velocity. The Bhatnagar-
Gross-Krook (BGK) model equation inherits the main features of the original
Boltzmann equation, with the fluid-dynamic description of the BGK solution
for small Knudsen numbers being much simpler to obtain. Hence, owing to
a remarkably less demanding effort, it come advantageous the employment
of the BGK equation at the heart of kinetic methods for solving INSE. A well
known drawback of the BGK equation is that the recovered Prandtl number
is unity, while the original Boltzmann equation yields a value near to 2/3.
However, since most of the LBM schemes do not consider the energy equa-
tion, the issue of inaccurate thermal diffusivity can be often neglected. At
the same time, it is allowed to employ the isothermal BGK with a constant
collision frequency for this purpose [10]. Hence isothermal BGK will be our
starting point in the following derivation. A crucial ingredient of any lattice
Boltzmann scheme is a finite set of microscopic velocities, called lattice. The
generic lattice velocity is identified by the subscript i, where 0 ≤ i ≤ Q− 1.
The LBM simulates the time evolution of a weakly compressible gas flow
in nearly continuum regime by solving a kinetic equation on the lattice and
yields the solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation as its lead-
ing order. Hence, the relaxation frequency in the BGK equation can be
expressed as a function of the kinematic viscosity ν: In particular, the relax-
ation frequency is set equal to c2/ν, where c is the lattice sound speed. The
dimensionless form of the simplified BGK equation on a lattice takes the
form
∂ f ∗∗i
∂tˆ
+ vˆi · ∇ˆ f ∗∗i =
c2
ν
(
f (e)i − f ∗∗i
)
, (5.1)
where xˆ, tˆ, and vˆi are the (dimensionless) space coordinates, time, and molec-
ular velocity components, respectively; f ∗∗i is the distribution function of gas
molecules for the i-th velocity on the lattice; f (e)i is the equilibrium distribu-
tion function. The distribution function f ∗∗i is defined at a discrete set
1
of spatial points xˆ = x/∆x, where ∆x is the dimensionless mesh spacing,
∆x = ∆x′/L, with ∆x′ the mesh spacing in physical units and L the char-
acteristic length scale of the flow field. Similarly, time levels are defined
as tˆ = t/∆t, where ∆t is the dimensionless time step, ∆t = ∆t′/(L/U),
1If not evident otherwise, we use “hat” notation for lattice quantities expressed by means
of integer values and “prime” notation for quantities expressed in physical units.
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with ∆t′ the time step in physical units and U a characteristic flow speed.
The Q lattice velocities vˆi are defined according to the considered scheme
[90]. All points xˆ form a regular lattice such that xˆ − vˆi belongs to the
lattice, regardless of xˆ and vˆi. The quantities f
(e)
i are local functions of den-
sity ρ = ∑i fi and momentum ρu = ∑i vˆi fi computed at xˆ and tˆ, namely
f (e)i = f
(e)
i (ρ, u). The quantities f
(e)
i are designed in order to recover the in-
compressible isothermal fluid dynamics [90]. For sake of completeness, we
report here the explicit expressions of the equilibrium functions for some
popular lattices.
The D2Q9 lattice [90], suitable for two dimensional problems (D = 2), con-
sists of the following discrete velocities (Q = 9): vˆ0 = (0, 0), vˆi = (±1, 0)
and (0, ±1), for i = 1–4, and vˆi = (±1, ±1), for i = 5–8, where the i-th
equilibrium distribution function f (e)i reads
f (e)i = wiρ
[
1+ 3vˆi · u + 92 (vˆi · u)
2 − 3
2
u2
]
, (5.2)
with ρ the fluid density, and wi the weights
wi =

4/9 i = 0,
1/9 i = 1–4,
1/36 i = 5–8.
(5.3)
More explicitly, the complete set of equilibria takes the form:
f (e) =

4/9 ρ− 2/3 ρu2 − 2/3 ρv2,
1/9 ρ+1/3 ρu + 1/3 ρu2 − 1/6 ρv2,
1/9 ρ+1/3 ρv + 1/3 ρv2 − 1/6 ρu2,
1/9 ρ−1/3 ρu + 1/3 ρu2 − 1/6 ρv2,
1/9 ρ−1/3 ρv + 1/3 ρv2 − 1/6 ρu2,
1/36 ρ+1/12 ρ(u + v) + 1/8 ρ(u + v)2 − 1/24 ρ(u2 + v2),
1/36 ρ−1/12 ρ(u− v) + 1/8 ρ(−u + v)2 − 1/24 ρ(u2 + v2),
1/36 ρ−1/12 ρ(u + v) + 1/8 ρ(−u− v)2 − 1/24 ρ(u2 + v2),
1/36 ρ+1/12 ρ(u− v) + 1/8 ρ(u− v)2 − 1/24 ρ(u2 + v2)

,
where u and v are the velocity components, i.e. (u, v)T = u, with pressure
being p = ρ/3. The above equations (5.2) and (5.4) can be generalized as
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follows [2]
f (g)
(
Πxx,Πyy
)
=

ρ (1−Πxx)
(
1−Πyy
)
,
ρ (Πxx + u)
(
1−Πyy
)
/2,
ρ (Πxx − u)
(
1−Πyy
)
/2,
ρ (1−Πxx)
(
Πyy + v
)
/2,
ρ (1−Πxx)
(
Πyy − v
)
/2,
ρ (Πxx + u)
(
Πyy + v
)
/4,
ρ (Πxx − u)
(
Πyy + v
)
/4,
ρ (Πxx − u)
(
Πyy − v
)
/4,
ρ (Πxx + u)
(
Πyy − v
)
/4,

(5.4)
with the equation (5.2) being a special case of (5.4): If one assumes Πxx =
1/3 + u2 and Πyy = 1/3 + v2, then f (g)
(
1/3+ u2, 1/3+ v2
)
= f (e) (if third
order terms with respect to velocity components are neglected). However,
it is possible to introduce more involved functions depending on additional
parameters. For instance, a quasi-equilibrium function which is useful for
tuning bulk viscosity of both lattice Boltzmann and link-wise ACM schemes
can be expressed as
f (qe) (ρ, u, Tr) = f (g)
(
Tr+ u2 − v2
2
,
Tr− u2 + v2
2
)
, (5.5)
where Tr is an additional tunable parameter (usually corresponding to the
trace of the second order tensor Π = ∑i vˆivˆi fi normalized by density (see
also the Appendix D).
The D3Q19 lattice, which is suitable for three dimensional problems (D =
3), consists of the following discrete velocities (Q = 19): vˆ0 = (0, 0, 0);
vˆi = (±1, 0, 0) and (0, ±1, 0) and (0, 0, ±1), for i = 1–6; vˆi = (±1, ±1, 0)
and (±1, 0, ±1) and (0, ±1, ±1), for i = 7–18. Here, the the i-th function
f (e)i is formally identical to (5.2), with the following weights
wi =

1/3 i = 0,
1/18 i = 1–6,
1/36 i = 7–18.
(5.6)
Recovering incompressible Euler equations also requires that ∑i f
(e)
i = ρ and
∑i vˆi f
(e)
i = ρu, i.e. conservation of hydrodynamic moments, and ∑i vˆivˆi f
(e)
i =
Π(e) = ρuu+ p I, with p function of density only (isothermal case): p = c2 ρ.
Further constraints can be found by asymptotic analysis (see Appendix C
for details). However consistency leaves some degrees of freedom in design-
ing these functions, which can be used for improving stability (one possible
strategy is discussed in Appendix D). In the following, it will be convenient
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to consider separately the odd parts of equilibria, namely the quantities f (e,o)i ,
defined as
f (e,o)i (ρ, u) =
1
2
(
f (e)i (ρ, u)− f (e)i (ρ,−u)
)
. (5.7)
Let us suppose that ν  1: then it is possible to find an approximated
solution of (5.1) by singular regular expansion, where:
f ∗∗i = f
(e)
i −
ν
c2
vˆi · ∇ˆ f (e)i +O(ν2). (5.8)
Introducing the above approximation in the advection term of Eq. (5.1), it
yields
∂ f ∗∗i
∂tˆ
= −vˆi · ∇ˆ f (e)i +
ν
c2
(vˆi · ∇ˆ)2 f (e)i +
c2
ν
(
f (e)i − f ∗∗i
)
+O(ν2). (5.9)
Here, the goal is to derive an algorithm formulated in terms of only hy-
drodynamic quantities, i.e. the statistical macroscopic moments of f ∗∗i cor-
responding to microscopic quantities conserved by the collisional operator
(right hand side of Eq. (5.1)). In particular, the local equilibrium f (e)i is
defined such that it has the same hydrodynamic quantities of f ∗∗i . Hence,
as far as the computation of the hydrodynamic quantities is concerned, the
collisional operator in (5.9) is unessential. Removing the latter term deter-
mines a modification in the model equation, though there is no effect on the
hydrodynamic quantities. Let us define a new model equation by remov-
ing the collisional term and neglecting terms O(ν2) in (5.9), which can be
re-formulated with respect to the new distribution function f ∗i as follows:
∂ f ∗i
∂tˆ
= −vˆi · ∇ˆ f (e)i +
ν
c2
(vˆi · ∇ˆ)2 f (e)i . (5.10)
Clearly the previous one is the Fokker-Planck equation, with drift coefficient
equal to 1 and diffusion coefficient equal to ν/c2. The above model equation
(5.10) can be recast in the equivalent form
∂ f ∗i
∂tˆ
= −η2
(
vˆi · ∇ˆ f (e,e)i − η4/η2 (vˆi · ∇ˆ)2 f (e,e)i
)
−η1
(
vˆi · ∇ˆ f (e,o)i − η3/η1 (vˆi · ∇ˆ)2 f (e,o)i
)
,
(5.11)
where the odd part of the equilibrium distribution function is defined by
(5.7), while the even part is f (e,e)i = f
e
i − f (e,o)i , η1 = η2 = 1 and η3 = η4 =
ν/c2. Recalling that
vˆi · ∇ˆ f (e,o/e)i −
1
2
(vˆi · ∇ˆ)2 f (e,o/e)i ≈ f (e,o/e)i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ)− f (e,o/e)i (xˆ, tˆ), (5.12)
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we modify once more the model equation by setting η1 = 2 ν/c2 and η4 =
1/2 (while other parameters remain unchanged, namely η2 = 1 and η3 =
ν/c2). By doing so, η4/η2 = η3/η1 = 1/2 which enables to use the approxi-
mation (5.12). By means of the above set of parameters, Eq. (5.11) becomes
∂ f ∗i
∂tˆ
= −
(
f (e,e)i (xˆ, tˆ)− f (e,e)i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ)
)
− 2 ν
c2
(
f (e,o)i (xˆ, tˆ)− f (e,o)i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ)
)
.
(5.13)
As common in LBM, we apply the forward Euler rule for approximating
first order time derivatives:
f ∗i (xˆ, tˆ + 1) = f
∗
i (xˆ, tˆ)−
(
f (e,e)i (xˆ, tˆ)− f (e,e)i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ)
)
−2 ν
c2
(
f (e,o)i (xˆ, tˆ)− f (e,o)i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ)
)
.
(5.14)
As far as the computation of hydrodynamic quantities is concerned, the first
term of the right hand side in (5.14) can be substituted by f (e)i (xˆ, tˆ) (they
have same hydrodynamic moments). The final model equation can thus be
re-formulated in terms of the distribution function fi as follows
fi(xˆ, tˆ + 1) = f
(e)
i (xˆ, tˆ)−
(
f (e,e)i (xˆ, tˆ)− f (e,e)i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ)
)
−2 ν
c2
(
f (e,o)i (xˆ, tˆ)− f (e,o)i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ)
)
,
(5.15)
or equivalently
fi(xˆ, tˆ + 1) = f
(e)
i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ) +
(
1− 2 ν
c2
) (
f (e,o)i (xˆ, tˆ)− f (e,o)i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ)
)
.
(5.16)
In order to fix ideas, let us consider a local equilibrium such that c2 = 1/3.
Moreover, as common in LBM, the kinematic viscosity can be expressed in
terms of the relaxation frequency ω of the numerical scheme (see Appendix
C for details), namely
ν =
1
3
(
1
ω
− 1
2
)
. (5.17)
Substituting Eq. (5.17) into Eq. (5.16) yields the Link-Wise re-formulation
of the Artificial Compressibility Method (LW-ACM) for the incompressible
isothermal fluid dynamics, expressed by the following system of algebraic
equations
fi(xˆ, tˆ + 1) = f
(e)
i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ) + 2
(
ω− 1
ω
)(
f (e,o)i (xˆ, tˆ)− f (e,o)i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ)
)
,
i = 0, . . . , Q− 1
(5.18)
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where Q is the number of lattice velocities. A clear advantage of the above
scheme is that all quantities appearing in Eqs. (5.18) and (5.7) only depends
on known (equilibrium) functions at a mesh node and its close neighbors.
This introduces a significant simplification in the treatment of boundary
conditions, which can be directly borrowed from finite-difference technol-
ogy (see e.g. the isothermal Couette flow test case reported in Section 5.2.3).
Similarly to LBM, the algebraic equations (5.18) can be implemented in three
subsequent steps (“pull” formulation), namely pre-combining, streaming
and post-combining,
f ∗i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ) = f (e)i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ)− 2
(
ω− 1
ω
)
f (e,o)i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ), (5.19a)
f ∗∗i (xˆ, tˆ + 1) = f
∗
i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ), (5.19b)
fi(xˆ, tˆ + 1) = f ∗∗i (xˆ, tˆ + 1) + 2
(
ω− 1
ω
)
f (e,o)i (xˆ, tˆ). (5.19c)
Pre- and post-combining are local processes involving arithmetic operators,
whereas streaming alone takes care of data exchange among the nearest
neighbors of an arbitrary cell.
The implementation strategy given by Eqs. (5.19) admits a straightforward
inclusion of external forcing, by considering the additional step
f forcei (xˆ, tˆ + 1) = fi(xˆ, tˆ + 1) + f
(e,o)
i
(
ρ(xˆ, tˆ), g(xˆ, tˆ)
)
, (5.20)
where g = (gx, gy)T is the external acceleration. The previous correction is
local: Similarly to finite-difference schemes, the external forcing is applied
to the point where it is supposed to act. The functions f (e,o)i are used for con-
venience (they are already known), for ensuring that the force only applies
to the momentum equations.
We notice that, the same simple procedure cannot be applied to the lattice
Boltzmann method, because a correction to the distribution function may
affect the dynamics of the higher order moments as well. Consistent treat-
ment of the forcing typically involves some special (non-trivial) techniques
[41]. Details on the effects due to the correction (5.20), by asymptotic analy-
sis, are reported in the Appendix C. Imposing a given physical acceleration
g¯ within a flow, requires the tuning of numerical acceleration g, namely
g = ε3 g¯ (in case of diffusive scaling). The same approach can be adopted to
implement mass sources in the numerical scheme.
Finite difference formulation
Since the right hand side of Eq. (5.18) only depends on the equilibrium
condition, which is in turn a function of the macroscopic quantities, it is
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possible to provide a finite difference formula, expressed in terms of macro-
scopic quantities, which is fully equivalent to (5.18). As commonly done in
the finite-difference literature, we denote by {P} the set of computational
points surrounding a generic point P (otherwise stated, the generic compu-
tational stencil). All the quantities are intended computed at the generic
time level tˆ, while the superscript “+” denotes a quantity at the next time
level tˆ + 1. The unknown quantities are given by the velocity components
u = (u, v)T and the pressure p. Hence the equivalent finite-difference for-
mulas must provide a way to compute u+P , v
+
P and p
+
P namely
u+P = fu
(
u{P}, v{P}, p{P};ω
)
, (5.21a)
v+P = fv
(
u{P}, v{P}, p{P};ω
)
, (5.21b)
p+P = fp
(
u{P}, v{P}, p{P};ω
)
. (5.21c)
See Appendix E for a complete example based on the D2Q9 lattice [90].
The same finite-difference counterpart can be found for the Lattice Kinetic
Scheme (LKS) [49], recovered in case ω = 1, but Eq. (5.18) is also valid
for tunable ω and consequently tunable viscosity ν (in particular, for high
Reynolds number flows). Moreover, the same derivation can be done for
the FD-LKSν proposed in [10], but Eq. (5.18) is formulated only along a
particular lattice link and hence it can also take advantage of most of LBM
technology (which is link-wise).
1. Availability of two alternative formulations of the same numerical
scheme is very convenient. For example, it is possible to commute
(even dynamically) between the formulation based on Eq. (5.18) and
that based on Eqs. (5.21), depending on the best option in dealing with
the local boundary conditions.
2. Similarly to conventional ACM [10, 81, 82], the formulation based on
Eqs. (5.21) can be improved by introducing a semi-implicit step for
updating the pressure field. Essentially the step in Eq. (5.21c) can be
substituted by
p+P = fp
(
u+{P}, v
+
{P}, p{P};ω
)
, (5.22)
using the already updated velocity field.
3. The finite-difference formulation allows to choose different relaxation
parameters ω for different (macroscopic) equations. Let us define
ωu the relaxation frequency used in Eq. (5.21a) and (5.21b), while
let us define ωp 6= ωu the relaxation frequency used in Eq. (5.21c).
Consequently two kinematic viscosities follow, namely ν = ν(ω) and
νp = ν(ωp), where the function ν = ν(ω) is given by Eq. (5.17). By
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introducing these relaxation frequencies in Eqs. (5.21) and applying
Taylor expansion to such novel expressions (see Appendix C for de-
tails), the equivalent system of macroscopic equations can be recovered
in the continuum limit (ε→ 0). The momentum equation involves the
kinematic viscosity ν (as previously), while the pseudo-compressibility
term in the artificially compressible continuity equation, namely the
first term in Eq. (C.16), becomes proportional to ε2/νp, namely
ε2
6ρ0νp
∂ρ¯
∂t
+∇ · u¯ = O(ε4/ν2p). (5.23)
For high Reynolds number flows, where ν  1, replacing ν with νp
in the previous equation helps to improve the accuracy in recovering
the incompressible limit of Navier-Stokes equations. In fact νp can
be chosen larger than ν such that the diverge-free condition for the
velocity field can be accurately satisfied even on moderately refined
meshes, i.e. meshes with moderately small grid spacing ε.
Let us assume ∆x = ε and ∆t = ε2 (diffusive scaling), with ε = ∆x/L = 1/N
and N the number of mesh points. As reported in the Appendix C, asymp-
totic analysis [52] of (5.18) and (5.7) shows that, in the limit of vanishing
grid spacing, ε  1, the quantities p¯ = (p − p0)/ε2 = (p′ − p′0)/U2 and
u¯ = u/ε = u′/U satisfy the incompressible isothermal Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, with viscosity given by Eq. (5.17). The subscript 0 denotes mean
value over the whole computational domain. Here, we stress that for a
correct use of the proposed algorithm, it is important to consider a proper
post-processing of the numerical results. To this respect, we notice that, for
instance, the velocity field u = ∑i vˆi fi/∑i fi is mesh-dependent: u = u (ε),
with u going to zero as the mesh spacing ε vanishes. As a result, u is
not the proper choice for describing the velocity field of incompressible
flows: To this aim, instead, the quantity u¯ = u/ε is adopted due to mesh-
independence. Similar considerations apply also to other fields. For consis-
tency with the LBM literature, in this work, the units of quantities directly
based on fi are referred to lattice units, while units of the corresponding
mesh-independent quantities are termed physical units. We stress that finite-
difference formulation of the proposed method can be carried out directly in
physical units, thus avoiding the above post-processing. Nevertheless, here
we prefer to keep the above post-processing for consistency with the Lattice
Boltzmann community.
Finally, for consistency, accurate solution of INSE requires ε2/ν  1, which
is a criterion valid for the LBM as well (see Appendix C for details and
the following discussion about the Minion & Brown flow in Section 5.2.3).
On the other hand, for stability, numerical evidences suggest that LW-ACM
is stable for 1 ≤ ω < 2, which corresponds only to half of the stability
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range for the relaxation frequency of the LBM. The attempts to overcome
this limitation by considering also the local equilibrium in the down-wind
computational node along the same link identified by the lattice velocity
vˆi, i.e. xˆ + vˆi, did not succeed so far. The reason may be due to the fact
that, as far as only hydrodynamics is concerned, stability requires “up-wind”
schemes, which discretize hyperbolic partial differential equations by using
differencing biased in the direction of lattice velocities. In particular, the
quantity fi(xˆ, ·) streams along the link i-th with the lattice velocity vˆi and
hence the corresponding up-wind node is xˆ − vˆi. Remarkably, Eq. (5.18)
determines the dynamics of the quantity fi(xˆ, ·) by only (equilibrium-based)
information collected in the generic node xˆ and in the up-wind counterpart
xˆ− vˆi.
In order to understand the consequences of the reduced stability range, let
us introduce the Reynolds number Re = LU/ν′, namely
Re =
Ma/Kn
1/3 (1/ω− 1/2) , (5.24)
where Kn ≡ ∆x is the numerical Knudsen number, which is the dimension-
less grid spacing, and Ma = U/(∆x′/∆t′) is the numerical Mach number,
which is the parameter controlling the magnitude of the artificial compress-
ibility (see Appendix C for details). The Reynolds number is dictated by the
physical problem under investigation, while the right hand side of the previ-
ous expression involves only numerical parameters, namely ω, Ma and Kn.
In particular, as done also in LBM, for high Reynolds number flows in LW-
ACM, it is convenient to chose ω . 2 and Ma ∼ Kn. On the other hand, the
reduced stability range, i.e. 1 ≤ ω < 2, induces a slight change in the param-
eters of LW-ACM for low Reynolds number flows. In fact, for soft-matter
systems and/or in micro-scale flows solved by LW-ACM, it is convenient to
chose ω & 1 and Ma Kn (fine time stepping). However it is important to
point out that this drawback is a consequence of the link-wise formulation
constraint: No such limitation appears in the original ACM [81, 82].
5.2.2 Optimized computer implementation
In the following, we discuss a few strategies useful for reducing the com-
putational time, thanks to an optimized implementation of the algorithm
(5.19) and (5.21). Similarly to LBM, the performance characteristics of single-
processor implementations depends on the effect of different data layouts
[108] (multi-processor optimization strategies are not considered in the present
work, see Ref. [43]).
First of all, the streaming step should not overwrite data required for up-
dating neighboring sites. A usual way to work around the resulting data
dependencies owing to the propagation step is the use of two arrays (one
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for the current and the other for the next time step), and toggling between
them [108]. It is also possible (and even more efficient) using a single array,
with proper ordering of the sequence of streamed lattice directions, though
this may become cumbersome when dealing with wall boundary conditions.
The best data layout requires that the distribution functions of the current
cell are contiguously located in memory (e.g. by using the first index in For-
tran, which addresses consecutive memory locations due to column major
order [108]).
Secondly, to reduce the memory traffic, it is important that pre-combining,
streaming and post-combining are executed in a single loop and not inde-
pendently of each other in separate loops or routines, similarly to LBM [108].
This goal can be easily accomplished by reformulating Eqs. (5.19) in term
of f ∗i : In fact, the hydrodynamic moments of f
∗
i are not exactly equal to
the hydrodynamic quantities, but the former are known functions of the lat-
ter. Hence it is convenient to compute directly f ∗i , which are ready to be
streamed, and to extract the hydrodynamic quantities from f ∗i . This simpli-
fies the implementation of a single updating loop through all computational
sites at each time step.
Finally, it is important to reduce as much as possible the number of floating
point operations and memory accesses per updated site. In LBM, the D3Q19
lattice with BGK collision operator requires about 180-200 floating point
operations per cell and time step as well as reading 19 floating point values
and writing to 19 different memory locations [108]. Roughly half of the
floating point operations and half of the memory accesses are required by
the D2Q9 lattice.
Let us considering the D2Q9 lattice and the LBM-style formulation of LW-
ACM, as dictated by Eqs. (5.19), with the optimization tricks reviewed
above. Such an implementation of LW-ACM requires 115 floating point
operations (+28% compared to BGK-LBM) and 26 memory accesses (+44%)
per cell. However, in the following, only the computational performances
of LW-ACM in the FD formulation are further investigated, and its superior
capabilities are demonstrated (compared to BGK-LBM). From a computa-
tional point of view, it may appear that formulas (5.21) are not suitable for
an efficient implementation, since they involve many floating point opera-
tions. However, because they are derived from Eq. (5.18), it is possible
to simplify them using (by-hand) common subexpression elimination (CSE)
[43]. See Appendix E for a complete example based on the D2Q9 lattice [90].
Moreover, the same implementation tricks discussed above can be properly
applied here.
First of all, the memory storage required by link-wise ACM is exactly one
third of that of BGK-LBM (only hydrodynamic variables are needed). At
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Table 5.1: Performance test of the link-wise ACM (by FD formulation) vs.
BGK-LBM, based on the Minion & Brown flow [72] with Re = 10, 000 in
the time range t ∈ [0, 1], solved by a mesh with 512 × 512 nodes/sites
and performing 12,800 iterations (Ma = 0.04). Both codes are serial and
use double precision. The considered workstation has Intel R© CoreTM i7-
920 (Bloomfield, 4 physical cores, 8MB L3) with clock rate 2.67GHz (due to
TurboModeTM actually running at 2.80 GHz) and 12 GB of DDR3 memory
(1333 MHz). The used Fortran compiler is Intel R©version 11.1up8 (optimiza-
tion level option “-O3”) and the operative system is Ubuntu Linux i10.04
LTS (64 bit). The million fluid lattice cell updates per second (MLUPS) are
reported for both methods.
Elementary stencil Link-wise ACM by FD formulation BGK-LBM
# of additions/subtractions 80 70
# of multiplications 60 40
# of floating point operations 140 110
# of actual data (t) 27 9
# of updated data (t + 1) 3 9
external size of the stencil 3×3×3 3×3×9
MLUPS 29.43 27.28
each time step, it is enough to go through all computational cells/sites once
and this can be done straightforwardly, because updating formulas are al-
ready expressed in terms of hydrodynamic variables. Finally, for locating
the macroscopic quantities (p, u, v) contiguously in memory, it is possible to
collect them in a single array and to use the first index for addressing them.
This leads to an optimized FD-style implementation of Eqs. (5.21). On the
D2Q9 lattice, a comparison between the FD-style implementation of link-
wise ACM and BGK-LBM is reported in Table 5.1. Link-wise ACM requires
more floating point operations but less memory accesses than BGK-LBM.
For clarity, let us analyze the updating process at each time. The external
size of the stencil of LW-ACM is smaller than the one of LBM (3×3×3 in-
stead of 3×3×9 respectively, where 3×3 is due to the D2Q9 lattice, 3 is the
number of hydrodynamic quantities and 9 the number of discrete distribu-
tion functions). During the generic updating process, if the cache is large
enough to hold 3 “lines” (or 3 planes in 3D) of the computational domain,
then updating the hydrodynamic quantities in a cell requires the loading of
only the actual values of a further cell in the cache (3 loads). In the worst
case, updating the hydrodynamic quantities in a cell requires the loading
of the actual values of three additional cells in the cache: This amounts to
9 loads from actual array (3 physical quantities from the current, previous
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and next “line”). In any case, 3 write-allocate transfers from main memory
to cache and 3 stores to get the updated array from cache back to main
memory are always required. This leads to 9–15 in total per nodal updates.
On the other hand, BGK-LBM requires 9 loads from the actual array (discrete
distribution function), 9 write-allocate transfers and 9 stores to the updated
array, leading to 27 memory transfers. For BGK-LBM, there is no reuse of
data from cache because every discrete distribution function is only used
once. As the number of memory transfers usually affects the performance
more than the number of floating point operations, the performance of link-
wise ACM is superior than that of BGK-LBM. Some performance data are
reported in Table 5.1. FD-style implementation of link-wise ACM was able
to achieve 29.43 million fluid lattice cell updates per second (MLUPS), which
is the standard way to measure the performance of LBM implementations
[108]. For the previous test, this value is roughly 8% faster than BGK-LBM.
Remark: In our opinion, there is still room for improvement according to
the performance model (based on assuming either infinitely fast memory or
infinitely fast compute units). For example, the numerical code for solving
the 2D lid driven cavity test case achieved 32.3 MLUPS and this was es-
sential for simulating very high Reynolds number flows. Importantly, with
an efficient implementation, this algorithm may be one of the few which is
compute-bound and not memory-bound. The latter observation is of partic-
ular interest for General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units
(GPGPU).
5.2.3 Simple boundary conditions
For sake of simplicity, numerical tests with simple boundary conditions are
discussed first. Here, by simple boundary conditions, we mean either finite-
difference boundary conditions (isothermal Couette flow) or periodic (gen-
eralized Green-Taylor vortex flow and Minion & Brown flow). More general
boundary conditions taking advantage of the LBM technology will be dis-
cussed in Section 5.2.4.
Isothermal Couette flow
In this section, we consider the plane Couette flow where a viscous fluid is
confined in a gap between two parallel plates, with the one moving in its
own plane with respect to the other. Here, two configurations are simulated
by the present LW-ACM method on several meshes: Couette flow without
wall injection (referred to as Test 1), and Couette flow with wall injection
(referred to as Test 2). In the latter configuration (Test 2) fluid is injected
from the bottom wall into the gap and extracted from the top wall with
a constant orthogonal velocity v¯0. At the stationary condition, the above
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configurations admit the following exact solutions:
u¯(y) =
1
2
uˆL
(
1+
y
L
)
+ u¯0
(
1− y
2
L2
)
, (Test 1), (5.25)
u¯(y) = u¯L
(
exp(y Re/L)− 1
exp(Re)− 1
)
, (Test 2), (5.26)
where the Reynolds number Re is the main control parameter, L is a char-
acteristic length depending on the considered test and ν is the kinematic
viscosity.
For Test 1, L is half the gap height, while u¯0 represents a velocity based on
the imposed pressure gradient ∇ p¯:
u¯0 =
L2∇ p¯
2ρν
,
u¯L is the velocity of the top wall u¯L = u¯(y = L) and ρ is the density. The
bottom wall is assumed stationary: u¯(y = −L) = 0.
In case of wall injection (Test 2), L is the gap height, the Reynolds number
Re in (5.25) is defined on the basis of the injection velocity v¯0, namely Re =
v¯0L/ν. Velocities at the top and bottom walls are: u¯(y = L) = u¯L and
u¯(y = 0) = 0, respectively. In all simulations, no-slip boundary conditions
are applied along the wall by simply imposing the local equilibrium with
the desired velocity, while periodic boundary conditions are adopted at the
inlet and outlet.
First of all, diffusive scaling is considered: This strategy consists in scaling
the velocity field on different meshes, keeping fixed the relaxation frequency
(see Appendix C for details). This scaling ensures second order convergence
in the accuracy, as reported in upper part of Table 5.2, where the L2 norm
of deviation of numerical results from exact solution (5.25) is shown. In
addition, acoustic scaling is considered. This strategy consists in tuning
the relaxation frequency on different meshes in order to keep constant the
computed velocity field (see Appendix C for details). This scaling ensures
first order convergence in the accuracy, as reported in the lower part of Table
5.2.
Generalized Green-Taylor vortex flow
In this section, some numerical results of the Taylor-Green vortex flow are
reported. The latter problem is widely employed as a benchmark for various
incompressible Navier-Stokes solvers, owing to the existence of a simple
analytical solution. The original problem is characterized by the exponential
decay in time due to viscous dissipation. However, here the original problem
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Table 5.2: Convergence analysis for Couette flow without (Test 1) and with
(Test 2) wall injection in case of both diffusive and acoustic scaling.
∆t ∝ ∆x2 (diffusive scaling)
Error L2[u¯]
ε ≡ ∆x Ma ∝ ∆t/∆x ν ∝ Re−1 Test 1 Test 2
1/10 3.0× 10−2 3.0× 10−2 1.74× 10−3 4.59× 10−4
1/20 1.5× 10−2 3.0× 10−2 4.49× 10−4 1.21× 10−4
1/40 7.5× 10−3 3.0× 10−2 1.20× 10−4 3.11× 10−5
∆t ∝ ∆x (acoustic scaling)
Error L2[u¯]
ε ≡ ∆x Ma ∝ ∆t/∆x = const. ν ∝ Re−1 Test 1 Test 2
1/10 3.0× 10−1 3.0× 10−3 4.27× 10−2 1.05× 10−2
1/20 3.0× 10−1 1.5× 10−3 2.76× 10−2 5.19× 10−3
1/40 3.0× 10−1 7.5× 10−4 1.54× 10−2 2.66× 10−3
is modified such that it becomes periodic in time by the introduction of a
proper external acceleration g¯ = (g¯x, g¯y)T to Eq. (C.12), where
g¯x(t, x, y) = sin(x− u¯0t) cos(y− v¯0t)(2ν cos t− sin t),
g¯y(t, x, y) = − cos(x− u¯0t) sin(y− v¯0t)(2ν cos t− sin t),
(5.28)
with u¯0 and v¯0 being constants aiming at preventing that the advection term
balances with the pressure gradient. The modified problem admits the fol-
lowing analytical solution
u¯(t, x, y) = u¯0 + sin(x− u¯0t) cos(y− v¯0t) cos t,
v¯(t, x, y) = v¯0 − cos(x− u¯0t) sin(y− v¯0t) cos t,
p¯(t, x, y) =
1
4
[cos 2(x− u¯0t) + cos 2(y− v¯0t)] cos2 t.
(5.29)
We solve the above modified problem numerically in the domain Ω = [0 ≤
x ≤ 2pi]× [0 ≤ y ≤ 2pi] using periodic boundary condition, and (u¯0, v¯0) =
(0.3, 0.6). The kinematic viscosity is ν = 0.1. Diffusive scaling is adopted
for all simulations, namely Ma = 2piKn or equivalently ∆t = ∆x2 (see
Appendix C for details).
The L1 error data are reported in Table 5.3 at t = 60 for link-wise ACM, link-
wise ACM with semi-implicit formulation (see the end of Section 5.2.1 where
this formulation is presented), standard (second-order) ACM and multiple-
relaxation-time (MRT) LBM. The standard ACM is described in Ref. [81].
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Table 5.3: The L1 norm of the error versus ε ≡ ∆x ≡ Ma/2pi at t = 60 in the
problem of the generalized Taylor-Green vortex problem for ν = 0.1.
Link-wise ACM
ε ≡ ∆x Error L1[u¯] Error L1[v¯] Error L1[ p¯]
pi/16 1.69262× 10−2 1.96356× 10−2 3.45590× 10−2
pi/32 4.38763× 10−3 4.70793× 10−3 7.91104× 10−3
pi/64 1.41952× 10−3 1.50330× 10−3 2.21013× 10−3
Link-wise ACM (semi-implicit, see Section 5.2.1)
ε ≡ ∆x Error L1[u¯] Error L1[v¯] Error L1[ p¯]
pi/16 1.70353× 10−2 2.02203× 10−2 3.09165× 10−2
pi/32 4.41348× 10−3 4.70412× 10−3 6.11065× 10−3
pi/64 1.41906× 10−3 1.50227× 10−3 1.73786× 10−3
ACM
ε ≡ ∆x Error L1[u¯] Error L1[v¯] Error L1[ p¯]
pi/16 8.03750× 10−3 1.00313× 10−2 9.70682× 10−3
pi/32 1.92844× 10−3 2.47186× 10−3 1.93893× 10−3
pi/64 5.64682× 10−4 6.61285× 10−4 4.34911× 10−4
MRT-LBM
ε ≡ ∆x Error L1[u¯] Error L1[v¯] Error L1[ p¯]
pi/16 7.67964× 10−3 8.90307× 10−3 1.67526× 10−2
pi/32 1.84928× 10−3 2.17164× 10−3 3.63345× 10−3
pi/64 6.12810× 10−4 6.81060× 10−4 1.11633× 10−3
In the MRT-LBM [31, 61], the consistent treatment of forcing is based on
Ref. [41]. The time step employed in the LBM computation is the same as
the one of ACM, i.e. Ma = 2piKn or equivalently ∆t = ε2, and the tuning
parameters of MRT are s1 = s4 = s6(= τρ−1 = τj−1) = 0, s2(= τe−1) = 1.63,
s3(= τε−1) = 1.14, s5 = s7(= τq−1) = 1.92 (see Refs. [61, 41]). All methods
show nearly second-order convergence. Link-wise ACM shows larger nu-
merical errors than ACM and MRT-LBM. However it must be stressed that
the implementation of forcing in link-wise ACM is straightforward, while
the consistent treatment of forcing in LBM is much more complicated [41].
Moreover in link-wise ACM, spatial operators (gradient and Laplace opera-
tor) do not need to be discretized individually (unlike ACM) but it is enough
to discretize along the generic lattice direction: This makes much easier the
treatment of three-dimensional cases.
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Minion & Brown flow
LW-ACM and LBM are characterized by different values of artificial com-
pressibility, leading to a different robustness with respect to under-resolved
simulations. By referring to the pseudo-continuity equation for LW-ACM
(see Eq. (C.16) in the Appendix C), it follows that accurate solution of
divergence-free condition for the velocity field requires: ε2/ν  1. This is
even a more severe condition than the one of LBM, in case of high Reynolds
number flows. In the following, we further explore this issue, by means of
the Minion & Brown flow.
Minion & Brown [72] studied the performance of various numerical schemes
for under-resolved simulations of the 2D incompressible Navier Stokes equa-
tions. The relevance of this flow for testing robustness and accuracy of LBM
schemes was first pointed out by Dellar [29]. Minion & Brown considered
initial conditions corresponding to the perturbed shear layer
u¯(t, x, y) =
{
tanh(k(y− 1/4)), y ≤ 1/2,
tanh(k(3/4− y)), y > 1/2, (5.30)
v¯(t, x, y) = δ sin(2pi(x + 1/4)), (5.31)
in the periodic domain Ω = [0 ≤ x ≤ 1]× [0 ≤ y ≤ 1]. The parameter k con-
trols the shear layer width, while δ the magnitude of the initial perturbation.
The shear layer is expected to roll up due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.
With k = 80, δ = 0.05, and Reynolds number Re = 1/ν = 10000, the thin-
ning shear layer between the two rolling up vortices becomes under-resolved
on a 128× 128 grid. Minion & Brown [72] found that conventional numerical
schemes using centered differences became unstable for this under-resolved
flow, whereas “robust” or “upwind” schemes that actively suppress grid-
scale oscillations all produce two spurious secondary vortices at the thinnest
points of the two shear layers at t = 1. Dellar [29] found that, even though
it is stable on the previous mesh, two spurious vortices are generated by
the BGK LBM scheme based on the D2Q9 lattice and with unmodified bulk
viscosity. The same author proposed a way to increase the bulk viscosity for
overcoming this problem, and verified that the same result can be achieved
by using MRT-LBM. Along the same idea, alternative formulations for mod-
ifying the dissipation of the LBM schemes have been proposed [8, 13].
Link-wise ACM is stable for the previous test, but the velocity field is not
accurate enough due to numerical viscosity. For ε = 1/128 and ν = 1/10000,
indeed, the term that multiply the pressure time derivative in the pseudo-
continuity equation (Eq. (C.16) in the Appendix C), namely ε2/ν, reaches
the value of 0.61, thus preventing an accurate fulfillment of the diverge-free
condition for the velocity field. In the following, two improvements are
worked out for circumventing the above problem.
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First, we apply the strategy discussed at the end of Section 5.2.1, introduc-
ing a numerical fictitious viscosity νp = 170 ν, with the corresponding relax-
ation frequency ωp computed by means of (5.17). The relaxation frequency
ωp is used in the macroscopic updating rule (5.21c). Hence, the pseudo-
compressibility term in the continuity equation, namely the first term in Eq.
(C.16), becomes proportional to ε2/νp = 0.0036  ε2/ν and this improves
the quality of the solution. The vorticity at t = 1 is reported in Figure 5.1,
where the velocity field looks much better, but the two spurious secondary
vortices at the thinnest points of the two shear layers are still present (simi-
larly to BGK-LBM).
Figure 5.1: Contours of vorticity at t = 1 from the link-wise ACM with the
first improvement (νp = 170 ν, see Section 5.2.1) on a 128× 128 grid with
Ma = 0.04 and Re = 10000. See also Fig. 8 in [72].
The second improvement follows the idea to increase the bulk viscosity ξ, as
suggested by Dellar [30]. As discussed in Appendix D, instead of the stan-
dard f (e)i , we consider a modified set of functions, namely f
(e∗)
i = f
(e∗)
i (γ),
where γ is a free parameter related to the bulk viscosity ξ: ξ = 2ρ0ν (1+ 2γ).
This strategy enables to increase the bulk viscosity and represents a valuable
example, showing how to use moments of the updated distribution function
for the local computation of derivatives (see the Appendix D for details).
The above argument is a further confirmation that the present LW-ACM can
easily incorporate technologies originally developed for LBM.
As a concluding remark, it is worth to point out that, even though LW-ACM
can solve this under-resolved test case by means of previously discussed
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improvements, the average and peak values of the velocity field divergence
remain slightly larger than those computed by MRT-LBM. For sake of com-
pleteness, optimized ACM [82] yields much smaller values of velocity field
divergence than those of MRT-LBM. However, it is important to keep in
mind that the Minion & Brown flow is a very severe test due to the small
initial perturbation δ, which realizes a very sharp boundary layer. Hence
this test is a multi-scale problem and some of the regularity assumptions
used in deriving the numerical schemes may not hold completely.
Figure 5.2: Contours of vorticity at t = 1 from the link-wise ACM with the
both suggested improvements (νp = 170 ν, see Section 5.2.1, and γ = 0.4, see
Section D) on a 128× 128 grid with Ma = 0.04 and Re = 10000.
5.2.4 Link-wise wall boundary conditions
The link-wise formulation of the proposed method offers significant advan-
tages when dealing with wall boundary conditions. First, let us consider
simple structured boundaries, where walls are aligned along the mesh (for
general cases, the reader can refer to the next section). In particular, let us
suppose that walls are located halfway between two consecutive nodes in an
ideal step-wise geometry. Instead of using Eqs. (5.19), it proves convenient
focusing on the quantities f ∗i (after pre-combining) streaming out of a single
point x (“push” formulation)
f ∗i (xˆ, tˆ) = f
(e)
i (xˆ, tˆ)− 2
(
ω− 1
ω
)
f (e,o)i (xˆ, tˆ). (5.32)
Let us suppose that xˆ is a fluid node close to a complex wall boundary at rest
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such that xˆ+ vˆi is a wall node. In an ideal step-wise geometry, the wall loca-
tion is assumed halfway between xˆ and xˆ+ vˆi. Hence, during the streaming
step, the information stored in the discrete distribution function pointing
towards the wall are reflected along the same link by the wall (according to
the popular bounce-back rule), namely
f ∗∗BB(i)(xˆ, tˆ + 1) = f
∗
i (xˆ, tˆ), (5.33)
where BB(i) is the bounce-back operator giving the lattice link opposite to
i-th. Finally the post-combining step can be performed in the usual way,
namely
fBB(i)(xˆ, tˆ + 1) = f
∗∗
BB(i)(xˆ, tˆ + 1) + 2
(
ω− 1
ω
)
f (e,o)BB(i)(xˆ, tˆ). (5.34)
Considering that vˆi = −vˆBB(i) and f (e,o)i = − f (e,o)BB(i), the combination of previ-
ous steps yields
fBB(i)(xˆ, tˆ + 1) = f
(e)
i (xˆ, tˆ) +
(
2− 2
ω
)
2 f (e,o)BB(i)(xˆ, tˆ). (5.35)
In case of moving complex boundary with velocity uw, the procedure re-
ported in [12] (here reformulated in terms of f (e,o)BB(i)) suggests the inclusion
of the additional term
δ fBB(i)(ρ0, uw) = 2 f
(e,o)
BB(i)(ρ0, uw), (5.36)
where f (e,o)BB(i) is given by Eq. (5.7) and ρ0 is the averaged density over the
whole computational domain (see Appendix C for details). For sake of sim-
plicity, let us consider the diffusive scaling: ∆x = ε  1, ∆t = ε2. Hence,
the incompressible limit implies ρ(xˆ) = ρ0 +O(ε2). Moreover, the point xˆ is
only ε/2 away from the moving wall. Combining the previous conditions,
the following approximation holds u(xˆ) = uw +O(ε2) and
f (e,o)BB(i)(xˆ, t) = f
(e,o)
BB(i)(ρ0, uw) +O(ε
2),
meaning that the rightmost term of Eq. (5.35) produces a similar effect
to the correction (5.36). Hence, the suggested correction for LBM will be
multiplied by a scaling factor (complement to one of the factor multiplying
the last term in Eq. (5.35)) in link-wise ACM, namely
f wBB(i)(xˆ, tˆ + 1) = fBB(i)(xˆ, tˆ + 1) +
(
2
ω
− 1
)
δ fBB(i)(ρ0, uw), (5.38)
where f wBB(i) is the proper boundary condition in case of moving boundary.
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Link-wise formulation is also very useful in computing hydrodynamical
forces acting on bodies. A popular approach in LBM literature is based on
the so-called momentum exchange algorithm (MEA), originally proposed in
[60] and lately improved in [66] (see [15] for a complete discussion). In LBM,
at every time step, the momentum
pi = vˆi f
post
i (xˆ, tˆ)− vˆBB(i) fBB(i)(xˆ, tˆ + 1) = vˆi
[
f posti (xˆ, tˆ) + fBB(i)(xˆ, tˆ + 1)
]
,
(5.39)
is transferred from the fluid to the solid body ( f posti is the post-collisional
distribution function). For sake of simplicity, here we restrict ourselves on
bodies at rest. In link-wise ACM, the quantity f posti is purposely defined in
order to get rid of the last term in the post-combining step, namely
f posti (xˆ, tˆ) = f
∗
i (xˆ, tˆ)− 2
(
ω− 1
ω
)
f (e,o)BB(i)(xˆ, tˆ). (5.40)
Introducing the previous definition in Eq. (5.39) yields
pi = vˆi
[
f ∗i (xˆ, tˆ) + f
∗∗
BB(i)(xˆ, tˆ + 1)
]
. (5.41)
The previous expression for link-wise ACM is general. In case of step-wise
geometries (as those considered in this section), the expression (5.33) holds
and Eq. (5.41) can be recast as: pi = 2vˆi f ∗i (xˆ, tˆ). The force exerted on a
body is computed by a summation of the contributions (5.41) over all the
boundary links surrounding its surface:
F = ∑
i∈S
pi, (5.42)
where S is the set of links starting from all surrounding nodes intersecting
the body.
Conversion of the force (5.42) from lattice units to physical units requires
substraction of the hydrostatic component F0 generated by the averaged
density field ρ0 (see also the Appendix C for details). Computing the hy-
drostatic force on partial boundaries of a body by Eq. (5.42 and 5.41) can
be accomplished after exclusion of the velocity-dependent components of
f ∗i and f
∗∗
BB(i). If the force is computed on the entire body surface, the hy-
drostatic force is null. The remaining quantity F −F0 scales as the second
order tensor: in case of diffusive scaling F − F0 ∼ ε2. However the num-
ber of points in the set S increases proportionally to 1/ε. Consequently the
following scaling holds (see also Table 2.2)
∆F¯ = (F −F0)/ε2 =
(
−F0/ε+ ∑
i∈S(1/ε)
pi
)
/ε. (5.43)
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2D lid driven cavity flow
In this section, the effective enhanced stability of the present LW-ACM
method is tested by means of the classical two-dimensional (2D) lid driven
cavity problem (see also [14, 67, 95]). Such a benchmark has been consid-
ered owing to a singularity of the pressure in the lid corners, which makes
it a severe test for robustness of numerical schemes, especially starting from
moderately high Reynolds numbers. In all simulations, we consider a square
domain (x, y) ∈ [0, L]× [0, L], with L = 1.
Such a domain is discretized by uniform collocated grid with N × N points.
The boundaries are located half-cell away from the computational nodes. Let
us denote xˆb the generic boundary computational node. In all inner nodes
(xˆ 6= xˆb), Eq. (5.18) holds for any lattice velocity vˆi. In an arbitrary boundary
node xˆb, Eq. (5.18) holds for any lattice velocity vˆi such that xˆb + vˆi is still
a computational node. In case xˆb + vˆi falls out of the computational grid,
the boundary condition (5.38) is applied, with uw being the boundary veloc-
ity (imposed half-cell away from the boundary node xˆb). In the following
numerical simulations, uw = (uL, 0)T at the lid wall, where uL is the lid
velocity, and uw = 0 for all the other walls. At the lid corners, the lid veloc-
ity is imposed, while for other corners the boundary conditions (5.38) are
adopted. In Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, numerical results corresponding to several
grids and methods are reported for Reynolds number Re = uLL/ν = 5000.
In this case, it is known that the flow is characterized by four main vor-
texes, whose actual centers can be found by searching for local extrema of
the stream function ψ defined as:
u =
∂ψ
∂y
, v = −∂ψ
∂x
, (5.44)
with u and v being the horizontal and vertical component of the velocity
field, respectively. For standard Lattice Boltzmann method [90] with BGK
collisional operator and D2Q9 lattice, the coarsest grid which ensures nu-
merical stability was found to be 250× 250. On the other hand, the present
LW-ACM method can be safely adopted with 125× 125 grid, and reasonably
accurate results are found as reported in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. In addition, LW-
ACM shows stability even with 50× 50 grid (1/25 the total number of nodes
needed by BGK-LBM method), where LW-ACM is still able to describe the
main features of the 2D cavity flow at Re = 5000.
In Fig. 5.4 the pressure contours for the same test are reported. As visible
in the upper-left part of Fig. 5.4 the BGK solution shows some checkerboard
pressure distribution at the top corners of the cavity. The mesh resolution
is still enough to overcome the checkerboard instability mechanism: how-
ever this comes at the price of a very large computational domain (larger
than 250× 250). On the other hand, no such a problem was noticed with
LW-ACM, even for quite coarse grids (down to 50 × 50). The absence of
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.3: Streamlines for the lid driven cavity flow with Re = 5000. Differ-
ent numerical methods and different meshes are compared. The location of
the four minima of the stream-function is denoted by filled circles.
spurious oscillations in the numerical solutions by the artificial compress-
ibility method (ACM) for this test case has been already pointed out [81].
Hence, the previous numerical evidences demonstrate that also the present
link-wise formulation of ACM inherits the same feature.
It is worth stressing that numerical stability on coarse grids, yet with poor
accuracy, is a highly desirable feature in several engineering problems, e.g.
where a loose grid resolution of details of no interest (for the overall flow
phenomena) should not prevent global convergence of the code. Clearly
the numerical schemes should be compared in terms of the actual accuracy
as well. From the very beginning, it is worth to point out that all considered
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.4: Pressure contours for the lid driven cavity flow with Re = 5000.
Different numerical methods and different meshes are compared.
methods (i.e. BGK-LBM, MRT-LBM, ACM, LW-ACM) are based on artificial
compressibility and even steady state solutions depend on the numerical
Mach number (in particular, the pressure gradients depend on the Mach
number, as well as the number of time steps). In particular, reducing the
numerical Mach number improves the quality of the results. See Appendix
C for details. Hence a fair comparison among different methods requires
using the same numerical Mach number.
The flow fields of a 2D lid-driven cavity problem with Re = 5000 and
128 × 128 grid, as predicted by the optimized ACM method [81] and the
present LW-ACM (with Mach number Ma = 0.2 and νp = ν), have been com-
pared. Here optimized ACM means that (a) high wave numbers are damped
for the suppression of the checkerboard instability and (b) the Richardson
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Comparison of the velocity field for the lid driven cavity flow
at Re = 5000 with 128 × 128 grids: horizontal component u and vertical
component v are reported on the left and right hand side, respectively. Thin
and bold lines denote the present LW-ACM (with νp = ν) and optimized
ACM solution [81], respectively. The latter method is based on a second
order accurate scheme in time, and fourth order accurate scheme in space
(bulk fluid).
extrapolation in the Mach number (except around top singular corners) is
employed [81]. As reported in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, LW-ACM shows both a
smoother and more accurate behavior (see also Table 5.4), beside a remark-
ably simpler implementation. Moreover, in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8, we report the
flow fields of a 2D lid-driven cavity problem with Re = 5000 and 256× 256
grid as predicted by the optimized ACM [81] and the present LW-ACM
(with Mach number Ma = 0.2 and νp = ν), where a small mismatch be-
tween the two solutions is observed. This time the optimized ACM method
is able to reproduce the reference results [14] with excellent accuracy (de-
spite the use of a much coarser grid: 2562 vs. 20482), although minor pres-
sure oscillations are still visible at the lid corners and this affects, e.g., the
prediction of entrophy (see Eq. (5.45) and Table 5.4). Differences between
ACM and LW-ACM are mainly due to: 1) different accuracy of the two
schemes (second and first order accuracy in time for ACM and the present
LW-ACM respectively, whereas fourth and second order accuracy in space
for ACM and the present LW-ACM respectively), and 2) slightly different
treatment of boundaries. ACM imposes boundary conditions on the compu-
tational nodes, while in LW-ACM, analogously to LBM, the wall boundary
conditions are imposed half cell away from the computational node. This
allows one to avoid singularities, which appear in the top corners for this
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the pressure field for the lid driven cavity flow
at Re = 5000 with 128× 128 grids. Thin and bold lines denote the present
LW-ACM (with νp = ν) and optimized ACM solution [81], respectively. The
latter method is based on a second order accurate scheme in time, and fourth
order accurate scheme in space (bulk fluid).
test case. Despite all this, it is fair to say that the agreement between the
above two solutions is quite good. In Figs. 5.9 and 5.10, the flow field
computed by the LW-ACM with Re = 5000 and 256× 256 grid is compared
to a reference solution from the literature [14], where a state of the art code
based on finite differences is used with a remarkably fine grid (2048× 2048).
Despite a significant disparity in the number of computational nodes (LW-
ACM makes use of 1/64 the nodes adopted for the reference solution), an
excellent agreement is found. It is worth stressing that, the above problem
was also simulated by the multiple relaxation time lattice Boltzmann method
(MRT-LBM) with 256× 256 grid. Comparison between MRT-LBM and the
reference solution is also very good, however the issue of spurious pressure
oscillations in the upper-left corner of the cavity could not be avoided. Fur-
ther comparisons between the LW-ACM and other methods are proposed
in Table 5.4. Here, coordinates of the primary vortex center (xp, yp), coor-
dinates of the lower-right vortex center (xlr, ylr), total kinetic energy E and
enstrophy Z are reported for several schemes and grids, where the latter
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: Comparison of the velocity field for the lid driven cavity flow
at Re = 5000 with 256 × 256 grids: horizontal component u and vertical
component v are reported on the left and right hand side, respectively. Thin
and bold lines denote the present LW-ACM (with νp = ν) and ACM solution
[81], respectively. The latter method is based on a second order accurate
scheme in time, and fourth order accurate scheme in space.
two quantities are computed as follows:
E =
1
2
∫
Ω
‖u‖2 dΩ ≈ 1
2
∆x∆y∑
i,j
(
u2i,j + v
2
i,j
)
,
Z =
1
2
∫
Ω
‖ω‖2 dΩ ≈ 1
2
∆x∆y∑
i,j
ω2i,j,
(5.45)
with ω = ∂xv − ∂yu, ∆x and ∆y being the vorticity and the grid spacings
respectively. In our study, we notice that one consequence of spurious pres-
sure oscillations in the solution of classical lattice Boltzmann schemes is that
both BGK-LBM and MRT-LBM show remarkable inaccuracy in recovering
the enstrophy value predicted by the reference [14], whereas the present
LW-ACM overcomes the above issue.
Finally, based on Figs. 5.3-5.10, on comparisons of local and global quantities
proposed in Table 5.4, we can conclude that LW-ACM represents an excellent
alternative in terms of simplicity, stability and accuracy.
Remark-In this study, towards the end of making an extensive comparison
among state of the art INSE solvers, simulations are performed by different
methods and grids as reported in Table 5.4. Since boundaries may be located
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the pressure field for the lid driven cavity flow
at Re = 5000 with 256× 256 grids. Thin and bold lines denote the present
LW-ACM (with νp = ν) and ACM solution [81], respectively. The latter
method is based on a second order accurate scheme in time, and fourth
order accurate scheme in space.
differently for different methods (e.g. unlike ACM [81] where boundaries co-
incide with computational nodes, in LW-ACM boundaries are half cell away
from computational nodes), upon convergence, all the fields are first inter-
polated (by cubic spline interpolation) on a shifted grid (same size as the
one used for fluid dynamic computations) having the boundaries located on
the computational nodes. The values of global kinetic energy and enstrophy
given by Eq. (5.45) are based on the latter shifted grids.
Moreover, if one performs the calculation of streamlines and vortex locations
on the basis of the same nodes of the fluid dynamic grid, the final accuracy
will depends on both the accuracy of the numerical solution and the grid it-
self. Hence, results on coarse grids are penalized twice. Therefore, towards
the end of computing the coordinates (xp, yp) and (xlr, ylr), all the hydrody-
namic fields (as computed by the several schemes and different meshes) are
first interpolated (by cubic spline interpolation) on a larger mesh, and there-
after the stream function and the vortex locations are computed. The latter
post-processing procedure is composed of the following subsequent steps:
1) interpolation of the results on fixed fine grid (10002 in Table 5.4); 2) com-
putation of the stream function and its local extrema denoting the vortex
centers.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: Comparison of the velocity field for the lid driven cavity flow
at Re = 5000: (a) horizontal component u and (b) vertical component v are
reported. Thin and bold lines denote the present LW-ACM (256× 256 grid,
with νp = ν) and the reference solution [14] (2048× 2048 grid), respectively.
3D diagonally driven cavity flow
One of the main advantage of the proposed link-wise formulation of ACM
consists in its independence on the space dimensionality (as far as the con-
sidered equilibrium satisfies the constraints required by the target equations:
see Appendix C for details). As a result, the extension of LW-ACM to
three-dimensional flows is straightforward. In the following calculations,
the D3Q19 lattice [90] will be used: even though that is not a Hermitian
lattice (such as D3Q27), the former lattice allows to satisfy the constraints
required by the Navier-Stokes equations (in particular Eq. (C.10)).
Here, we have chosen the three-dimensional (3D) diagonally lid-driven cav-
ity flow, which is a classical benchmark for numerical solvers of the incom-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations (see also [32, 86, 87]). The cavity is a cubic
box with unit edge as schematically sketched in Fig. 5.11. The boundary con-
dition at the top plane (x, y, 1) is uL = (
√
2,
√
2, 0)/2 so that uL = ‖uL‖ = 1,
whereas the remaining five walls are subject to no-slip boundary conditions.
The computational domain is discretized by a uniform collocated grid with
N3 nodes, with boundaries located half-cell away from the computational
nodes. Towards the end of making a comparison with data from literature,
calculations have been performed by the LW-ACM at two Reynolds numbers
studied in [86, 87] and [32] (Re = 700, Re = 2000), and two grids: N = 48
and N = 60. Let us denote xˆw the generic boundary computational node.
In all inner computational nodes (xˆ 6= xˆw), Eq. (5.18) holds for any lattice
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the pressure field for the lid driven cavity flow
at Re = 5000. Thin and bold lines denote the present LW-ACM (256× 256
grid) and the reference solution [14] (2048× 2048 grid), respectively.
velocity vˆi.
In this test case, numerical stability is significantly affected by boundary
conditions. For that reason, in Ref. [32], Authors suggest to use equilibrium-
based boundary conditions for the sliding wall at relatively high Reynolds
numbers on small computational grids. Nevertheless, as pointed out [32],
this implementation imposes an incorrect constant pressure at the bound-
ary, with the momentum transfer significantly weakened in the direction
perpendicular to the lid. Moreover, in Ref. [32], the “node” bounce-back
boundary conditions are applied to the remaining five walls for imposing
no-slip boundary conditions. Although such an approach reduces oscilla-
tions caused by the parity invariance and thus enhances the numerical sta-
bility, the several simplifications discussed above were necessary to simulate
the 3D cavity flow with Re = 2000, D3Q15 lattice and 523 grid.
On the contrary, the present LW-ACM method does not need to resort to
the above simplifications any longer. At an arbitrary boundary node xˆw Eq.
(5.38) holds, with uw being the boundary velocity (imposed half-cell away
from the boundary computational node xˆw). This increases the accuracy in
treating the boundaries (compared to [32]) and, most importantly, it makes
problems in three-dimensions just a straightforward extension of the ones in
two-dimensions (see previous section). In Figs. 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 we report
a comparison between the velocity fields (in the MP, CP and PP planes of Fig.
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Table 5.4: 2D lid driven cavity flow at Re = 5000: Comparison between
the present LW-ACM (with Mach number Ma = 0.2, ν = νp) and alternative
solvers for INSE from literature [81, 14, 31]. In artificial compressibility meth-
ods (LW-ACM, BGK-LBM, MRT-LBM), even steady state solutions depend
on the numerical Mach number: Hence a fair comparison among different
methods requires using the same numerical Mach number (Ma = 0.2 in
this case). †This is the optimized version of the ACM method proposed in
[81] where (a) high wave numbers are damped for the suppression of the
checkerboard instability and (b) the Richardson extrapolation in the Mach
number (except around top singular corners) is employed. ∗Owing to both
the accuracy of the scheme and the size of meshes adopted, these results are
considered as a reference for the present study. However, since enstrophy Z
for 2D lid-driven cavity goes to infinity as the grid spacing goes to zero [14],
a meaningful comparison for Z is among similar grids.
Scheme Grid (xp, yp) (xlr, ylr) Energy Enstrophy
Present 128× 128 (0.51652, 0.53754) (0.81081, 0.079079) 0.039845 29.247
[81] 128× 128 (0.52052, 0.53954) (0.82883, 0.071071) 0.027430 41.249
[81]† 128× 128 (0.51652, 0.53854) (0.80981, 0.072072) 0.038371 37.704
BGK-LBM 128× 128 unstable unstable unstable unstable
MRT-LBM 128× 128 (0.51652, 0.53554) (0.80881, 0.075075) 0.043600 37.404
[14]∗ 128× 128 (0.51562, 0.53906) (0.80469, 0.070313) 0.043566 30.861
Present 256× 256 (0.51552, 0.53554) (0.80581, 0.074074) 0.044391 34.821
[81] 256× 256 (0.51652, 0.53654) (0.80881, 0.072072) 0.040896 43.198
[81]† 256× 256 (0.51451, 0.53654) (0.80380, 0.072072) 0.048114 42.290
BGK-LBM 250× 250 (0.51752, 0.54054) (0.80781, 0.074074) 0.041614 40.455
MRT-LBM 256× 256 (0.51552, 0.53554) (0.80681, 0.074074) 0.045222 40.833
[14]∗ 256× 256 (0.51562, 0.53516) (0.80859, 0.074219) 0.046204 34.368
[14]∗ 2048× 2048 (0.51465, 0.53516) (0.80566, 0.073242) 0.047290 40.261
5.11) by both the commercial code FLUENT (non-uniform 683 grid) [86, 87],
here considered as a reference, and the present LW-ACM (603 uniform grid)
at Reynolds Re = 700: All the flow structures are correctly reproduced by
LW-ACM. Due to a lack of local quantities in Ref. [86] for Re = 2000, we
solved the latter case by the commercial code FLUENT on our own and we
included these results as well in the following comparison. It is important
to point out (as reported in Ref. [86]) that commercial code FLUENT did
not converge with uniform mesh, i.e. without wall mesh refinement. On the
other hand, no such problem was found by LW-ACM. Based on a compari-
son of local quantities in Fig. 5.15 for Re = 700, in Fig. 5.16 for Re = 2000
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Figure 5.11: Cavity flow with the lid moving along its diagonal. Velocity
components along axes x, y and z are denoted u, v and w respectively.
and parallel/perpendicular global momenta M‖, M⊥:
M‖ =
1
2
∫
V
(u + w)2dV ≈ 1
2
∆x∆y∆z∑
i,j,k
(
ui,j,k + wi,j,k
)2 ,
M⊥ =
1
2
∫
V
(u− w)2dV ≈ 1
2
∆x∆y∆z∑
i,j,k
(
ui,j,k − wi,j,k
)2 (5.46)
reported in Table 5.5, we can conclude that the present LW-ACM is indeed
able to recover the reference solution with significant accuracy.
In Fig. 5.17, results of the 3D lid-driven cavity flow at higher Reynolds
number, Re = 2000, are reported. It is worth stressing that, here all the main
structures of the flow are correctly described by LW-ACM even with grids
coarser than the one adopted in the reference solution [86, 87]. We stress
that, describing secondary vortexes in this case is known to be a severe
test for numerical schemes (in particular catching top-left and bottom-right
secondary vortexes).
For the sake of completeness, we also notice as the Reynolds number in-
creases larger deviations of the LW-ACM solution from the reference are
observed in terms of the parallel/perpendicular global momenta M‖, M⊥
(see Table 5.5).
Finally, in Fig. 5.18 the numerical results obtained by both LW-ACM and the
MRT-LBM [32] are shown. These two simulations are not perfectly compa-
rable each other. In fact, Authors in Ref. [32] were forced by stability issues
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to implement some simplifications when dealing with the boundary con-
ditions (mainly, equilibrium-based boundary conditions for imposing the
lid velocity and “node” bounce-back for the no-slip boundary conditions).
Those simplifications reduce the accuracy with regards to that recovered by
Eq. (5.38).
Other minor difference is that [32] and the present study were obtained by
the D3Q15 lattice with 523 grid, and D3Q19 lattice with 483 grid respectively.
We notice that, in this case, MRT-LBM makes use of a larger number of
degrees of freedom compared to LW-ACM: 523 × 15 > 483 × 19. In spite
of this, it is quite clear by Fig. 5.18 that the pressure field recovered by the
present LW-ACM is remarkably smoother than the one obtained by MRT-
LBM. More specifically, a crucial difference is that LW-ACM predicts smooth
pressure increase at the top-right corner, while the MRT-LBM results are
affected by oscillations around the imposed constant pressure at the top
plane.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: Flow in the middle plane z = 0.5 of the 3D diagonally driven
cavity (MP plane in Fig. 5.11) at Re = 700. Comparison between the LW-
ACM with 603 grid (a) and a reference solution [86] obtained by the com-
mercial code FLUENT (b) with 683 total number of grid nodes.
Circular Couette flow
Dealing with moving complex boundaries is very important in many appli-
cations: for example, particle suspensions, granular flows and active (bio-)
agents immersed in the flow. In these cases, the essential issue is to reduce
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.13: Flow in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the lid (CP
plane in Fig. 5.11) at Re = 700. Comparison between the LW-ACM with 603
Cartesian grid (a) and a reference solution [86] obtained by the commercial
code FLUENT (b) with 683 total number of grid nodes. At the centerline, a
stagnation point is observed at z = 0.68 (present), and z = 0.74 (FLUENT).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.14: Flow in the plane parallel to the direction of the lid (PP plane
in Fig. 5.11) at Re = 700. Comparison between the LW-ACM with 603
Cartesian grid (a) and a reference solution [86] obtained by the commercial
code FLUENT (b) with 683 total number of grid nodes.
as much as possible the computational demand by avoiding re-meshing ev-
ery time that the considered objects move in the flow. Taking into account
moving objects is also complicated by the need of re-initializing the portions
of the flow field which are filled again by the fluid after the motion of the
objects. The latter feature is neglected here, because it is a general issue, not
peculiar of the link-wise methods.
First of all, we extend the wall boundary treatment discussed in the previ-
ous sections. Let us suppose that xˆ is a fluid node close to a complex wall
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.15: Velocity profile along the line ML (a) and the line RL (b) at
Re = 700 (see also Fig. 5.11). Comparison between the present LW-ACM
with uniform 603 Cartesian grid and a reference solution (consistent with
[86]) obtained by the commercial code FLUENT with non-uniform 683 total
number of grid nodes.
Table 5.5: 3D diagonally driven cavity: Volume integral of momentum flux.
Comparisons are carried out between the present LW-ACM method and the
reference solution in [86] adopting 603 and 683 total number of grid nodes,
respectively.
Present, Re = 700 [86, 87], Re = 700 Present, Re = 2000 [86, 87], Re = 2000∫
V M‖ 0.203× 10−1 0.216× 10−1 0.134× 10−1 0.163× 10−1∫
V M⊥ 0.232× 10−2 0.283× 10−2 0.174× 10−2 0.239× 10−2
boundary at rest such that xˆ + vˆi is a wall node. Let us focus on the in-
tersection between the i-th lattice link and the wall. The distance between
the latter intersection and the fluid node, divided by the mesh spacing ∆x,
gives the normalized distance 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 (above we considered only the
case: q = 1/2). In this case, the streaming step can be performed following
the same procedure provided for LBM in [12] (instead of using Eq. (5.34)),
namely
f ∗∗BB(i)(xˆ, tˆ + 1) =
 2q f
∗
i (xˆ, tˆ) + (1− 2q) f ∗i (xˆ− ε vˆi, tˆ), q < 1/2,
1
2q
f ∗i (xˆ, tˆ) +
(
1− 1
2q
)
f ∗BB(i)(xˆ, tˆ), q ≥ 1/2,
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.16: Velocity profile along the line ML (a) and the line RL (b) at
Re = 2000 (see also Fig. 5.11). Comparison between the present LW-ACM
with uniform 603 Cartesian grid and a reference solution obtained by the
commercial code FLUENT with non-uniform 683 total number of grid nodes.
where BB(i) is the bounce-back operator giving the lattice link opposite to
i-th. Finally the post-combining step can be performed in the usual way,
namely by means of Eq. (5.34).
In case of moving complex boundary with velocity uw, the procedure re-
ported in [12] suggests to consider an additional term, namely
δ fBB(i)(ρ0, uw) =

2 f (e,o)BB(i)(ρ0, uw), q < 1/2,
1
q
f (e,o)BB(i)(ρ0, uw), q ≥ 1/2,
(5.47)
where f (e,o)BB(i) is given by Eq. (5.7) and ρ0 is the average value of the density
over the whole computational domain (see Appendix C for details). Simi-
larly to what we did in the previous sections, in case of diffusive scaling,
the suggested correction for LBM will be multiplied by a scaling factor in
link-wise ACM. Hence f wBB(i) given by Eq. (5.38) is the proper boundary
condition in case of moving complex boundary. In this section, numerical
results are reported for the circular Couette flow, where a viscous fluid is
confined in the gap between two concentric rotating cylinders. In our study,
we assume the inner cylinder (with radius ri) at rest while the outer cylinder
(with radius re) rotates at a constant angular velocity 1/re. The latter flow
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.17: Flow in the middle plane z = 0.5 of the 3D diagonally driven
cavity (MP plane in Fig. 5.11) at Re = 2000. a) LW-ACM with 483 uniform
grid. b) LW-ACM with 603 uniform grid. c) LW-ACM with 683 uniform
grid. d) Reference solution by the commercial code FLUENT with 683 non-
uniform grid [87].
admits the following exact solution:
u¯(t, r, θ) = −C
(
r
ri
− ri
r
)
sin(θ), (5.48)
v¯(t, r, θ) = C
(
r
ri
− ri
r
)
cos(θ), (5.49)
p¯(t, r, θ) = p¯i + C2 ln
(
r2i
r2
)
− C
2
2
(
r2i
r2
− r
2
r2i
)
, (5.50)
T¯ = 4piC ν ri, (5.51)
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.18: Pressure contours for the diagonally driven cavity flow for Re =
2000 at the lateral mid-plane (y = 0.5): Solution obtained by present LW-
ACM with 483 uniform grid and D3Q19 lattice (a), and MRT-LBM method
with 523 uniform grid and D3Q15 lattice [32] (b).
where
C =
1
re/ri − ri/re . (5.52)
Here, u¯, v¯, p¯ and T¯ denote horizontal velocity, vertical velocity, pressure and
the torque on the inner cylinder respectively, with θ being the angle between
radial direction and the horizontal axis. A schematic representation of this
setup is reported in Figure 5.19. Diffusive scaling is considered for this
test case, where the velocity field is scaled on meshes with different sizes,
keeping fixed the relaxation frequency (see Appendix C for details). The
latter scaling ensures second order convergence in the accuracy, as reported
in Table 5.6. Moreover, the torque exerted by the fluid on the inner cylinder
is computed. To this end, Eq. (5.41) is applied in combination with the
boundary conditions provided by (5.47). The computation of T¯ was finally
performed by a summation of the contributions (5.41) over all the boundary
links around its surface, namely
T = ∑
i∈S
(xˆ− xˆc)× pi, (5.53)
where xˆc is the center of the cylinders and S is the set of links starting from
all nodes surrounding the body and intersecting the body itself. Similarly
to what has been done for scaling the force exerted on a body, the above
torque (assumed acting on the whole inner cylinder) must be converted from
lattice units to physical units (see Table 2.2 for details). More specifically, the
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Figure 5.19: Set-up of the circular Couette flow, where one quarter of the
domain is reported. For the sake of clarity, a significantly coarse grid is
represented.
formula is the following
T¯ = ∑
i∈S(1/ε)
(xˆ− xˆc)× pi, (5.54)
because |xˆ− xˆc| ∼ 1/ε and this automatically takes into account the force
scaling reported in Eq. (5.43). In Table 5.6, the numerical results for the
circular Couette flow are reported. As expected, the numerical solution in
terms of velocity and pressure shows almost second order convergence rate.
On the other hand, the modified MEA for link-wise ACM in computing∣∣T¯ ∣∣ shows first order convergence rate (similarly to the original MEA for
LBM). The torque is a global quantity and hence it may hide some error
compensation. In order to report a quantitative and detailed assessment
of the local stresses, we consider the local wall shear stress on the inner
cylinder surface, namely
τ¯i = ν
dw¯
dr
∣∣∣∣
i
=
T¯
2pi r2i
, (5.55)
where w¯ =
√
u¯2 + v¯2. In particular, in Figs. 5.20a and 5.20b the pressure and
the wall shear stress absolute error are reported respectively, as a function
of the intersection angle (in the interval θ ∈ [0,pi/2]) between the versor
normal to the inner cylinder (radial direction) and the horizontal axis of the
Cartesian grid. In both cases, the errors are computed by the absolute value
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Table 5.6: The L1 norm of the error versus ε ≡ ∆x ≡ Ma at t = 20 in the
problem of the circular Couette flow for ν = 0.07.
Link-wise ACM
ε ≡ ∆x Error L1[u¯θ ] Error L1[ p¯] Error L1[
∣∣T¯ ∣∣]
1/20 1.53627× 10−3 8.81208× 10−4 4.20562× 10−4
1/40 3.50537× 10−4 3.58432× 10−4 1.98687× 10−4
1/80 1.77257× 10−4 1.97650× 10−4 9.13289× 10−5
1/160 3.42570× 10−5 6.16474× 10−5 3.66160× 10−5
MRT-LBM
ε ≡ ∆x Error L1[u¯θ ] Error L1[ p¯] Error L1[
∣∣T¯ ∣∣]
1/20 4.66795× 10−3 2.52316× 10−3 7.58091× 10−5
1/40 1.52864× 10−3 8.47929× 10−4 1.39351× 10−4
1/80 3.08607× 10−4 2.99584× 10−4 6.98541× 10−5
1/160 7.99695× 10−5 1.09817× 10−4 3.39760× 10−5
of the discrepancy between the computed quantities and the analytical solu-
tions. Different meshes are considered, namely ε = 1/40, 1/80 and 1/160.
The numerical results show that, for both pressure values and wall shear
stresses, the LW-ACM produces numerical results which are systematically
more accurate than those by LBM, even though the two methods are using
the same boundary conditions. On finer meshes, the numerical errors are
more scattered due to amplification by the logarithmic scale.
In this section, we reported evidences about the possibility to use boundary
conditions, originally formulated for LBM, also in the context of LW-ACM.
The drawback is that these boundary conditions are less intuitive than those
commonly used in FD and this is particularly strident for LW-ACM, which
has a FD formulation indeed. As a concluding remark, it is important to
recall that the formulation of the boundary condition is very transparent
in the original ACM, e.g. no slip wall velocity and zero pressure gradient
normal to the wall. Moreover, by taking into account the curvature correctly
(e.g. by finite-volume ACM using body-fitted cell system), the accuracy is
dramatically improved. The reason is that, in link-wise ACM and in LBM,
the boundary condition for curved wall is based on one dimensional interpo-
lation, but this method is not very accurate for computing stresses (depend-
ing on local spatial derivatives). Hence for accurate solving boundary layers,
the finite-volume ACM using body-fitted cell system is preferable. However,
in the present paper, we used link-wise boundary conditions because they
are extremely simple to be generalized in three dimensions and they have
potential when dealing with moving complex objects (e.g. particles).
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5.2.5 Energy equation
Under the assumption of negligible viscous heating and conservation of in-
ternal energy, in the incompressible limit, the temperature field is governed
by an advection-diffusion equation. Let us call T the normalized tempera-
ture field such that T ≤ 1 in all the domain of interest, with the quantities
f (e)i defined such that p = ρ T/3.
There were a number of suggestions aiming at enabling thermal fluid-dynamic
simulations with the lattice Boltzmann method [62]. Among the most inter-
esting ones, we remind: (a) Increase of the number of velocities and inclu-
sion of higher-order nonlinear terms (in flow velocity) in the equilibrium
distribution functions; (b) inclusion of finite difference corrections aiming at
the fulfillment of energy conservation on standard lattices [88] and, (c) use
of two sets of distribution functions for particle number density ( fi), and
energy density (gi), doubling the number of discrete velocities. Even though
the first and the second approaches are preferable from the theoretical point
of view, the last one is characterized by a much simpler implementation.
When dealing with the incompressible limit, the pressure field is character-
ized by small variations. However, cases may be experienced where large
temperature and density gradients compensate each other. If both pressure
gradients and temperature gradients are small, a weak coupling between
fluid dynamic and energy equations is realized and the simplified approach
(c) discussed above can be adopted. This approach will be further extended
below in the framework of the present LW-ACM. Extensions of the approach
(b) in the framework of LW-ACM are currently under investigation as well.
Table 5.7: Convergence analysis for thermal Couette flow in case of diffusive
scaling, with Prandtl number Pr = 0.71.
Link-wise ACM
ε ≡ ∆x Ma ∝ ∆t/∆x ν ∝ Re−1 α ∝ Pe−1 Error L2[u¯] Error L2[T]
1/5 1.11× 10−2 5.55× 10−2 1.11× 10−2 3.10× 10−3 1.61× 10−6
1/10 5.55× 10−2 5.55× 10−2 1.11× 10−2 8.25× 10−4 4.28× 10−7
1/20 2.78× 10−3 5.55× 10−2 1.11× 10−2 2.12× 10−4 1.01× 10−7
The LW-ACM approach for (weak) thermal fluid dynamic simulations makes
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use of the following system of algebraic equations
gi(xˆ, tˆ + 1) = g
(e)
i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ) + 2
(
ωt − 1
ωt
)(
g(e,e)i (xˆ, tˆ)− g(e,e)i (xˆ− vˆi, tˆ)
)
,
(5.56)
for i = 0, . . . , Qt − 1 (the number of lattice velocities for solving the ther-
mal field can be different from that used for solving the velocity field, i.e.
Qt 6= Q). The quantities g(e)i are local functions of T = ∑i gi and Tu = ∑i vˆigi
at the same point xˆ and time tˆ. The quantities g(e)i are designed in order to
recover the advection-diffusion equation, according to the constraints dis-
cussed below. In particular, recovering the advection-diffusion equation
requires : ∑i g
(e)
i = T and ∑i vˆig
(e)
i = Tu, i.e. the conservation of hydro-
dynamic moments, and ∑i vˆivˆig
(e)
i = Π
(e)
t = uu + T/3 I. On the other hand,
the even parts of equilibria g(e,e)i are defined as
g(e,e)i (T, u) =
1
2
(
g(e)i (T, u) + g
(e)
i (T,−u)
)
. (5.57)
Here, a few numerical results are reported for the thermal Couette problem,
which is realized by confining a viscous fluid in a gap between two parallel
plates. Assuming that the one plate (hot wall located at y = 0 and with tem-
perature T¯N) moves in its own plane, whereas the other (cold wall located
at y = 2L and with temperature T¯S) is at rest, the controlling parameters are
the Prandtl number Pr = ν/α (measuring the momentum diffusivity: ν, to
heat diffusivity: α) and the Eckert number Ec = u¯2/cv∆T¯ (measuring the
kinetic energy: ρu¯2/2, to internal energy: ρcv∆T¯). Thermal Couette flow
admits the following analytical solution of the temperature field:
T¯(y) = T¯S +
y
2L
∆T¯ +
Br∆T¯
2
y
2L
(
1− y
2L
)
, (5.58)
with ∆T¯ = (T¯N − T¯S), and the Brinkman number Br = Pr Ec.
Diffusive scaling was considered in our simulations, where the velocity field
is scaled on meshes with different sizes, keeping fixed the relaxation fre-
quency (see the Appendix C for details). Some preliminary numerical re-
sults are reported in Table 5.7 for Pr = ν/α = 0.71
5.3 Conclusions
In the present chapter, a novel method for low Mach number fluid dynamic
simulations is proposed, taking inspiration from the best features of both the
Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) and more classical computational fluid
dynamic (CFD) techniques such as the Artificial Compressibility Method
(ACM). The main advantage is the possibility of exploiting well established
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.20: Circular Couette flow: (a) pressure error (absolute value of the
discrepancy with respect to the analytical solution) of the pressure solution
interpolated on the inner cylinder surface as a function of the intersection
angle (in the interval θ ∈ [0,pi/2]), between the versor normal to the inner
cylinder (radial direction) and the horizontal axis of the Cartesian grid; (b)
wall shear stress error (absolute value of the discrepancy with regards to
the analytical solution) calculated by means of the local solution gradient
on the inner cylinder surface as a function of the intersection angle (in the
interval θ ∈ [0,pi/2]), between the versor normal to the inner cylinder (radial
direction) and the horizontal axis of the Cartesian grid.
technologies originally developed for LBM and classical CFD, with special
emphasis on finite differences (at least in the present paper), at the cost
of minor changes. For instance, like LBM, it is possible to use simple Carte-
sian structured meshes, eventually recursively refined in the vicinity of solid
walls, and there is no need of solving Poisson equations for pressure. On the
other hand, any boundary condition designed for finite difference schemes
can be easily included.
As far as solving incompressible Navier-Stokes equations - INSE - (by mini-
mal amount of unknowns) is the only concern, the pseudo-kinetic heritages
of LBM represent a severe limitation to several aspects such as designing
flexible boundary conditions, introducing tunable forcing terms and analyz-
ing consistency of the numerical scheme (asymptotics). On the contrary, the
suggested method has no such pseudo-kinetic heritages. Or in other words,
following the standard LBM nomenclature, the present LW-ACM requires
no high-order moments beyond hydrodynamics (often referred to as ghost
moments) and no kinetic expansion such as Chapman-Enskog, Hilbert, van
Kampen. Like finite difference schemes, only standard Taylor expansion
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is needed for analyzing consistency. Beside the above aspects, numerical
evidences reported in this work suggest that LW-ACM represents an excel-
lent alternative in terms of simplicity, stability and accuracy. Hence, in this
framework (solving INSE by minimal amount of unknowns), the utility of
high-order moments is questionable.
Finally, preliminary efforts towards optimal implementations have shown
that LW-ACM is capable of similar computational speed as optimized (BGK-
) LBM. In addition, the memory demand is significantly smaller than (BGK-)
LBM. In our opinion, there is still room for improvement according to the
performance model (based on assuming either infinitely fast memory or
infinitely fast compute units). Importantly, with an efficient implementation,
this algorithm may be one of the few which is compute-bound and not
memory-bound. The latter observation is of particular interest for General-
Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU).
With respect to reactive flows, the formulation of LW-ACM discussed in this
chapter corresponds to the model in [110]. It can be used only for com-
bustion at the low Mach number limit, if the flow field is assumed not to
be affected by chemical reaction. In other words, continuity and momen-
tum equations are decoupled from the energy and species equations. In this
case results agree with the solution of an incompressible macroscopic model,
but, clearly, deviations appear if compressibility is taken into account. How-
ever, this limitation does not diminish the validity of LW-ACM. It simply
represents the starting point for future improvements of the model towards
combustion applications.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
We shall not cease from
exploration and the end of all
our exploring will be to arrive
where we started and know the
place for the first time.
Thomas Stearns Eliot (1888-1965)
In this thesis, we focus on the formulation and testing of lattice Boltzmann
method (LBM) for combustion problems. To this end, new numerical schemes
for reactive flows have been elaborated and validated, so to broaden the
range of applicability of LBM.
A general LBM scheme for simulating reactive flows at the low Mach num-
ber limit has been proposed. A recent model for compressible thermal flows
has been extended to this purpose. With respect to combustion applications,
major advantages of this model are listed below:
a. Coupling of continuity, momentum and energy equations by means of
one distribution function only. This comes with a significant saving in
terms of memory storage and computational time;
b. Significant density variation and mass concentration gradient are han-
dled without loss of numerical stability and without loss of accuracy.
Compressibility effects need to be accounted for also in the equations for
the chemical species. It turned out that the existing models available in lit-
erature are not suitable to accomodate large density variation in the species
mass concentrations. This is due to the fact that classical models recover the
species equation with a deviation term which stems from the second-order
moment and is proportional to the density gradient. In order to remove
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it, the equilibrium population of standard LBM is modified by introducing
a dimensionless parameter relating the local value of the density field to
the minimum one and by redefining the relaxation frequency in the BGK
collision term. This extension allows to apply LBM to a wide range of com-
bustion phenomena, which were not properly addressed so far. With this
new scheme the incompressible limit is readily available and classical mod-
els are recovered. Furthemore, the proposed scheme can be extended also
to other models, where an advection-diffusion equation needs to be solved
and compressibility effects have to be taken into account (e.g. [105]). For
validation purposes, the proposed reactive LBM model has been validated
against reference solution in the continuumm limit. The agreement between
the solutions has been found to be very satisfactory. Without any lack of gen-
erality, we considered a global chemical step with only three reactive species,
instead of a detailed mechanism. In fact, simulating reactive flows with de-
tailed chemistry by means of lattice Boltzmann method, poses a challenge
due to large number of fields to store in memory (compared to conventional
method). Moreover, stiffness restricts one to chose small time step, mak-
ing the computational time even more demanding. From this point of view,
model reduction techniques represent a possible solution, where both stiff-
ness and the number of fields involved in the computations are drastically
reduced [23, 24, 25]. Application of such techniques to the present model is
under investigation.
Numerical models for combustion simulations require also an adequate
treatment of thermal radiation. LBM can be extended to solve radiative
problems in an absorbing, emitting and participating medium. In this the-
sis, improvements to the model proposed by Asinari et al. [9] have been
presented. As in [9] the azimuthal angle is discretized according to the lat-
tice velocities on the computational plane. Uniform discretization of the
polar angle is achieved by enlarging the set of lattice velocities: an addi-
tional component along the normal axis is introduced. The projection of
the total discrete velocity still belongs to the original computational lattice.
Validation of the model is carried out by solving a 2D benchmark problem.
Results are found in good agreement with reference solutions computed
by means of standard Finite Volume Method. Extensive error analysis is
also reported for different values of the spatial and angular discretizations,
and extinction coefficients. The proposed radiative LBM scheme is found to
be (at most) first oder accurate, in case of standard lattices, which ensures
enough accuray in the advection of radiation information. It also turned
out that large subvisions of the polar angle spoils the numerical accuracy,
because of a larger (fictitious) mean free path. A thermalization procedure
seems to improve the accuracy in case of large subdivions of the polar angle.
Major feature of radiative LBM is represented by the possibility to make use
of the same data structures of the flow solver. Thus, the coupling between ra-
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diative and reactive LBM can be done, at a cost of minor changes: scattering
can be neglected as long as suspended particles (e.g. soot) are not consid-
ered and radiative equilibrium condition no longer holds. In the latter case,
the volumetric absorption is not equal to the volumetric emission anymore
and it has to be computed as an higher-order moment of the intensity.
Even if it provides a viable solution for simulating reactive flows in LBM,
the combustion model presented in this thesis suffers from the same lim-
itations of standard lattice Boltzmann models. Due to the pseudo-kinetic
origins, LBM deals with a larger set of unknowns than hydrodynamics. The
ghost moments, which are unessential if one is interested only in the contin-
uum limit, can lead to numerical instabilities. Moreover, there is no recipe
to optimally design such moments. This limitation also affects the way LBM
deals with general boundaries. The desired values of the macroscopic mo-
ments needs to be converted in terms of constraints for the distribution
function. This implies that also boundary conditions on ghost moments
must be provided as well, leading to the development of suitable models
also in case of simple boundaries, such as inlet and outlet. Thus, possible
improvements would be to remove these limitations and retain the main fea-
ture of LBM. For this reason, we proposed a novel method for the simulation
of low Mach number fluid-dynamics that can borrow well established tech-
niques from both LBM and classical computational fluid-dynamics (CFD)
methods, such the Artificial Compressibility Method (ACM). From the LBM
side, all the methodologies developed for complex boundaries are automat-
ically available. For simple geometries, CFD techniques can be used, avoid-
ing any reconstruction of the distribution function on the boundary nodes,
like in standard LBM. The kinetic heritage of LBM is removed, or in other
words, the LW-ACM does not require ghost moments or kinetic expansions
like Chapman-Enskog. Several two- and three-dimensional benchmark prob-
lems have been solved, for validation purposes. Results are in good agree-
ment with reference solutions. The method is second order accurate (diffu-
sive scaling) as standard LBM models. Due to its simplicity, stability and
accuracy, the LW-ACM can be regarded as an attractive alternative to classi-
cal CFD tools, as far as incompressible or weak-compressible flows are the
main concern. LW-ACM also represents the first step towards the develop-
ment of models for reactive flows. The present formulation is equivalent
to the model in [110]. Since compressibility effects cannot be taken into ac-
count, its validity is limited only to incompressible flows. However, it may
still be useful for understanding some phenomena occurring in combustion.
For instance, with respect to the mesochannel, LW-ACM can be used to ex-
amine the dynamics of premixed flame by means of a simplified model, as
in [59]. Clearly, in this case only qualitative informations can be extracted
by the model. Quantitative results can be obtained only if compressibility
effects are properly taken into account. Thus, possible extensions of the pro-
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posed method to compressible flows, and hence to reactive flows, will be
considered in the near future.
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Appendix A
Standard FVM for radiative heat
transfer
For the i-th discrete solid angle Ωi, under the assumption of isotropic scat-
tering and radiative equilibrium, RTE becomes:
dI
ds
= si · ∇Ii = β (Si − Ii) , (A.1)
where, the radiative source function Si = Ib and
si = (si · i) i + (si · j) j + (si · k) k = ξii + ηij + µik. (A.2)
For a 2-D problem. Eq. (A.1) can be rewritten as:
ξi
∂Ii
∂x
+ ηi
∂Ii
∂y
= β (Si − Ii) . (A.3)
The finite volume formulation is obtained by integrating Eq. (A.3) over the
volume element V. For instance, the term ∂Ii/∂x becomes:∫
V
∂Ii
∂x
dV =
∫
AE
IidAE −
∫
AW
IidAW = IEi AE − IWi AW , (A.4)
where IEi and IWi are average value of the discrete intensity Ii over the
faces AE and AW , respectively (see Fig. A.1). Integrating Eq. (A.3) over the
volume element yields:
ξi (AE IEi − AW IWi) + ηi (AN INi − AS ISi) = −βVIPi + βVSPi , (A.5)
where IPi and SPi are volume averages. In Eq. (A.5), cell-edge intensities are
related to volume-averaged intensities by means of linear relationship:
IPi = γy INi +
(
1− γy
)
ISi = γx IEi + (1− γx) IWi , (A.6)
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Figure A.1: A general 2D control volume.
where γx and γy are constants. A common choice is γx = γy = 1/2, usually
known as the diamond scheme. In the finite volume formulation, intensities
are assumed to be constant over the discrete solid angle Ωi and integrating
Eq. (A.5) over the solid angle, yields:
Wx (AE IEi − AW IWi) +Wy (AN INi − AS ISi) = WG (−βVIPi + βVSPi) , (A.7)
where:
Wx =
∫
Ωi
ηidΩi =
δi+
∆δi
2∫
δi− ∆δi2
cos δdδ
γj+
∆γj
2∫
γj−
∆γj
2
sin2 γdγ,
Wy =
∫
Ωi
ηidΩi =
δi+
∆δi
2∫
δi− ∆δi2
sin δdδ
γj+
∆γj
2∫
γj−
∆γj
2
sin2 γdγ,
WG =
1
4pi
δi+
∆δi
2∫
δi− ∆δi2
γj+
∆γj
2∫
γj−
∆γj
2
sinγdδdγ.
(A.8)
In the implementation of the radiative FVM, usually the lower left corner
is chosen as the starting point; the south and west walls are part of the
boundaries and the intensities coming from these walls are known from
the boundary conditions. Combining Eqs. (A.6) and (A.9) and using the
diamond scheme, the first quadrant (ξi > 0 and ηi > 0) intensity at the
center of the control volume P becomes:
IPi =
2 |Wx| IWi AW + 2
∣∣Wy∣∣ ISi AS +WGβSPi V
2 |Wx| AW + 2
∣∣Wy∣∣ AS +WGβV . (A.9)
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Table A.1: Mean temperature of the medium inside the enclosure computed
through standard FVM.
β = 2.0 β = 5.0
Nx = 40 Nx = 80 Nx = 160 Nx = 100 Nx = 200 Nx = 400
Nδ = 8 Nγ = 1 0.64448 0.65976 0.66749 0.64674 0.65261 0.65554
Nγ = 4 0.64461 0.65989 0.66759 0.64764 0.65349 0.65641
Nγ = 8 0.64477 0.66004 0.66775 0.64790 0.65375 0.65667
Nγ = 16 0.64483 0.66009 0.66780 0.64799 0.65383 0.65675
Nδ = 16 Nγ = 1 0.64627 0.66163 0.66938 0.64802 0.65390 0.65684
Nγ = 4 0.64638 0.66173 0.66947 0.64893 0.65480 0.65773
Nγ = 8 0.64655 0.66190 0.66964 0.64920 0.65507 0.65800
Nγ = 16 0.64661 0.66195 0.66969 0.64929 0.65515 0.65808
Nδ = 32 Nγ = 1 0.64665 0.66207 0.66984 0.64830 0.65420 0.65714
Nγ = 4 0.64677 0.66218 0.66993 0.64922 0.65510 0.65804
Nγ = 8 0.64693 0.66234 0.97010 0.64949 0.65537 0.65830
Nγ = 16 0.64699 0.66239 0.67015 0.64957 0.65545 0.65839
Intensities IEi and INi are then evaluated by applying Eq. (A.6). When all the
first-quadrant cell-centered intensities are computed, the same procedure
is applied for the other three quadrants, starting from the remaining three
corners of the enclosure. For the other three quadrants, Eq. (A.9) is rewritten
as follows:
• 2nd quadrant (ξi < 0 and ηi > 0):
IPi =
2 |Wx| IEi AE + 2
∣∣Wy∣∣ ISi AS +WGβSPi V
2 |Wx| AE + 2
∣∣Wy∣∣ AS +WGβV . (A.10)
• 3rd quadrant (ξi < 0 and ηi < 0):
IPi =
2 |Wx| IEi AE + 2
∣∣Wy∣∣ INi AN +WGβSPi V
2 |Wx| AE + 2
∣∣Wy∣∣ AN +WGβV . (A.11)
• 4th quadrant (ξi > 0 and ηi < 0):
IPi =
2 |Wx| IWi AW + 2
∣∣Wy∣∣ INi AN +WGβSPi V
2 |Wx| AW + 2
∣∣Wy∣∣ AN +WGβV . (A.12)
The numerical results obtained by means of a standard FVM solver are re-
ported in the following for sake of completeness.
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5.0
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N
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N
x
=
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N
x
=
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N
x
=
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δ
=
8
N
γ
=
1
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0.65288
0.45370
0.45413
0.45434
N
γ
=
4
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0.65855
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0.46249
0.46293
0.46315
N
γ
=
8
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0.46587
N
γ
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1
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0.46400
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N
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=
4
0.66695
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0.47236
0.47281
0.47303
N
γ
=
8
0.66923
0.67012
0.67057
0.47508
0.47553
0.47576
N
γ
=
16
0.66996
0.67085
0.67131
0.47594
0.47639
0.47662
N
δ
=
32
N
γ
=
1
0.66352
0.66437
0.66483
0.46613
0.46654
0.46676
N
γ
=
4
0.66940
0.67027
0.67072
0.47495
0.47537
0.47560
N
γ
=
8
0.67168
0.67254
0.67300
0.47767
0.47810
0.47833
N
γ
=
16
0.67241
0.67238
0.67373
0.47853
0.47896
0.47919
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Appendix B
Coupling radiation and combustion
In Chapter 4, the lattice Boltzmann model for radiative heat transfer in an
absorbing, emitting and scattering medium is described. However, when
taking into account radiation in Eq. (3.2), some preliminary consideration
need to be done. Coefficients κa and σs in Eq. (4.1) depends on the reac-
tive gas mixture. For this participating medium, the atoms, which are the
only responsible of scattering, are very small compared with the wavelength
and thus, scattering coefficient becomes negligible. This simplifies the radia-
tive transfer equations, since the in-scattering term is no longer taken into
account.
The interaction between electromagnetic waves and particles is determined
by the relative size of the particles compared with the wavelength of the ra-
diation. In order to quantify this interaction, the size parameter x is defined
as:
x =
2pia
λ
 1, (B.1)
where a is the radius of the particle. In our case the particles of the medium
are represented by the atoms (molecular gas), whose radius is the order of
the Angstrom (≈ 10−10m), while the wavelength is the order of 10−6m. Thus,
for reactive gas mixtures x  1. In the limit of x → 0, Rayleigh scattering
theory can be considered and the scattering efficiency factor, to which σs is
related, can be defined as:
Qsca =
8
3
∣∣∣∣m2 − 1m2 + 2
∣∣∣∣2 x4, (B.2)
where m = n + iβ is the complex index of refraction and n is the refractive
index. Since x  1 and x4  x, scattering can be neglected as compared
with absorption. Thus, Eq.(4.1) reduces to radiative transfer equation in an
absorbing and emitting medium:
dI
ds
= s · ∇I = κa (Ib − I) , (B.3)
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where the quantity κa Ib accounts for energy emission and κa I accounts for
energy absorption.
The lattice Boltzmann numerical scheme corresponding to Eq. (B.3) can be
derived following the same procedure described in Chapter 4. Hence, the 2D
radiative LB scheme in case of absorbing and emitting participating medium
reads:
Iij (x + vi∆t, t + ∆t)− Iij (x, t)
∆t
=
1
τij
[
Ib (x, t)− Iij (x, t)
]
, (B.4)
where the relaxation time τij = 1/
(
κaVij
)
. The equilibrium distribution
function concur with the blackbody intensity Ib and hence is function of the
temperature only.
Eq.(B.4) has to be solved in order to compute the radiative heat flux qrad in
Eq. (3.2):
qrad = ∇ · qR = κa (4pi Ib − G) , (B.5)
where G is the incident radiation and is computed as an higher order mo-
ment of the intensity:
G =
∫ 4pi
Ω=0
I (x, δ,γ) dΩ =
∫ 2pi
δ=0
∫ pi
γ=0
I (x, δ,γ) sinγ dδdγ. (B.6)
Applying quadrature schemes as in Chapter 4, the incident radiation is then
evaluated as follows:
G ≈
Nδ
∑
i=1
Nγ
∑
j=1
Iij ∫ δi+ ∆δi2
δi− ∆δi2
∫ γj+ ∆γj2
γj−
∆γj
2
sinγ dδdγ
 = Nδ∑
i=1
Nγ
∑
j=1
Wij Iij, (B.7)
In order to evaluate the intensity from Eq.(B.4) and the divergence of the ra-
diative heat flux from Eq.(B.5), the absorption coefficient of the gas mixture
has to be defined. Due to its spectral variation, evaluation of the radiative
absorption coefficient may turn out to be complicated. Models such as the
Narrow Band Models (the Elsasser Model and the Statistical Model) or the
Wide Band Models (the Box Model and the Exponential Wide Band Model)
have the merit to describe very rigorously absorption of molecular gases,
but their main drawback is that they may result much more time consum-
ing than the solution of RTE itself. In practical engineering problems, less
sophisticated and time demanding models are usually sufficient to evaluate
the absorption coefficient of the medium. A reasonable choice could be to
use mean absorption coefficients and to incorptorate them in the numerical
scheme for the solution of Eq.(4.1). The most important is the Planck mean
absorption coefficient, which describes the total emission from a medium,
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and accurately describes radiative heat loss from optically thin gas. It is
defined as:
κP =
∫ ∞
0 Ibλκλ dλ∫ ∞
0 Ibλ dλ
=
pi
σT4
∫ ∞
0
Ibλκλ dλ, (B.8)
where Ibλ and κλ are the blackbody intesity and the absorption coefficient
at wavenumber λ, respectively. Eq.(B.8) defines a pressure absorption coeffi-
cient κP as the mean value of the spectral absorption coefficient κλ over the
whole range of wavelenths. Neverthless, the pressure absorption coefficient
strongly varies over the wavelenghts range and there exist windows in the
spectrum where the medium does not absorb. Eq.(B.8) actually does not
account for non-absorbing window regions.
The absorption coefficient κak dependes on the temperature of the mixture
and on the concentration of the k-th chemical species as:
κak = κP ptotYk, (B.9)
where ptot and Yk are the total pressure of the mixture and the mass concen-
tration of the k-th species, respectively.
Values of the Planck mean absorption coefficient are available for several
molecular gases from Tien [104]. These values have been obtained by in-
tegrating exponential wide band data across the spectrum, based on corre-
lations of low resolution experiments. The accuracy of experimental wide
band parameters is known to be rather poor and, therefore, the validity of
the Planck mean absorption coefficient as given by Tien has been questioned
in recent years. As an alternative the Planck mean absorption coefficient can
also be obtained from high resolution databases, such as HITRAN96 [93]
and HITEMP [92]. The HITRAN and HITEMP databases provide spectral
line information for different radiating gases. Since absorption coefficient
are additive, the Planck mean absorption coefficient consists of individual
contributions from all spectral lines , or
κP =
pi
σT4 ∑i
∫ ∞
0
κiλ Ibλdλ, (B.10)
where the sum is over all the spectral lines and κiλ is the absorption coef-
ficient contributed by the i-th spectral line centered at λi. Since the Palnck
functions varies a little across each spectral line, Eq. (B.10) may be restated
as
κP =
pi
σT4 ∑i
Ibλi
∫ ∞
0
κiλdλ =∑
i
pi
σT4
IbλiSi, (B.11)
where Si is the line-integrated absorption coefficient or line strength, defines
as Si =
∫ ∞
0 κiλdλ. Thus, the Planck mean absorption coefficient is the Planck
function weighted sum of the line strenghts of all spectral lines, which are
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(a)
(b)
Figure B.1: Planck mean absorption coefficient for CO2 and H2O (a) and
CH4, CO and NO (b) [48]
listed in the HITRAN and HITEMP databases. Planck mean absorption coef-
ficient for some chemical species are reported in Figs B.1. It is worth to stress
out that Planck-means absorption coefficient is appropriate if the medium is
optically thin. Optical thickness may change along a given path and for this
reason the Rosseland-mean absorption coefficient has been defined for an
optically thick medium. Rosseland-mean absorption coefficient is defined
as:
1
κR
=
∫ ∞
0
1
κλ
dIbλ
dT
dλ
/ ∫ ∞
0
dIbλ
dT
dλ =
pi
4σT3
∫ ∞
0
1
κλ
dIbλ
dT
dλ. (B.12)
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Several authors attempted to evaluate Rosseland-mean absorption coeffi-
cient, but results are regarded as very dubiuos.
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Appendix C
LW-ACM: Asympthotic analysis of
Link-wise Artificial Compressibity
Method
In (5.18), with xˆ = x/∆x and tˆ = t/∆t, both ∆t and ∆x must approach
zero, though it is not clear the value of the limit: lim∆x→0 ∆t/∆x. In order to
clarify this point, we apply Taylor expansion to (5.18)
fi(t + ∆t) = f
(e)
i − ∆x vˆi · ∇ f (e)i +
∆x2
2
(vˆi · ∇)2 f (e)i −
∆x3
6
(vˆi · ∇)3 f (e)i + . . .
+
(
2− 2
ω
)(
∆x vˆi · ∇ f (e,o)i −
∆x2
2
(vˆi · ∇)2 f (e,o)i +
∆x3
6
(vˆi · ∇)3 f (e,o)i
)
+ . . . ,
(C.1)
where all the quantities are computed in the same point x and hence this is
no more explicitly reported. A summation of Eqs. (C.1) over i yields:
∂ρ
∂t
+
(
2
ω
− 1
)
∆x
∆t
∇ · (ρu) + 1
6
(
2
ω
− 1
)
∆x3
∆t
(∇·)3Q(e) =
∆x2
2∆t
(∇·)2Π(e) +O
(
∆x4
∆t
(∇·)2Π(e)
)
,(C.2)
with Q(e) = ∑i vˆivˆivˆi f
(e)
i . In the rightmost term of the above expression
(C.2), we rely upon the fact that spatial derivatives of the fourth-order mo-
ments have the same growth rate of spatial derivatives of the second-order
moments. Moreover, the diverge is raised to a power which is selected for
consistency with the units of other terms. This is unessential, as far as the
order of magnitude of the term is concerned. Multiplying (C.1) by vˆi and
summing over i, it yields
∂(ρu)
∂t
+
∆x
∆t
∇ ·Π(e) = ∆x
2
∆t
(
1
ω
− 1
2
)
(∇·)2Q(e)+O
(
∆x3
∆t
∇ ·Π(e)
)
. (C.3)
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Similar considerations as Eq. (C.2) apply to the rightmost term in the above
equation (C.3). Concerning the relationship between ∆t and ∆x, (C.3) sug-
gests two possible strategies:
∆t ∝ ∆x, acoustic scaling, (C.4a)
∆t ∝ ∆x2, diffusive scaling. (C.4b)
Sometimes, the dimensionless mesh spacing ∆x = ∆x′/L is referred to as
spacing (∆x ≡ h) in the literature on finite difference method or even nu-
merical Knudsen number (∆x ≡ Kn) in the Lattice Boltzmann literature.
Similarly, it is possible to introduce a numerical Mach number: Ma =
U/(∆x′/∆t′). In this way, the dimensionless time step ∆t = ∆t′/(L/U)
can be expressed as ∆t ≡ Kn Ma. Hence, the acoustic scaling corresponds
to constant Ma, while the diffusive scaling to Ma ∝ ∆x. Regardless of the
adopted strategy, the numerical scheme must converge towards the phys-
ical solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The physical
solution is identified by the Reynolds number, which is the reciprocal of the
factor multiplying the second-order spatial derivatives in Eq. (C.3), namely
∆x2
∆t
(
1
ω
− 1
2
)
∝
1
Re
. (C.5)
Hence, according to (C.5), in acoustic scaling ω needs to be tuned in order to
guarantee a constant Reynolds number, while in diffusive scaling a fixed ω
already ensures a constant Reynolds number. Moreover, in acoustic scaling,
the smaller ∆x the smaller ω for keeping fixed the Reynolds number. The
latter case can be problematic in the present LW-ACM due to the heuristic
stability domain, 1 ≤ ω < 2, thus diffusive scaling is generally preferable.
Similarly to standard LBM, in LW-ACM, the definition of ∆t and ∆x is im-
plicit (and this is sometimes a source of confusion). In fact, the end-user
can select both Kn ∝ 1/N (with N the number of mesh points along the
flow characteristic length) and Ma by a scaling factor for the velocity field.
Hence, the acoustic scaling requires the tuning of the relaxation frequency
ω on different meshes, keeping constant the computed velocity field. On
the other hand, the diffusive scaling corresponds to a scaling of the veloc-
ity field (see also the section below) on different meshes, keeping fixed the
relaxation frequency.
C.1 Diffusive scaling
Substituting ∆x = ε 1 and ∆t = ε2 into (C.3), it yields
∂(ρu)
∂t
+
1
ε
∇ ·Π(e) =
(
1
ω
− 1
2
)
(∇·)2Q(e) +O
(
ε∇ ·Π(e)
)
. (C.6)
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Due to the presence of a mesh-dependent parameter in (C.6), upon conver-
gence, all moments need to be scaled via the following post-process:
u¯ = (u− u0)/ε, Π¯(e) = (Π(e) −Π0)/ε2, Q¯(e) = (Q(e) −Q0)/ε,
(C.7)
where u0, Π0 and Q0 are constants, with the odd quantities u0 and Q0 equal
to zero. On the contrary, the even quantity Π0 = p0I, where p0 is the average
pressure over the whole computational domain (the average even moment
Π(e) over the whole computational domain depends mainly on the amount
of mass and only slightly on the flow field).
As a result, the normalized pressure field is defined as p¯ = (p− p0)/ε2 and
the normalized density field as ρ¯ = (ρ− ρ0)/ε2 or equivalently ρ = ρ0 + ε2 ρ¯.
Upon substitution of the latter quantities into (C.2), it follows
∇ · u¯ = O(ε2). (C.8)
Recalling that Π(e) = ρuu + p I and introducing the scaled quantities, we
obtain
ρ0
∂u¯
∂t
+ ρ0u¯ · ∇u¯ +∇ p¯ =
(
1
ω
− 1
2
)
(∇·)2Q¯(e) +O(ε2). (C.9)
In order to recover the incompressible isothermal fluid dynamics, the quan-
tities f (e)i are designed [90] such that
Q(e)ijk =
ρ
3
(
uiδjk + ujδik + ukδij
)
. (C.10)
Consequently
∇ · ∇ · Q¯(e) = ρ0
3
∇2u¯ + 2 ρ0
3
∇∇ · u¯ +O(ε2) = ρ0
3
∇2u¯ +O(ε2), (C.11)
where the last result is due to Eq. (C.8). Introducing the previous assump-
tion in Eq. (C.9), it yields
∂u¯
∂t
+ u¯ · ∇u¯ + 1
ρ0
∇ p¯ = ν∇2u¯ +O(ε2) . (C.12)
where
ν =
1
3
(
1
ω
− 1
2
)
. (C.13)
Introducing the previous expression into Eq. (C.2), it yields
ε2
ρ0
∂ρ¯
∂t
+ 6ν∇ · u¯ = ε
2
2
∇ ·
(
u¯ · ∇u¯ + 1
ρ0
∇ p¯
)
+O(ε4). (C.14)
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Taking into account the new definition given by (C.13), Eq. (C.8) should
be expressed more rigorously as ∇ · u¯ = O(ε2/ν). Combining the latter
equation and Eq. (C.12), it follows
∇ ·
(
u¯ · ∇u¯ + 1
ρ0
∇ p¯
)
= O(ε2/ν). (C.15)
Introducing the above expression into Eq. (C.14), it yields
ε2
6ρ0ν
∂ρ¯
∂t
+∇ · u¯ = O(ε4/ν2) . (C.16)
The divergence-free condition for the velocity field requires that ε2/ν  1,
which is consistent with (C.12) as well.
C.2 Acoustic scaling
Assuming ∆x = ε 1 and ∆t = ε, Eq. (C.3) yields
∂(ρu)
∂t
+∇ ·Π(e) = ε
(
1
ω
− 1
2
)
(∇·)2Q(e) +O(ε2). (C.17)
This time, there is no need to scale all the moments and a proper tuning
of ω is sufficient instead (see below). Leaving the moments unscaled and
substituting the above assumptions in Eq. (C.2), we obtain
∂ρ
∂t
+
(
2
ω
− 1
)
∇ · (ρu) = O(ε). (C.18)
The above equation (C.18) proves that acoustic scaling should not be used in
link-wise ACM, when dealing with transient simulations, while for steady
state flows we get:
∇ · (ρu) = O(ε/ν), (C.19)
showing that, if the density (pressure) gradients are small (consistently with
the incompressible limit), the above equation provides indeed an accurate
divergence-free velocity field. However, in acoustic (unlike diffusive scaling)
the compressibility error cannot be reduced by mesh refinement. Taking into
account Eq. (C.10) and Eq. (C.19), we get
∇ · ∇ ·Q(e) = 1
3
∇2(ρu) +O(ε/ν), (C.20)
hence
∂(ρu)
∂t
+∇ · (ρuu) +∇p = ν¯∇2(ρu) +O(ε), (C.21)
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where ν¯ = ε ν. If the density (and pressure) gradients are small, the solution
to the system formed by (C.19) and (C.21) provides a reasonable approxima-
tion of the Navier-Stokes solution in the incompressible limit. However, the
latter system does not asymptotically converge towards the incompressible
Navier-Stokes solution, as the mesh get finer and finer (at least, as far as
the discretization error is smaller than the compressibility error). This is the
main reason why the diffusive scaling is preferred in this work.
C.3 Forcing
Let us consider the forcing step described by Eq. (5.20), with ∆x = ε  1,
∆t = εβ+1 (or equivalently Ma = Knβ) where β is a free parameter (β = 0
and β = 1 denote acoustic and diffusive scaling, respectively). The correc-
tion due to (5.20) leads to an additional term in (C.3):
∂(ρu)
∂t
+
∆x
∆t
∇·Π(e) = ∆x
2
∆t
(
1
ω
− 1
2
)
(∇·)2Q(e)+O
(
∆x3
∆t
∇ ·Π(e)
)
+
1
∆t
ρg.
(C.22)
From the definition ∆t ≡ Kn Ma and u = Ma u¯ (see the previous section),
the proper scaling for the forcing term follows:
g¯ =
1
Kn Ma2
g =
1
ε2β+1
g. (C.23)
A certain physical acceleration g¯ (fixed for a given problem), can be imposed
in the numerical code through the mesh-dependent acceleration g = ε2β+1 g¯.
C.4 Energy equation
Eq. (5.56) is formulated in terms of xˆ = x/∆x and tˆ = t/∆t. In the following,
let us consider the diffusive scaling, namely ∆x = ε 1 and ∆t = ε2. Taylor
expansion of Eq. (5.56) yields
gi(t + ε2) = g
(e)
i − ε vˆi · ∇g(e)i +
ε2
2
(vˆi · ∇)2g(e)i
+
(
2− 2
ωt
)(
ε vˆi · ∇g(e,e)i −
ε2
2
(vˆi · ∇)2g(e,e)i
)
+ . . . ,(C.24)
where all the quantities are computed in the same point x and time t and
hence this is no more explicitly reported. Summation over i of the equations
(C.24) yields
∂T
∂t
+
1
ε
∇ · (Tu) + ε
6
(∇·)3Q(e)t =
(
1
ωt
− 1
2
)
(∇·)2Π(e)t +O
(
ε2(∇·)2Π(e)t
)
,
(C.25)
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with Q(e)t = ∑i vˆivˆivˆig
(e)
i . In the rightmost term of the expression (C.25), we
rely upon the fact that spatial derivatives of the fourth-order moments have
the same growth rate of spatial derivatives of the second-order moments.
Moreover, in the same term, the diverge is raised to a power which is se-
lected for consistency with the units of other terms. This is unessential, as
far as the order of magnitude of the term is concerned.
Similarly to the fluid dynamic equations (see the Appendix C), we apply the
following post-processing for scaling all moments (arbitrary constants have
been already omitted):
u¯ = u/ε, Π¯(e)t = Π
(e)
t , Q¯
(e)
t = Q
(e)
t /ε. (C.26)
One possibility for automatic implementation of the latter scaling is to as-
sume
(Q¯
(e)
t )ijk =
1
3
(
u¯iδjk + u¯jδik + u¯kδij
)
, (C.27)
similarly to Eq. (C.10), because thus all terms in Q(e)t become proportional
to the velocity field (and they are automatically scaled by means of the first
of the above scalings).
Moreover, taking into account the second scaling and the definition of Π(e)t
reported in the main text, we conclude that Π¯(e)t = ε
2u¯u¯ + T/3 I, where T
does not need to be scaled (or equivalently T¯ = T). Substituting the previous
scalings into (C.24), and taking into account (C.8), we obtain
∂T¯
∂t
+ u¯ · ∇T¯ = α∇2T¯ +O(ε2) , (C.28)
where
α =
1
3
(
1
ωt
− 1
2
)
. (C.29)
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Appendix D
LW-ACM: Computing derivatives
locally
LW-ACM allows a straightforward local computation of spatial derivatives.
In this respect, a good example is provided by the following strategy for
tuning bulk viscosity. Since the LW-ACM (like LBM and ACM) is an artificial
compressibility scheme, bulk viscosity can be regarded as a free parameter
(if the incompressible limit is the only concern).
One possible strategy for tuning the bulk viscosity is described below. In-
stead of standard f (e)i (see Eq. (5.2)) in Eq. (5.18), we consider a modified set
of functions, namely f (e∗)i , defined as
f (e∗)i = f
(qe)
i
(
ρ, u, Tr(e) + γ (Tr(+) − Tr(e))
)
, (D.1)
where f (qe) (ρ, u, Tr) is given by Eq. (5.5), γ is a free parameter, Tr(e) is the
trace of the tensor Π(e) normalized by the density and Tr(+) is the trace of
the tensor Π(+) = ∑i vˆivˆi fi(t + ∆t) normalized again by the density. Let us
consider the two dimensional case (D = 2): by definition, Tr(e) = 2/3 + u2.
Substituting the latter into Eq. (D.1) and taking into account the definition
of f (qe)i given by Eq. (5.5), it is possible to compute the second order tensor
of f (e∗)i , namely
Π(e∗) = Π(e) +
γ
2
(Tr(+) − Tr(e)) I. (D.2)
At the leading order, the modified equilibrium differs from the standard one
only due to even moments.
In order to simplify the last term of the Eq. (D.2), by Eqs. (C.1), we compute
the following quantities
Π(+) = Π(e) − 6ν∆x∇ ·Q(e) +O
(
∆x2(∇·)2Π(e)
)
, (D.3)
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where Π(+) = ∑i vˆivˆi fi(t + ∆t). Recalling the definition in (C.10), it yields
Π(+) = Π(e) − 2ν∆x
(
∇(ρu) +∇(ρu)T +∇ · (ρu) I
)
+O
(
∆x2(∇·)2Π(e)
)
.
(D.4)
with its trace taking the form:
Tr(+) = Tr(e) − 8ν∆x∇ · (ρu) +O
(
∆x2(∇·)2Π(e)
)
. (D.5)
Considering the diffusive scaling, namely ∆x = ε  1 and ∆t = ε2 (see
Appendix C for further details about the diffusive scaling), the previous
expression can be recast as:
T¯r(+) = T¯r(e) − 8ρ0ν∇ · u¯ +O(ε2). (D.6)
Introducing the previous expression into Eq. (D.2) and applying the scaling
to the remaining terms, it reads:
Π¯(e∗) = Π¯(e) − 4ρ0ν γ∇ · u¯ I +O(ε2). (D.7)
Substituting Π¯(e∗) instead of Π¯(e) into Eq. (C.9) and taking into account Eq.
(C.11), it yields
ρ0
∂u¯
∂t
+ ρ0u¯ · ∇u¯ +∇ p¯ = ν∇2u¯ + ξ∇∇ · u¯ +O(ε2), (D.8)
where ξ = 2ρ0ν (1+ 2γ) is related to the bulk viscosity. The previous equa-
tion is consistent with Eq. (C.12), because the gradient of the divergence of
the velocity field is as large as the leading error (hence it is not spoiling the
consistency). However, the range γ ≥ 0 is usually beneficial to numerical
stability. This strategy enables to increase the bulk viscosity by using the
updated distribution function for computing locally all required derivatives
(involved in the divergence of the velocity field).
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Appendix E
LW-ACM: Equivalent finite-difference
formulas
Here, we provide some finite-difference formulas fully equivalent to Eq.
(5.18) for a chosen lattice. Let us consider the popular D2Q9 lattice [90]
for two dimensional problems (D = 2), and consisting of nine discrete veloc-
ities (Q = 9). The quantities f (e)i can be explicitly defined for this lattice [90].
They allow to recover the incompressible Euler equations (with p = ρ/3),
and they are consistent with the property given by (C.11), which is essential
for recovering Navier-Stokes equations. The numerical algorithm is fully
defined, upon substitution of f (e)i into the Eq. (5.18).
According to the finite-difference literature, we define the generic computa-
tional stencil by means of cardinal directions. The generic point P with a
position vector xˆ = (n, m)T (the superscript T denotes transposition) is iden-
tified by a pair of integers n and m. By means of the subscripts E and W, we
denote the neighboring points (n± 1, m)T, respectively. Similarly, by means
of the subscripts N and S, we mean the neighboring points (n, m± 1)T, re-
spectively. Two types of subscripts may be used concurrently for identifying
the diagonal points.
Concerning time levels, if not otherwise stated, all quantities are intended
as computed at the generic time level tˆ, with the superscript “+” meaning
a quantity at the new time level tˆ + 1. The unknown quantities are given by
the velocity components u = (u, v)T and the pressure p (the density for this
model is given by ρ = 3 p). Hence the equivalent finite-difference formulas
must provide a way to compute u+P , v
+
P and p
+
P .
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Applying the definitions of hydrodynamic quantities to Eq. (5.18), it follows:
p+P u
+
P = pE(−6u2E + 6uE + 3v2E − 2)/18+ pW(6u2W + 6uW − 3v2W + 2)/18
−pNE(3u2NE + 9uNEvNE − 3uNE + 3v2NE − 3vNE + 1)/36
+pNW(3u2NW − 9uNWvNW + 3uNW + 3v2NW − 3vNW + 1)/36
−pSE(3u2SE − 9uSEvSE − 3uSE + 3v2SE + 3vSE + 1)/36
+pSW(3u2SW + 9uSWvSW + 3uSW + 3v
2
SW + 3vSW + 1)/36
+2/3(1/ω− 1) [pEuE − 3pPuP + pWuW
+(pNEuNE + pNWuNW + pSEuSE + pSWuSW)/4
+(pNEvNE − pNWvNW − pSEvSE + pSWvSW)/4] , (E.1)
p+P v
+
P = pN(3u
2
N − 6v2N + 6vN − 2)/18+ pS(−3u2S + 6v2S + 6vS + 2)/18
−pNE(3u2NE + 9uNEvNE − 3uNE + 3v2NE − 3vNE + 1)/36
−pNW(3u2NW − 9uNWvNW + 3uNW + 3v2NW − 3vNW + 1)/36
+pSE(3u2SE − 9uSEvSE − 3uSE + 3v2SE + 3vSE + 1)/36
+pSW(3u2SW + 9uSWvSW + 3uSW + 3v
2
SW + 3vSW + 1)/36
2/3(1/ω− 1) [pNvN − 3pPvP + pSvS
+(pNEuNE − pNWuNW − pSEuSE + pSWuSW)/4
+(pNEvNE + pNWvNW + pSEvSE + pSWvSW)/4] . (E.2)
p+P = −2pP(3u2P + 3v2P − 2)/9
−pE(−6u2E + 6uE + 3v2E − 2)/18+ pW(6u2W + 6uW − 3v2W + 2)/18
−pN(3u2N − 6v2N + 6vN − 2)/18+ pS(−3u2S + 6v2S + 6vS + 2)/18
+pNE(3u2NE + 9uNEvNE − 3uNE + 3v2NE − 3vNE + 1)/36
+pNW(3u2NW − 9uNWvNW + 3uNW + 3v2NW − 3vNW + 1)/36
+pSE(3u2SE − 9uSEvSE − 3uSE + 3v2SE + 3vSE + 1)/36
+pSW(3u2SW + 9uSWvSW + 3uSW + 3v
2
SW + 3vSW + 1)/36
+2/3(1/ω− 1) [−pEuE + pSvS + pWuW − pNvN
+(pSWuSW + pNWuNW − pNEuNE − pSEuSE)/4
+(pSWvSW − pNWvNW − pNEvNE + pSEvSE)/4] , (E.3)
It is important to stress that the above expressions (E.1), (E.2), (E.3) for the
considered lattice model are fully equivalent to (5.18) up to machine preci-
sion, since no asymptotic analysis is requested in their derivation.
From a computational perspective, optimal implementation requires that
the number of floating point operations are reduced as much as possible by
common subexpression elimination (CSE) [43]. Moreover, for locating the
macroscopic quantities (p, u, v) contiguously in the memory, it is possible to
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collect them in a single array and to use the first index for addressing them,
namely M(1 : 3, 1 : Nx, 1 : Ny) where Nx ×Ny is the generic mesh. This leads
to an optimized FD-style implementation. First of all, let us compute the
following auxiliary quantities
puP = M(1, i, j)M(2, i, j), ϕuP = 2 puP,
pvP = M(1, i, j)M(3, i, j), ϕvP = 2 pvP,
pvN = M(1, i, j+ 1)M(3, i, j+ 1), pvS = M(1, i, j− 1)M(3, i, j− 1),
puE = M(1, i+ 1, j)M(2, i+ 1, j), puW = M(1, i− 1, j)M(2, i− 1, j),
puNE = M(1, i+ 1, j+ 1)M(2, i+ 1, j+ 1),
puNW = M(1, i− 1, j+ 1)M(2, i− 1, j+ 1),
puSE = M(1, i+ 1, j− 1)M(2, i+ 1, j− 1),
puSW = M(1, i− 1, j− 1)M(2, i− 1, j− 1),
pvNE = M(1, i+ 1, j+ 1)M(3, i+ 1, j+ 1),
pvNW = M(1, i− 1, j+ 1)M(3, i− 1, j+ 1),
pvSE = M(1, i+ 1, j− 1)M(3, i+ 1, j− 1),
pvSW = M(1, i− 1, j− 1)M(3, i− 1, j− 1), (E.4)
and
ϕ1 = puE (−M(2, i+ 1, j) + 1) +M(1, i+ 1, j) (M(3, i+ 1, j)2/2− r13),
ϕ2 = puW (M(2, i− 1, j) + 1)−M(1, i− 1, j) (M(3, i− 1, j)2/2− r13),
ϕ3 = pvN (−M(3, i, j+ 1) + 1) +M(1, i, j+ 1) (M(2, i, j+ 1)2/2− r13),
ϕ4 = pvS (M(3, i, j− 1) + 1)−M(1, i, j− 1) (M(2, i, j− 1)2/2− r13),
ϕ5 = puNE (M(2, i+ 1, j+ 1) + 3M(3, i+ 1, j+ 1)− 1) + . . .
· · ·+ pvNE (M(3, i+ 1, j+ 1)− 1) +M(1, i+ 1, j+ 1) r13,
ϕ6 = puNW (M(2, i− 1, j+ 1)− 3M(3, i− 1, j+ 1) + 1) + . . .
· · ·+ pvNW (M(3, i− 1, j+ 1)− 1) +M(1, i− 1, j+ 1) r13,
ϕ7 = puSE (M(2, i+ 1, j− 1)− 3M(3, i+ 1, j− 1)− 1) + . . .
· · ·+ pvSE (M(3, i+ 1, j− 1) + 1) +M(1, i+ 1, j− 1) r13,
ϕ8 = puSW (M(2, i− 1, j− 1) + 3M(3, i− 1, j− 1) + 1) + . . .
· · ·+ pvSW (M(3, i− 1, j− 1) + 1) +M(1, i− 1, j− 1) r13, (E.5)
where r13 = 1/3. By means of the quantities (E.4) and (E.5), it is possible to
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compute the following additional quantities
ϕPp = puP + pvP, ϕPm = puP − pvP,
ϕNEp = puNE + pvNE, ϕSW p = puSW + pvSW ,
ϕNWm = puNW − pvNW , ϕSEm = puSE − pvSE,
ΦNE = ϕNEp − ϕPp, ΦSW = ϕPp − ϕSW p,
ΦNW = ϕNWm − ϕPm, ΦSE = ϕPm − ϕSEm,
ΦNWSE = ΦNW −ΦSE, ΦNESW = ΦNE −ΦSW . (E.6)
Finally, auxiliary quantities are used in computing the updating formulas:
ρ+P = M(1, i, j) r43 − ϕuP M(2, i, j)− ϕvP M(3, i, j) + ϕ2 − ϕ1 + ϕ4 − ϕ3 + . . .
· · ·+ (ϕ5 + ϕ6 + ϕ7 + ϕ8)/4− b4 (ΦNW +ΦSE −ΦNE −ΦSW) + . . .
· · ·+ b (puE − puW + pvN − pvS),
p+P ≡ M+(1, i, j) = ρ+P /3, (E.7)
u+P ≡ M+(2, i, j) = (ϕ1 + ϕ2 + (ϕ6 − ϕ5 − ϕ7 + ϕ8)/4+ . . .
· · · − a (puE − ϕuP + puW)− b4 (ΦNESW +ΦNWSE))/ρ+P , (E.8)
v+P ≡ M+(3, i, j) = (ϕ3 + ϕ4 + (ϕ7 + ϕ8 − ϕ5 − ϕ6)/4+ . . .
· · · − a (pvN − ϕvP + pvS)− a4 (ΦNESW −ΦNWSE))/ρ+P , (E.9)
where r43 = 4/3, b = 2 − 2/ω, a4 = a/4, b = 2 − 2/ωp and b4 = b/4.
The previous optimized formulas are consistent with Eqs. (E.1-E.3) in case
ωp = ω, b = a and b4 = a4. Kinematic viscosity is controlled via the
parameter ω according to (5.17), whereas the parameter ωp is responsible
of the artificial compressibility. In particular, if ωp 6= ω, the first term in
Eq. (C.16) becomes proportional to ε2/νp, where νp is the value obtained
by using ωp in Eq. (5.17). Without additional computational costs, a proper
choice of νp > ν allows to reduce the compressibility error in case of under-
resolved simulations.
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